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Executive Summary
• La Benevolencija developed a grassroots approach with the objective to “create” (facilitate)
local ambassadors of the peace and reconciliation methodology initially developed for and
implemented through the soap serial “Musekeweya”. The objective of this radio theatre is to
identify and promote positive “role models” in Rwandan society. The fictional story contains
dramatized messages that need to prevent scapegoating, overcome passivity in times crisis etc.
The grassroots programme has the objective to amplify the messages through a direct
intervention on the ground in localities that encounter serious problems in the domain of conflict
resolution, prevention and reconciliation.
• Nine weeks of fieldwork were undertaken in rural Rwandan communities to assess the nature
of the programme implementation and the impact of the grassroots activities. A mixed-method
approach combining quantitative and qualitative data and research techniques was adopted to
evaluate the programme activities in the rural fieldsites. A desk study reviewed the program
methodology and documents. The evaluation was conducted by researchers independent of La
Benevolencija. La Benevolencija only provided logistical support. This report presents the
findings of the evaluation exercise.
• The overall objectives of La Benevolencija and the specific objectives of its grassroots
activities are of particular interest in the Rwandan socio-political and post-conflict context. Both
the soap opera broadcasted to the national Rwandan audience as well as the more punctual
interventions at the grassroots level in areas mostly affected by division and conflicts are not only
pertinent but absolutely necessary.

• The activities of La Benevolencia are informed by theories and insights on large-scale violence
and critical factors needed to facilitate post-conflict recovery. This is without any doubt an asset
to the approach. The programme activities managed to translate the underlying theories to the
socio-cultural context of Rwandan society. The decentralized approach and the choice of the
groups to participate are equally well-adapted to the specificities of Rwanda’s rural areas. In
addition to the continued use of these insights an understanding of the dynamics of the “passage
à l’acte” – instigating violence - at the local level after the manipulation to violence can make the
programme approach more effective.
• The decentralized and non-judicial approach adopted by La Benevolencija in the grassroots
programme is different from the dominant approaches available in Rwanda. While judicial
approaches are necessary in the aftermath of violent conflict it is paramount to have mechanisms
and initiatives dealing with reconciliation and conflict prevention that are complementary to the
judicial approaches. The grassroots program is fulfilling this need.

• The choice of the communities and the participants, the “agents of change” that were selected
to receive the initial training is relevant and portrays a well-informed insight in the social
dynamics in rural communities.
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• Not only the grassroots “agents” but also a significant number of the other inhabitants of the
communities where the grassroots programme was implemented are of the opinion that the
implementation process is resorting effects. Over fifty percent of the responses to the question
inquiring into the understanding of the factors contributing to an increased social cohesion refer
to La Benevolencija or an activity organized by La Benevolencija. Especially the radio soap
broadcasted nationwide to all local communities is influential. There is evidence that the “agents
of change” have a better understanding of the messages that underlie the grassroots activities
than the other inhabitants that did not receive the initial grassroots training and the subsequent
follow-up.

• The “agents of change” are not perceived as having established a place in the conflict
resolution architecture at the local level. This is however no surprise. What can be expected from
the grassroots activities and “agents” is more conflict prevention and, most probably, resolution
in times of (extreme) crisis due to a change in attitude, knowledge and behaviour. On the other
hand, the inhabitants of the grassroots sites state that the “agents of change” supported by La
Benevolencija played a significant role in the increase of social cohesion in their communities.
Based on these findings and the insights established in the popular understandings of social
cohesion as well as in the existing architecture to resolve local day-to-day conflicts, it is
recommended to attune specific programme objectives to particular groups and critical junctures
in Rwandan society.

• The activities organized by La Benevolencija are informed by sophisticated and well thoughtout theories and ideas. But Rwandan peasants have their own wisdom and insights, their own
established practices to deal with these issues. To create more effect it would be interesting to
capitalize even more on what already exists in local communities. In addition, the programme
could make use of the so-called “righteous”. These people can be considered as “natural agents
of change” since they resisted the manipulations to participate in large-scale violence during the
1994 genocide and/or they saved neighbours targeted by the violence.

• The instigation of a grassroots association not only strengthens the social tissue but facilitates
the bridging of fault lines since different social and socio-economic groups are brought together.
Bringing the “agents of change” together in an association ensures sustainability of the
programme objectives in the long run. The fact that the “agents of change” approach the
outcome of the association purely in economic terms needs to be taken into account.
• The weakest link in the grassroots programme identified during the evaluation study is the
monitoring and follow-up activities taking place after the initial training of the “agents of
change”. In order to make the activities more efficient and effective serious attention needs to be
paid to the follow-up activities.
• Any good policy intervention is based on well-informed insights. La Benevolencija has a
tradition of working in close cooperation with academic institutions when developing the
programme activities. Sufficient attention goes to evaluation and impact assessment. It might be
strengthened at some points.
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1. Introduction
This report presents the findings of the evaluation of the grassroots project supported by La
Benevolencija. La Benevolencija developed an approach to empower citizens at “umudugudu”
level – the lowest administrative level in Rwanda (plural: imidigudu). The objective was to
“create” (facilitate) local ambassadors of the peace and reconciliation methodology initially
developed for and implemented through the soap serial “Musekeweya”. The soap opera is
broadcasted over the radio and reaches the majority of the Rwandan population. The objective is
to identify and promote positive “role models” in Rwandan society. Exemplary personalities can
be identified in the episodes telling the story of the the conflict between two fictional villages.
The fictional story contains dramatized messages that need to prevent scapegoating, overcome
passivity in times crisis etc. The grassroots programme has the objective to amplify the messages
through a direct intervention on the ground in localities that encounter serious problems in the
domain of conflict resolution, prevention and reconciliation.
Approximately 9 weeks of fieldwork were undertaken in rural Rwandan communities between
March and June 2009. The aim was to assess the nature of the programme implementation and
the impact of the grassroots activities. A desk study reviewed the program methodology and
documents.
The first part of the report gives an overview of the characteristics and the different phases in the
project. Localities were identified and participants were trained in a first phase. A second phase
was devoted to the monitoring and follow-up of the grassroots activities. Recently, the creation
of local socio-economic associations started with the objective to strengthen the sustainability of
the programme.
A following section of the report explains the methodology used during the evaluation exercise.
We integrated the following principles and research strategies in designing the fieldwork activities:
(1) establishing variance in the sites for in-depth study (multi-sited); (2) understanding the
breadth and the depth of processes; (3) combining quantitative & qualitative research strategies
(mixed method). Two Rwandan research consultants were responsible for the data collection.
Both have extensive experience in conducting fieldwork in the Rwanda countryside. The
international consultant was responsible for the design of the evaluation study, the supervision of
the fieldwork, the final analysis and write-up. The international consultant has spent several years
doing field research in the Rwandan countryside on a range of topics.
The third part of the report presents the findings of the fieldwork activities. We refrain from
analysis in this section but focus on the presentation of the data. Both quantitative as qualitative
data are presented. The quantitative data establish the breadth of the insights, while the
qualitative data were used to discern issues of process and explore underlying tendencies.
A following section summarizes the main findings of the evaluation. We focus on the relevance
of the programme, the effectiveness and impact of the approach, the sustainability and the
efficiency of the programme. A concluding section provides some recommendations based on
the findings of the fieldwork activities and the insights that were established.
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2. La Benevolencija Grassroots: Overview
2.1. Background information on La Benevolencia and the grassroots activities
La Benevolencija Humanitarian Tools Foundation is an international NGO that focuses on
societies and individuals targeted by hate speech resulting in large-scale violence. The
organization makes use of radio to broadcast educational media programmes and soap operas. In
addition, grassroots activities come to supplement and reinforce the media broadcasts. The
objective is to provide people with the knowledge and know-how to identify and resist
manipulation that might lead to violence. The objective is equally to heal trauma and foster
reconciliation. The idea is to reinforce the existence of (or coming into being of) active
bystanders who are able to counter incitement to violence. In order to reach these objectives and
to support the reconciliation and justice processes the organization runs large-scale broadcast
programmes in the Great Lakes Region of Africa. Apart from Rwanda the NGO is also present
in the DR Congo and Burundi. The activities are based on and informed by academic theories on
large-scale group violence.1 The ideas of political psychologist Staub underlie the broadcast
activities: the origins of mass violence and pathways to prevent future violence. These theories
also incorporate insights in avenues to heal and overcome the
scars of past violence. In sum these theories argue that
La Benevolencija
violence follows from frustrations resulting from the failure to
meet basic human needs such as shelter and nourishment but
provides people through
also security, social relations and trust, self-esteem and
media broadcasts and
efficacy. Passive bystanders, uncritical respect for authority and
grassroots activities with
a process of dehumanization of targeted individuals contribute
knowledge and skills to
to the escalation of mass violence.

identify and resist

Since 2003, La Benevolencija Rwanda has been implementing
manipulation that might
a radio reconciliation project called “Rwandan Reconciliation
lead to mass violence
Radio”. The project focuses on entertainment and educative
messages inserted in a highly professional radio drama serial
“Musekeweya” or “New Dawn”.2 This soap opera has the
objective to identify positive and negative “models” in Rwandan society and to establish and
promote positive role models. Exemplary personalities can be identified in the episodes of which
some of the most prominent are actively promoting peace in the conflict between two fictional
villages “Bumanzi” and “Muhumuro”. Although there is no explicit reference to ethnic identities
in the soap opera, it is clear- also to the Rwandan audience- that these villages resonate with the
Hutu-Tutsi distinction that marks the Rwandan social landscape. The conflict between the
villages reverberates with the ethnically polarized and conflict-ridden history of Rwanda. In the
meantime large-scale scientific studies have established that the soap opera is not only extremely

Ervin Staub, The Roots of Evil. The Origins of Genocide and Other Group Violence, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992)
For more information about this project, its academic background and its achievements, we refer to a series of newsletters that are
available online on the www.labenevolencija.org website.
1

2
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popular but also has the ability to create changes in the attitudes, knowledge and behaviour of
people.3
In addition to the broadcast activities there was a need to amplify the messages aired through a
direct intervention on the ground. A programme was developed to establish groups of “agents of
change” or “active bystanders” in local communities. La Benevolencija developed an approach to
empower citizens at “umudugudu” level – the lowest administrative level (plural: imidigudu). The
objective was to “create” (facilitate) local ambassadors of the peace and reconciliation
methodology initially developed for and implemented through the soap serial.
These grassroots activities started in 2007 and continue until now in 2009. Four phases can be
identified in the grassroots project implementation until 2009: (1) identification of localities and
participants; (2) training of participants; (3) monitoring and follow-up of the grassroots activities;
(4) strengthening the sustainability of the programme through the creation of local socioeconomic associations.

2.2. Creation of a network of participants in the grassroots activities
The first step in the implementation process was the creation of a network of selected
participants. La Benevolencija works on a nationwide level with its communication campaign but
did not implement the grassroots activities all over the country due to limited resources. The
participants are coming from eight different districts within the four provinces of Rwanda: West,
South, North, East. Local authorities identified suitable districts and imidugudu in which this
approach was mostly needed. La Benevolencija developed the grassroots activities in 37
imidugudu. The criterion used in this selection was the “problematic” character of the social
environment. Imidugudu with specific needs in the
strengthening of reconciliation, social cohesion and the conflict
resolution capacity were identified. Most of these places were
Genocide survivors,
severely affected by the genocide, hence the reason why the
released prisoners, the
socio-economic recovery after the genocide is not easily taking
destitute and
place. Moreover these localities are often remote and underproblematical as well as
supported by the “traditional” state and aid interventions. In
local authorities and
addition, five imidugudu in the city of Kigali were selected.

opinion leaders were
selected to participate in
the grassroots training
activities

It was the objective to include people within these localities
with different backgrounds and positions in society. The two
main groups targeted were the genocide survivors and the
released prisoners. These two groups are generally considered
to have been the main antagonists in the local unfolding of the
genocide of 1994. They are evidently the groups between which
most tensions exist in the aftermath of this crisis. In addition, the programme also aimed at
including the so-called “destitute & problematic”: people considered to be either extremely poor
or portraying deviant or disturbing behaviour in the community.4 A last section of participants
was selected from the group of “local authorities and opinion leaders”. These people play an
3 Elizabeth Levy Paluck, Reducing intergroup prejudice and conflict with mass media: a field experiment in Rwanda, Doctoral Dissertation, Yale
University, 2007.
4 Whenever possible, people of Twa identity were incorporated as well.
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important role in the social life at the local level. They are the administrative personnel – ranging
from elected or appointed authorities to the more service-oriented personnel such as health-care
workers or agricultural advisors. But also local pastors or teachers belong to the group of opinion
leaders having an important role in community life due to their status of “intellectuals”. Staff
from La Benevolencija responsible for the grassroots activities identified these participants with
the help of local authorities. This identification took place in the first half of 2007.

2.3. Training of participants in the grassroots activities

The second step relates to the training of the participants in each selected district and the chosen
‘imidugudu’ . Tools and skills were provided that would enable the participants to become active
or positive bystanders. Initially six staff members of La Benevolenicija were trained by the
academic team in the specific nature and understanding of the messages and the methodology.
The ideas underlying the global project were central in these formation activities. In addition four
provincial co-ordinators and one national co-ordinator received a similar training. A manual in
Kinyarwanda contains the communication messages in a comprehensible language. Excerpts
from the radio soap were used to illustrate the messages. During the training of the grassroots
participants these excerpts and illustrations from daily life were used to discuss the messages with
the participants. The training brought the selected participants together for approximately five
days. Through these training activities and the subsequent follow-up activities by the provincial
co-ordinators the following objectives were aimed at:
1. “Agents of changes” should be able to hold discussions at their base location and in
surrounding locations around themes related to the content as presented in radio programmes
like “Musekeweya”.
2. “Agents of changes” should be able to spread basic knowledge on trauma symptoms and
healing, teach or administer trauma support techniques.
3. In times of problems and crisis the individuals (“agents of change”) within groups
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

would know how to detect negative influences at work in the signals they receive
from their environment, especially the need to resist scapegoating.
would know how to apply a sense of perspective and ask simple questions to
identify concrete threats and fears
would know which course of action to take at what stage in order to best
counteract destructive developments without endangering themselves

4. In times of peace the individuals (“agents of change”) within groups would help former
antagonists get to know each other and listen to each other’s point of view in overcoming
problems due to a/the previous conflict, they would also seek to heal trauma.
Table 1 gives an overview of the main ideas underlying the grassroots activities. These ideas
(messages) were central in the training activities of the “agents of change”. The bulk of the initial
training activities were spent listening to and discussing these messages. Role play by the
participants, followed by discussions turned these ideas and messages into a lived experience the
participants subsequently brought to their respective home communities.
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Table 1. Main characteristics of the ideas underlying the grassroots activities.

1. Life problems in a
society frustrate basic
needs and can lead to
scapegoating
and
destructive
ideologies

2.
Genocide
or
group/mass violence
evolves as individuals
and groups change
as a result of their
actions

3.
Devaluation
increases
the
likelihood of violence
while humanization
decreases it
4. The healing of
psychological
wounds helps people
live more satisfying
lives and makes
unnecessary
defensive
violence
less likely (com.obj.).
5. Passivity facilitates
the evolution of harm
doing
whereas
actions by people
inhibit it
6.
Varied
perspectives,
open
communication and
moderate respect for
authority in society
make the evolution of
violence less likely
(com. obj.).
7.
Justice
is
important for healing
and reconciliation
8.Significant
connections,
deep
engagement between
people belonging to

These difficult life conditions can be economic problems, political
disorganisation, intense conflict between groups or great societal
change. In response to such social conditions, individuals turn to a
group for security. The group will give them a feeling of identity, the
feeling of connection to other people and especially the feeling of
physical and psychological safety. The group coalesces around a core
of leaders and in certain cases the leaders who provides a ready
solution that leads to a better future take over the leadership.
The group gradually learns to devalue the scapegoated group. As
perpetrators begin to harm the other group, spiritually and physically,
they justify their actions by seeing the other in a more and more
negative way. In the end, the devaluation of the others can become so
intense that eliminating them is seen as a moral thing and the right
thing to do. Physical abuses leads to more physical abuses (learning by
doing). The presence of war with the attendant feelings of insecurity
when combined with these other factors is another element that
increases the likelihood of mass violence and genocide.
The group identifies another group as enemies (scapegoating) who are
an obstacle to achieving this better future.

A past history for devaluation of the scapegoated group, which is part
of its culture. The group has suffered and is traumatised. This resulted
in unhealed psychological and social wounds that are left and the
world looks like a dangerous place and makes it likely that the group
strikes out in the face of new threats. The group believes that they
need to defend themselves. Both the victims (survivors) of the
scapegoat group and the perpetrators are left as a traumatised part of
the population, who may be pushed to commit violence in turn.
The role of bystanders (members of the population outside the group)
is crucial. Their passivity reinforces the harm doing of group members
(perpetrators) and makes them believe that what they are doing is
acceptable, even right. Passive bystanders distance themselves from
the victimised group/individuals to reduce their own empathic
suffering.
Overly strong respect for authority, so that leaders, who often are the
vanguard in scapegoating and creating a destructive ideology, are not
questioned. A monolithic society with lack of pluralism results in the
fact that different views cannot or will not be expressed, including
opposition to this destructive ideology and the harming done to the
other group.

Groups need an understanding to enable themselve to take preventive
action. They can work to overcome devaluation and to reconcile and
mutually accept each other. They can work on healing themselves. As
a group, they can work on creating a society with appropriate,
9

different
groups
helps
people
overcome
devaluation
and
hostility
and
promoted
positive
relations
9. Trauma can be
understood
10. It is important to
tell one’s trauma
story and there is a
way to tell it that is
emotionally safe and
constructive

moderate respect for authority and with practices of open discussion of
pluralism, which also makes it more likely that bystanders will be
active.

The training activities took place in the months of July and August 2007. Table 2 gives an
overview of the number of participants per district according to the project documents.
Table 2 Number of grassroots participant trained

Province

District
West
South

North
East
Kigali
TOTAL

Number of participants

Rutsiro
Karongi
Muhanga
Huye
Gicumbi
Rwamagana
Gasabo

88
176 (88 additional authorities)
89
175 (87 additional authorities)
221 (88 additional authorities)
260 (84 additional authorities
87
1096

2.4. Monitoring and follow-up of the grassroots activities
The four provincial co-ordinators and the national co-ordinator were responsible for the followup of the grassroots activities after the training activities. A provincial office was opened in three
provinces, while one co-ordinator and the national co-ordinator operated from Kigali. The coordinators would verify the nature of the interventions made by the “agents of change” in their
respective home communities. Contacts between local authorities and “agents of change” would
be facilitated by the co-ordinators. Monthly reports on the general evolution of the programme
were drafted. When problems arose, interventions were made to remedy and readjust. The
monitoring and general follow-up started in the second half of 2007 and continued throughout
2008.5 In the second half of 2007 certificates for the most exemplary “agents of change” were

5 To complete activities at local/rural level, La Benevolencija also included secondary schools and decentralized universities into the
development of constructive discussions. This activity has not been extensively developed and implemented during the two year period and will
not be evaluated.
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handed out. These persons were chosen within and by the group of people that had received the
initial training. It further needs to be noted that 2 provincial co-ordinators left the project in
March 2008; they were not replaced but their tasks were taken over by the central national coordinator. Since October 2008 there is only one position left: the national co-ordinator. The latter
currently goes on with these follow-up activities but mainly with the economy related activities
introduced in the project design in the course of 2008 to achieve long-term sustainability of the
programme.
2.5. The creation of associations: facilitating long-term sustainability

One of the objectives of the programme is that the “agents of change” and their activities are
sustainable in the long run. In addition it is aimed at that they share their skills with more people.
It was decided that a sustainability element could be reached by combining the activities of the
groups with economic development activities. In the course of 2008 measures were taken to
finance income generating activities for the “agents of change” by bringing them together in selfsustainable associations. The reasons to initiate and support these associational ties were the
following:
(1) Promote joined labour activities in order to reinforce social and group cohesion.
(2) Consolidate the group dynamics aimed at overcoming all sorts of divisions and local
conflicts
(3) Promote the socio-economic development of the “agents of change” with the objective
to reinforce their social interaction
(4) Serve as an example of reconciliation in their local communities
Although the initial intervention is financial – money to start an association – and the context of
the support is economic – income generating activities -, the main objectives are primarily social
and geared towards the overall approach and objectives central to the approach adopted by La
Benevolencija.
A so-called “opportunity mapping” was undertaken at the provincial level to identify possibilities
to support associations for the “agents of change”. Each group of “agents of change” was asked
to develop and present a project in the domain of agriculture or small livestock rearing. The
groups in Kigali were also allowed to present a proposal for an association that would be mainly
commercial since it is difficult to initiate a project in agriculture or with livestock in the capital.
Each group should present the type of association and the necessary organizational prerequisites
in order to receive the sum of 200.000 Rwandan Francs. Table 3 gives an overview of the nature
of the proposals received by La Benevolencia. In the second half of 2008 and beginning of 2009
the money is distributed to these associations. The associational activities and outcomes, both
economic and social have thus only recently been taking shape.
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Table 3. Number and type of associations

Domain

Type

Agriculture

Livestock

Commercial
TOTAL

Number
Coffee
Ananas
Banana
Manioc
Goats
Chicken
Pork
Rabbits
Sheep
Charcoal
Phone cards

2
1
1
1
14
5
4
3
2
3
1
37
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3. Evaluation: Fieldwork and Methodology
Between March and June 2009 several weeks were spent ‘in the field’ by the research team (the
Rwandan consultants supervised by the international consultant) in 8 selected Imidugudu in the
four provinces. The objective of the fieldwork activities was to gather primary data to understand
the effectiveness, impact, relevance, sustainability and efficiency of the grassroots methodology
and activities. The underlying objectives of the overall fieldwork design and activities were the
following:
-

to understand the nature and functioning of the developed sensitization tools, i.e. the
audio excerpts from the radio drama serial “Musekeweya”, the developed cultural tools,
the discussion/debate format, the applied training modules, the developed manual in
Kinyarwanda used during training

-

to understand the implementation process, i.e. what activities were implemented and how
often, the effective use of the above mentioned tools, clear and effective communication
of the messages; the role played by Benevolencija grassroots co-ordinators within the
overall process, the relations between grassroots training/sensitization work and
economic activities, the use of the training manual and other tools.

-

to understand the impact of the grassroots activities and assess whether and to what
extent the overall objectives have been reached. Outcomes that can be structured along
two main axes: (1) conflict prevention (resolution) and (2) fostering reconciliation, social
cohesion, healing - trauma reduction.

We integrated the following principles and research strategies in designing the ‘operational’ part
of the study: (1) establishing variance in the sites for in-depth study (multi-sited); (2)
understanding the breadth and the depth of processes; (3) combining quantitative & qualitative
research strategies (mixed method). In addition, the project documents generated during the
project activities were reviewed in a desk-study.

3.1.

The selection of communities (imidugudu) for in-depth study

Maximizing variance was crucial in the selection of communities for the in-depth study in order to
sharpen patterns in different contexts: firstly regional diversity and secondly the presence or
absence of the grassroots activities. The fieldwork activities took place in the four different
provinces. Within the provinces a random selection was made of a field site with the grassroots
activities present – being a number of participants that received the initial ”agents of change”
training and who were subsequently monitored and supported by the grassroots co-ordinators. In
the vicinity of the selected umudugudu an additional umudugudu was chosen in the same sector
that did not have any grassroots activities. The imidugudu without grassroots activities were
‘matched’ with the imidugudu that had grassroots activities. Local authorities identified the
localities that could potentially have been selected for the implementation of the grassroots
activities but were not. As a consequence these localities are considered to be similar to the ones
13

that received the grassroots programme. They experience similar difficulties in social cohesion,
reconciliation and conflict resolution as the grassroots sites. In addition one can assume that both
places experienced similar conflict dynamics during the 1994 genocide due to the proximity of
the sites. Moreover, the proximity implies that both sites are both subject to the same
interventions, government programme and sensitization campaigns. For example: the Gacaca
activities as well as important meetings organised by local authorities mainly take place at the
sector level. One sector encompasses both imidugudu selected in one province. In that regard
and on that level one can control for the potential differences arising from natural localized social
dynamics and the impact of state or NGO interventions. The sites without grassroots activities
function as control sites. The objective is to capitalize on what the difference and similarities
between the “grassroots treatment” sites and the “non-grassroots treatment” sites reveal. The
following chart visualizes this sampling framework:
Graph 1. Overview sampling framework

National
Level

Regional
Diversity

North

Programme
Variation

South

East

West

Programme
Variation

Programme
Variation

Programme
Variation

With
Grassroots
Activities

With
Grassroots
Activities

With
Grassroots
Activities

With
Grassroots
Activities

Without
Grassroots
Activities

Without
Grassroots
Activities

Without
Grassroots
Activities

Without
Grassroots
Activities
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West

Three local communities were visited in the Western province (since one site also functioned as a
pilot for the evaluation study). Two localities had a grassroots programme, one functioned as
“control” site. The communities are situated to the North of the provincial town of Kibuye,
along the shores of Lake Kivu. One of the communities experienced intense killings during the
1994 genocide. A notorious roadblock was erected in the community where between 9,000 and
15,000 people died. A larger number of people targeted by the violence of 1994 lived in the area.
People came to kill and pillage from neighbouring areas. One of the other administrative entities
selected had also a large number of people targeted in 1994, but since they lived close to the Kivu
lake they decided to flee to Zaïre over the water in the initial stage of the genocide. Many of the
inhabitants survived the genocide and are currently living in the community again. All of the
communities have serious problems on the level of co-habitation and social cohesion. Stories of
tensions between the two main ethnic groups over the past years are abundant in the narratives
of the respondents we consulted during the evaluation activities. The fact that the Gacaca process
restarted from scratch in 2009 with a new phase of information collection is a sign of the
difficulties the community has to overcome the societal fissures and tensions. People are visibly
living in fear and have a profound distrust of each other.
South

In the Southern province, the imidugudu selected in the sample of the evaluation are situated at
approximately five kilometers from the provincial town of Butare, in the direction of the river
Akanyaru and the border with Burundi. The communities are situated in the area the former
prime minister during the months of genocide in 1994 originated from. This fact makes the
environment specific and it has without any doubt influenced the events in 1994. A significant
number of Tutsi survived the genocide and are currently living in their home communities. Many
people were put in prison after the genocide. The families of survivors and prisoners lived in a
silent conflict since 1994. This conflict was hidden under the surface of daily life when it turned
to a form of normality again by the end of the 90s. Tensions arose again with the initiation of the
Gacaca proceedings at the local level. In the Southern province, over 10,000 people fled to
neigbouring Burundi at the start of the Gacaca activities. People living in the communities we
visited during fieldwork (one has a grassroots programme) also fled the area when Gacaca
started. There are many conflicts related to the Gacaca activities, especially the restitution of
belongings creates animosity. Local authorities started selling by auction the belongings of people
convicted to restitute but who were unwilling or unable to do so.
North

The localities visited in the North are situated in the former province of Buymba. The locality is
situated far from the district headquarters. The area has a particular profile since it did not
experience genocidal violence in 1994. The area was situated in the demilitarized zone installed
between the two warring parties at the time. And the start of the genocide on April 6 also
signalled the advance of the RPA/F that was battling with the Rwandan national army. The social
situation in this area is rather peculiar. There are no genocide survivors since there were no Tutsi
living in the communities at the time. Moreover, there are no released prisoners since nobody
participated in the local genocide. The inhabitants of the area nevertheless experienced many
human losses due to the war. All of the household were severely affected by the period of
violence between 1990 and 2000 since they lived close to the war front between 1990 and 1993.
The war of the infiltrators starting in 1996 mainly affected the Northern regions of the country.
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The umudugudu where the grassroots activities were implemented was most probably selected
due to the fact that a local commercial centre contains several bars where people often get drunk.
Quarrels and fights erupt from time to time.
East

The area that was visited in the East is situated in-between the capital Kigali and the provincial
town of Rwamagana. As in so many locations in Rwanda, the genocide here was intense and
claimed many lives. But the genocidal violence lasted not as long as in other regions since the
area was occupied by the advancing RPA/F troops already in the month of May of 1994. The
area has a reputation to be difficult to govern. Over the course of the past years several local
authorities had to be replaced. The localities experience conflicts especially related to the Gacaca
proceedings and land issues.

3.2. Research Instruments
There are no baseline data available in the grassroots sites. Nevertheless, it was necessary to
include a comparative perspective to understand and assess the impact and functioning of the
grassroots activities. Therefore the research design needed to take into account a comparative
perspective both in time and in geographical spread. It is hard to understand the impact of
programme activities if there is no insight in similar localities that did not receive the grassroots
activities. It was necessary to establish “control” sites and groups. We explained above the
principles that guided the selection of these control sites. In addition, there was not only the need
to establish a comparative perspective geographically in order to assess the impact of the
grassroots activities, it was also necessary to establish a comparison in time. It was vital to gather
information and data on the situation before the implementation of the grassroots activities as
well as during the grassroots process. Ideally this should have been data collected before the
implementation of the programme. These data collections activities did not take place. Therefore,
establishing an ‘improvised’ baseline was done by consulting ‘natural’ baseline data that exist in
the rural field sites. Since the programme has the objective of capacity building in conflict
resolution and prevention we focused on records and information on conflicts over the past two
years, the period the programme was operational. In addition the research instruments were
designed to capture the perceived changes over time by the respondents not only related to
conflicts and conflict resolution but also to the domain of social cohesion and reconciliation,
another area focused on in the grassroots process. A focus on these issues and the changes over
time allowed us to establish a general horizon in the understanding of these issues. There was not
only a focus on the grassroots activities as such but also on the broader social tissue in order to
explore the pertinence of the grassroots approach.
To assess the underlying objectives of the grassroots activities, it was necessary to use a mixedmethods approach and to diversify the overall nature of the observations made. The objective
was to understand both the breadth of the impact (quantitative instruments) as well as the depth
of ongoing processes (qualitative techniques). The use of large-scale surveys avoids idiosyncrasies
by reducing the complexity of reality. On the other hand in-depth ethnographic research
generates information very rich in detail and gives insights in the reason why and how events
happen and processes take place. Ethnographic approaches are able to identify underlying
patterns and themes that will not surface when using quantified approaches; they are well-suited
to understand issues of process. Both quantitative and qualitative research strategies were used to
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collect data. By using mixed methods and through the triangulation of data, we could layer the
data over one another to identify overlaps and inconsistencies. Indistinct elements could be
filtered out in such a way that grounded patterns and returning themes are discovered in the
social reality faced and lived by the inhabitants of communities at the local level. We first give an
overview of the general principles and the overall nature of the research activities. The research
instruments/techniques and their specific objectives are discussed in more detail in table 4.
All of the interviews, focus group discussions and observations were conducted or made by the
Rwandan research consultants. These researchers are no employees of La Benevolencija and are
not associated with the grassroots programme. The Rwandan researchers were selected based on
their previous experience with participation in large-scale research projects, their capacity to
reside in rural communities and skills in interaction with the peasant population. They have over
10 years of experience in conducting field research in the Rwandan countryside. They received a
training of five days on the contents of the grassroots methodology, the research techniques and
overall fieldwork principles (selection of respondents – introduction – behaviour towards
respondents – etc.). The national co-ordinator of the grassroots programme facilitated the
fieldwork activities of the researchers. Only logistical and practical issues were taken up by the
team of La Benevolencija.
With each interview a general introduction on the origin and aim of the study was given. It was
explained that the study was conducted independently of La Benevolencija and the Rwandan
authorities. Anonymity and voluntary participation was stressed. All interviews were conducted in
‘quiet’ and ‘private’ places. In a few cases, group discussions were conducted in open air, but
always in a remote location free from onlookers or possible disturbance. We never accepted the
offer by local authorities to hold an interview sessions in a government – related building in order
not to create the impression of a government connection. We refused any presence of someone
related to La Benevolencija or the government (except for the local authorities selected for
discussions) during the interviews in order not to influence the responses of the participants. All
of the research tools were ‘tested’ during a pilot phase in the Western province; hence the results
of three imidugudu for Western province. Only minor changes were made to the fieldwork
approach and instruments after the initial pilot phase.

Table 4. Data Collection Methods
Data Collection
Method
Activity 1.
Key Informant
Interviews Community
Profile
Activity 2.
Case Studies:
Conflict Pathways

Purpose

Informants

•
•

To understand the community history
To gain an understanding of the local context.

Authorities &
Opinion Leaders

•

To explore in-depth the origins, pathways
and outcomes of conflicts

Abunzi - Local
Authorities –
“Agents of
Change”
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Activity 3.
Case Studies:
•
Community-Wide
Events and Factors
Affecting Cohesion &
Conflict Resolution
Activity 3.
•
Focus Group Discussion
•
•

•
•
Activity 4.
Archival Research

•

To explore in-depth important events,
factors, initiatives undertaken by the “agents
of change” affecting the overall social
prosperity, cohesion and well-being of the
community over the past 2 years
To explore the implementation of the
grassroots activities
To explore the understanding of the 10 key
messages and the ‘tools’ (audio fragments)
To explore people’s understandings and
perceptions of, participation and engagement
in conflict prevention activities
To explore people’s understandings of social
cohesion, trauma and healing.
To explore the functioning and perception of
economic activities generated by the project
To explore the evolution in social
cohesion and well-being of the imidugudu
over the past 2 years

All Respondents

54 FGDs
(according to
characteristics
detailed below)

Local Archival
Records / Reports
written by Abunzi
& Agents of
Change

Key Informant Interviews
In every locality (umudugudu) we contacted a number of “key informants”. The key informants
were people able to provide important information on history, socio-political organization and
economic life. They were also solicited to identify the households living in the area on the basis
of their different social positions in the community.

Archival Research
When possible local archival records were consulted to get information on the nature of conflicts
and conflict resolution capacities of the locality. Often, the key informants and especially the
Abunzi committee members were able to give an overview of the nature of conflicts in the area.
The latter is the institution that is specifically tasked to deal with local conflicts. Specially
designed forms were handed out for this objective [see annex]. This information was compared
with findings from the group discussions. The local authorities were solicited to give an accurate
picture of the demographic situation of the umudugudu as well as an overview of the association
tissue of the localities. They also received forms to make an inventory of the existing associations
[see annex].

Focus group discussions
The main research instrument used was focus groups discussions. An interview guide with the
questions used during the discussion can be found in annex. The following themes were
systematically explored: the nature of life at the local level, the nature of conflicts and their
resolution, the nature of and changes in the level of social cohesion, the experience and
perception of the implementation and overall organisation of the grassroots activities (grassroots
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field sites), the understanding of a selection of messages (through audio fragments – see
transcripts in annex), the nature, organisation and impact of the associations (only in grassroots
field sites). The discussions were systematically and verbatim recorded during the discussions. At
a later stage, a code book was constructed and the interviews were systematically coded based on
a number of variables. This procedure allowed for a quantification of a selection of the qualitative
data.
The use of focus group discussions allows for an understanding of the differences between the
actors with different positions and identities at the local level. Moreover, the group setting
corresponds with the overall approach of the grassroots methodology. And in addition, the group
setting corresponds with the overall tendency in Rwandan rural society of peer group influence in
the development of opinions. It needs to be noted that the quantified results are thus presenting
group opinions. However, the findings also capture instances when there was no group
consensus. The average group consisted of 4 to 8 participants. One researcher facilitated the
group discussions while the other recorded the statements of the respondents. Expressions in
Kinyarwanda with a specific meaning were separately recorded, discussed afterwards and
compared with the translated statements. All interviews were later typed out and annotated when
faced with particularities related to translation of statements. We did not use recording devices
since respondents are not familiarized with them and they arouse suspicion and possibly a
reservation in response.

Observation
The researchers resided for approximately two weeks in each of the research locations. Apart
from the many group discussion and interviews this allowed for an understanding of life in the
particular community by simply being there. Non-verbal communication and observation gives
additional information that enables the contextualization of the data collected through other
techniques. For example: the observation of interactions between the “agents of change” and the
other inhabitants. For each Umudugudu a comprehensive report was prepared based on the
observations made when residing in the field sites. Although several months and an active
participation in community life would be necessary to be able to speak of a genuine form of
(participant) observation, the limited time spent on the hills gave the necessary information to
enrich the data collected during interviews.

Individual Interviews
Sometimes, individuals would be contacted for an individual interview. If a respondent in the
group discussion might have an added value for the exploration of the research and evaluation
objectives the person would be individually contacted to do a follow-up interview on a specific
topic. These interviews were mostly informal and aimed at clarifying certain issues.

3.3. The Selection of Respondents
We explained above that we incorporated principles to establish a comparative perspective in
time and in geographical spread in order to fully explore the grassroots activities. We also
diversified the overall nature of the observations and data collection activities on the level of the
selection of respondents. Graph 2 presents the nature of the groups selected for the group
discussions. As explained, the localities without grassroots activities function as a point of
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comparison on the community level. But also in the imidugudu where the grassroots programme
was implemented through the training and monitoring of ‘agents of change’ we aimed at a
comparative perspective through the selection of groups of respondents with similar profiles as
those that participated in the initial training activities. The latter had thus received the ‘official’
status of ‘agents of change’. The additional groups selected provided perceptions on the activities
of the ‘agents of change’ in their communities. As explained in the discussion of the grassroots
methodology, the ‘agents of change’ are supposed to become ‘active bystanders’ in their
communities. Their behaviour should in the first place be observable to others and ideally
spillover to others. It was therefore important to have a significant number of respondents that
were able to reflect on the activities of the ‘agents of change’ in their community without being
part of that group of inhabitants. The incorporation of a significant number of respondents from
groups that did not participate in the grassroots training and the incorporation of the respondents
from the localities without a grassroots programme explains why there are more non-trained
respondents in the sample.
Table 5 provides an overview of the demographics of the fieldsites. Table 6 gives an overview of
the group selected for discussions and table 7 provides an insight in the demographics of the
respondents. Respondents for the group discussions were selected based on the principal of
‘snowball sampling’. Snowball sampling is a non-probability sampling scheme through which one
begins by (purposively) sampling one person and then, through this person, obtains a list of
persons who have the same characteristics as the initial persons selected and so on. For example:
for the FGDs we initially selected one person who belonged to the specific group we wanted to
interview – for example released prisoners - , this person would then provide a list of names of
other released prisoners to be invited for a group discussion. This activity took place with the
help of local administrative authorities and when necessary through the help of the grassroots coordinator of La Benevolencija. When quoting someone in the text we will indicate the basic
demographic identity of the respondent(s). We do not refer to names of people and localities to
ensure confidentiality.
6

Table 5. Overview demographics field sites

Total Population
Genocide Survivors
Released Prisoners
Prisoners

West
South
North
East
Um1 Um2 Um3 Um1 Um2 Um1 Um2 Um1 Um2
2555
576 2010
785
657
535
513
374
313
21
133
41
4
23
0
0
6
6
5
16
26
14
26
0
0
2
3
20
20
60
135
2
0
0
4
25

6 It is impossible to establish the exact number of “local authorities & opinion leaders” and the category of “destitute and problematical”.
There exist no official records of these caterogies.
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Graph 2. Overview groups

Provincial
Level
Programme
Variation

With Grassroot
Activities

With Grassroots
Training

Without
Grassroots
Training

Without
Grassroots
Activities

Without
Grassroots
Training

Survivors

Survivors

Survivors

Released
Prisoners

Released
Prisoners

Released
Prisoners

Destitute &
Problematical

Destitute &
Problematical

Destitute &
Problematical

Local
Authorities &
Opinion Leaders

Local
Authorities &
Opinion Leaders

Local
Authorities &
Opinion Leaders

General
Population

General
Population
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Table 6. Overview group discussion & respondents: with or without grassroots formation

Umudugudu with grassroots project

West
South
North
East
Total

With
Grassroots
Formation

Without
Grassroots
Formation

Total

Umudugudu
without
grassroots project
Without
Grassroots
Formation

Groups
Respondents
Groups
Respondents
Groups
Respondents
Groups
Respondents

5
24
3
13
3
19
4
15

9
54
5
31
3
19
4
21

14
78
8
44
6
38
8
36

5
30
5
30
3
18
5
24

Groups

15

21

36

18

54

Respondents

71

125

196

102

298

Total

19
108

13
74

9
56

13
60

Table 7. Overview group discussions & respondents: identities and grassroots activities

Authorities &
Opinion Leaders
Released Prisoners
Survivors
Destitute &
Problematical
General Population
Total

Groups
Respondents
Groups
Respondents
Groups
Respondents
Groups
Respondents
Groups
Respondents

Umudugudu with
grassroots project
10
52
6
27
7
41
7
40

Umudugudu
without
grassroots
project
4
21
3
17
3
17
4
24

6

4

10

36

23

59

Total

14
73

9
44

10
58

11
64

Groups

36

18

54

Respondents

196

102

298
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4. Fieldwork Findings
This section presents the findings of the fieldwork and data collection activities. We first establish
an insight in the experience of life after violence and genocide. As explained above the fieldwork
attempted to situate the grassroots activities in the context of the social environment of the
communities selected in the grassroots programme and the nature of social life in the rural areas
of Rwanda in general. The sections on conflict resolution and social cohesion therefore also
probe into the nature of these themes in general. The dominant focus is the relation of these
themes with the grassroots programme. Tthe activities and behaviour of the ‘agents of change’
are central. A section deals with the understanding of the messages that guide the Benevolencija
methodology and the grassroots programme. The implementation process is dealt with. The
organization and impact of the creation of the associations for the ‘agents of change’ is discussed.
A last section focuses in-depth on two of the grassroots sites visited during fieldwork. One case
is used to highlight the strengths of the programme; the other reveals some of the issues that
need attention. These case studies further bring to light the issue of variation when implementing
a decentralized programme.
The sections following the presentations of the findings will take up the issues presented in this
part of the report in order to come to a comprehensive evaluation and formulate
recommendations. We refrain from analysis in this section but focus on the presentation of the
data. Both quantitative as qualitative data are presented. The quantitative data establish the
breadth of the insights, while the qualitative data were used to discern issues of process and
explain underlying tendencies. Although the presentation of the findings and the analysis are
informed by the qualitative data only excerpts from interviews are presented at the end of each
section. They function as illustrative material.
4.1.

Life after violence

Between 1990 and 2000, the inhabitants of all of the localities that were visited during fieldwork
experienced a period of extreme upheaval, insecurity, mistrust and loss. Especially in the year
1994 when the genocide took place. In that year these experiences were extreme, even more for
the targeted groups at the time. Only at the end of the 90s life turned to a form of normality
again. Slowly the local communities started their recovery process in the economic, social and
psychological domains. This process is difficult, it goes slowly and is full of obstacles. As can be
seen in the narratives presented in box 1 people are mainly concerned with issues of economic
well-being and overall security (umutekano). Security has different dimensions. There is the need
to have food security, sufficient assets and monetary income to garantuee daily meals for the
household. But security also refers to territorial security: the absence of large-scale conflicts and
war, banditry and threats. Equally important is having psychological security. Psychological
security is, of course, dependent on the events experienced in the past and anxiety for the future.
But also social relations in the community influence the latter issue.
While the scars of the genocide and past violence began a difficult healing process, the activities
of the Gacaca courts nationwide established in 2005 came to facilitate this difficult process, but
they equally disturbed and for some even destroyed the process of co-habitation. As we will see
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later on, the impact of the Gacaca process creates most conflicts on the local level and it equally
influences the nature of social cohesion in a negative way.
Table 8 presents an overview of the findings on general questions asked during the group
discussions, probing the nature of life after genocide. All of the groups confirm that there are
conflits in their midst. In a following section we will explore the nature of these conflicts and the
pathways taken by the local inhabitants to deal with them. Approximately 50% of all responses
indicate that life is good. Twenty percent considers life to be “so-so”, while another 20% perceive
life to be bad. In 7% of the groups there was no consensus to be reached on that issue, meaning
that as many people considered life to be good as there were participants considering life to be
bad. There is no difference when comparing the localities where the grassroots project is present
with imidugudu without grassroots activities.
It is important to note that the rather moderate appreciation of life is mostly related to economic
issues as can be seen when considering the questions on social cohesion. Eighty-five percent of
responses portray a positive experience of social cohesion at the local level. Interesting for the
assessment of the grassroots activities is the fact that in the grassroots localities 89% of responses
indicate a good experience of social cohesion. This is 10% more than in the non-grassroots sites.
The groups that received the grassroots training are even 100% affirmative in their appreciation
of social cohesion, 20% more than their neighbours that live in the same locality but did not
participate in the grassroots training. Moreover, 94% of the group responses in the grassroots
sites mention that they are of the opinion that social cohesion became better over the past two
years, the period that the grassroots activities were operational in those areas. This is again 10%
more than in the sites without grassroots project. As said, the principle of the selection of these
sites – situated in the same areas – controls for potential differences due to specific local
dynamics or state interventions. It is therefore assumed that the differences are most probably
due to the presence (or absence) of the grassroots programme.

With
Grassroots
Formation

Without
Grassroots
Formation

All Groups

All Groups

All Groups

Are there
conflicts?
How do you
experience the
social cohesion
in the
community?
How did social
cohesion
change in past
2 years?

Without
Grassroots
Formation

How is life in
your
community?

All Umudugudu

With
Grassroots
Formation

Table 8. Life after genocide (Group N = 54 / Respondents N = 298) (Coded open questions)
Umudugudu with grassroots
Umudugu
project
du
without
grassroot
s project

Good
So-So
Bad
No Group Consensus
Yes
No
Good
So-So
Bad
No Group Consensus

43,8%
25,0%
25,0%
6,3%
100,0%
,0%
100,0%
,0%
,0%
,0%

45,0%
25,0%
25,0%
5,0%
95,0%
5,0%
80,0%
,0%
15,0%
5,0%

44,4%
25,0%
25,0%
5,6%
97,2%
2,8%
88,9%
,0%
8,3%
2,8%

66,7%
11,1%
11,1%
11,1%
100,0%
,0%
77,8%
11,1%
5,6%
5,6%

43,8%
25,0%
25,0%
6,3%
100,0%
,0%
100,0%
,0%
,0%
,0%

55,3%
18,4%
18,4%
7,9%
97,4%
2,6%
78,9%
5,3%
10,5%
5,3%

51,9%
20,4%
20,4%
7,4%
98,1%
1,9%
85,2%
3,7%
7,4%
3,7%

Better
Worse
No change
No group consensus

93,8%
,0%
,0%
6,3%

95,0%
,0%
5,0%
,0%

94,4%
,0%
2,8%
2,8%

83,3%
5,6%
11,1%
,0%

93,8%
,0%
,0%
6,3%

89,5%
2,6%
7,9%
,0%

90,7%
1,9%
5,6%
1,9%
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Text Box 1: Life After Genocide
Q: Comment va la vie en général dans la région et surtout dans l’Umudugudu ? 2 : La vie marche bien dans
l’Umudugudu. 1 : Ca marche car les relations sont bonnes entre les gens. 4 : Les gens travaillent dans leurs champs et
parviennent à exercer quelques activités économiques. 5 : Les activités des gens sont perturbées par les programmes de
l’Etat qui sont très intenses car au moins tous les deux jours les gens sont appelés pour participer aux programmes de
l’Etat. 3 : Les autorités nous demandent de couper les bananiers et d’adhérer au programme agraire mais sans vouloir nous
annoncer d’autres activités à faire pour gagner notre vie. Actuellement il est difficile de trouver les frais de scolarités pour
nos enfants à l’école suite au manque de moyens. FGD group “general population” – without grassroots formation;
Umudugudu with “agents of change”; Western Province; 24 March 2009; (1) peasant, male, 47; (2) peasant, female, 35; (3)
peasant, male; (4) peasant, male, 28; (5) peasant, male, 25.
Q: Comment va la vie en général dans la région et surtout dans la cellule? 4 : La vie marche bien si on tombe
malade on se fait soigner suite à la mutuelle de santé. Au niveau économique, la vie marche aussi sauf que nous avons un
problème parce que les autorités ont décidé qu’on coupe les bananiers à bière pour planter les autres bananiers à cuire mais
alors actuellement les moyens de nourrir la famille manquent. 3 : Les relations sont bonnes entre les gens surtout comme
nous personnes libérées par rapport aux rescapés. FGD group “Released prisoners” – without grassroots formation;
Umudugudu with “agents of change”; Western Province; 26 March 2009, (1) peasant, male, released, 35; (2) peasant, male,
38; (3) peasant, male, released, 57; (4) peasant, male, released, 49.
Q: Comment va la vie en général dans la région et surtout dans l’UMUDUGUDU ? 8 : Nous menons une vie
malheureuse, on cultive mais il n y a pas de récolte. 3 : Nous avons aussi manque de terre cultivable. 4 : Beaucoup des gens
d’ici font l’agriculture mais dans des champs loués. 2 : La vie pouvait marcher mais nous n’avons pas de terre, il n y a pas
de fumier et la production alimentaire manque. 3 : Nous avons aussi le problème de vol surtout dans les champs. 4 : Moi,
je suis souvent malade sauf que je suis aidée par le FARG qui m’a donné la mutuelle de santé. 1 : Moi, je n’ai pas de moyen
de payer la mutuelle de santé mais je l’ai fait seulement par mes enfants. FGD group “Indigenous & Destitute” – without
grassroots formation; Umudugudu with “agents of change”; Southern Province; 30 April 2009; (1) peasant, female,
destitute, 28; (2) peasant, male, destitute, 26; (3) peasant, male, destitute, 22; (4) peasant, female, destitute, 45; (5) peasant,
female, destitute, 25; (6) peasant, female, destitute, 26; (7) peasant, female, destitute, 33; (8) peasant, female, destitute, 67.
Q: Comment va la vie en général dans la région et surtout dans l’UMUDUGUDU ? 5 : La vie marche il n y a pas
de violence dans l’UMUDUGUDU. 4 : Ici, nous menons une vie normale et dans la paix. 6 : Il n y a pas de conflit en
général dans notre UMUDUGUDU. 3 : Il y a la pauvreté mais suite à la sécurité la vie marche. FGD group “general
population” – without grassroots formation; Umudugudu without “agents of change”; Southern province; 7 May 2009; (1)
peasant, female, 35; (2) peasant, female, 30; (3) peasant, female, 32; (4) peasant, male, 35; (5) peasant, female, 50; (6)
peasant, female, 39.
Q: Comment va la vie en général dans la région et surtout dans l’Umudugudu ? 1 : Ça marche un peu. 2 : Ici, la
vie marche sauf que nous avons un problème au niveau de la restitution des biens pillés aux rescapés. 1 : Moi, Je suis
handicapé, j’ai un problème à la poitrine suite aux coups reçus lors du génocide mais le moment de trier pour les gens
bénéficiaires de l’aide du FARG moi j’ai été rayé sur cette liste disant que j’ai les moyens de vivre alors que j’ai perdu 7
membres pendant le génocide. 2 : Nous, comme rescapés, nous sommes prêts à pardonner mais c’est dommage que nous
manquons les gens qui viennent nous demander pardon. Nous ne pouvons pas vivre seuls ici car même nos enfants ont
bien de jouer avec les autres dans notre communauté. FGD group “genocide survivor” – with grassroots formation;
Umudugudu with “agents of change”; Eastern Province; 27 May 2009; (1) peasant, male, genocide survivor, 38; (2) peasant,
female, genocide survivor, 36; (3) peasant, female, genocide survivor, 39.
Q: Comment va la vie en général dans la région et surtout dans l’Umudugudu ? 2 : Dans notre
UMUDUGUDU, la vie marche, nous avons la mutuelle de santé, on parvient à trouver de quoi manger et on s’entraide
entre nous. 4 : Nous sommes les agriculteurs, nous avons la productions alimentaire, il n y a pas de problème car nous
avons même la sécurité. FGD group “general population” – without grassroots formation; Umudugudu without “agents of
change”; Eastern Province; 4 June 2009; (1) peasant, female, 43; (2) peasant, female, 48; (3) peasant, male, 61; (4) peasant,
male, 36; (5) peasant, male, 35.
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4.2.

Messages

The radio soap opera “Musekeweya” broadcasted by La Benevolencija is known to all of the
groups we spoke with. Ninety percent of the groups (all of the members in each of these groups)
confirm that they are familiar with the radio theatre (table 9). In 11% of the groups there was no
consensus. But this means that even in those groups approximately half of the group participants
were familiar with the soap opera. The popularity of “Musekeweya” and the impact on the
listeners has previously been documented. It is important to take this into account in the
assessment of the grassroots programme since it is the foundation upon which the grassroots
activities are built and it is the first instance through which the activities and interventions of the
“agents of change” are supported.
Table 9. The soap opera “Musekeweya” (Group N = 54 / Respondents N = 298) (Coded open questions)
Umudugudu with grassroots project
Umudugudu
All
without grassroots Imidugudu
project
With
Without
Subtotal
Without Grassroots
Grassroots Grassroots
Formation
Formation Formation
Yes
81,3%
90,0%
86,1%
94,4%
88,9%
Do you know

the soap opera
“Musekeweya”?

No
No group consensus

,0%

,0%

,0%

,0%

,0%

18,8%

10,0%

13,9%

5,6%

11,1%

Although the programme is popular and known, it does not necessarily mean that the underlying
messages are understood by the listeners. As explained above, the soap opera tells a fictitious
story of imaginary personalities. The situations encountered and the dialogues between the
characters need to deliver the messages we identified in the first section of the report. These are
also the messages used in the training of the ‘agents of change’ through examples taken for the
“Musekeweya” radio play.
Table 10. Messages (Group N = 54 / Respondents N = 298) (Coded open questions)

Umudugudu with grassroots project

Message
“scapegoat”
understood?

Message
“passivity”
understood?

Yes
No
No group consensus
Yes
No
No group consensus
Yes

Message
“authority”
understood?

No

Message
“trauma”
understood?

No

No group consensus
Yes
No group consensus

With
Grassroots
Formation
66,7%
33,3%
,0%

Without
Grassroots
Formation
52,4%
47,6%
,0%

58,3%
41,7%
,0%

Umudugudu
without
grassroots
project
Without
Grassroots
Formation
61,1%
38,9%
,0%

80,0%
20,0%
,0%

66,7%
33,3%
,0%

72,2%
27,8%
,0%

66,7%
33,3%
,0%

70,4%
29,6%
,0%

73,3%
26,7%
,0%

81,0%
19,0%
,0%

77,8%
22,2%
,0%

72,2%
27,8%
,0%

75,9%
24,1%
,0%

86,7%
13,3%
,0%

60,0%
40,0%
,0%

71,4%
28,6%
,0%

77,8%
22,2%
,0%

73,6%
26,4%
,0%

Total

All
Imidugudu

59,3%
40,7%
,0%
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During the group discussions we used a limited selection of audio fragments presenting situations
referring to those messages. The participants were then asked to explain what they had heard and
the meaning of it. We randomly selected 4 out of the 10
messages to play to and discuss with the focus group
Message: Passivity
participants [see annex[. The objective was to verify
whether they understood the underlying messages. We
Example of general
used a scene referring to a “scapegoat” situation. A scene
understanding
but no strict
portrayed an event with the underlying message to counter
understanding of the
“passivity” in times of crisis and upheaval. A third
message
sequence dealt with issues of “authority” and the message
to be critical to orders given by authority figures. And a last
Qu’est -ce qui se passe ?
audio fragment pictured two ladies showing signs of
Qu’estce que cela signifie
trauma. The phenomenon of “trauma” needed to be
pour
vous
?
recognized by the listeners.
It needs to be noted that we were very strict in the
assessment of the responses. Only groups that were able to
clearly formulate the underlying message were considered
as groups that had understood the message. This does,
however, not mean that the groups that were considered as
unable to identify the message did not have general sense
of the broader message. The text box on this page gives an
example of a group that frames the message of passivity
also in “concilatory” or conflict preventing terms, but
nevertheless fails to clearly identify the passivity element.
Such a statement was not considered as understood in the
data gathering. Table 10 presents the results of the
exercise for the four messages selected. Box 2 presents
some of the narratives of the focus group participants
discussing the messages. Sixty percent of all groups were
able to identify the scapegoat message. Seventy percent
recognized the element of “passivity” and how to
overcome it. Seventy-six percent was aware of the
underlying idea of being critical to authority in the scene of
a school teacher imposing orders on his pupils. The trauma
sequence was recognized by 74% of the listening groups.

1 : Les gens se sont rencontrés
dans une manifestation
condamnant le criminalité.
4 : Il y a une personne qui a
promis de donner un petit
porc à son collègue.
3 : Il y a eu aussi un chanson
pour faire apprendre aux gens
la meilleure façon de vivre
ensemble.

Quelle est la leçon à tirer ?
5 : La leçon c’est qu’on doit
condamner la haine et de vivre
dans la paix.
3 : Nous devrons aussi avoir la
bonne volonté d’échanger de
cadeaux.
FGD group “Indigenous & Destitute”without grassroots formation; Umudugudu with
“agents of change”; Northern Province; 14
May 2009; (1) peasant, male, destitute, 20;
(2) peasant, male, destitute, 42; (3) peasant,
female, destitute, 46; (4) peasant, male,
destitute, 27; (5) peasant, male, destitute, 28;
(6) peasant, male, destitute, 27.

There are no major differences between the sites with
grassroots activities and the ones without. There is
however evidence that the “agents of change” have a
better understanding of the messages than the groups that
are their neighbours. The latter live in the same locality where the grassroots activities take place
but did not receive the initial grassroots training and the subsequent follow-up. Sixty-seven
percent of the ‘agents of change’ – groups were able to identify the scapegoat message, compared
to only 52% of the groups without grassroots formation. Eighty percent of the ‘agents of change’
can explain the message hidden in the scene that deals with passivity. This is only 67% for the
‘control’ groups. And there are 17% more correct responses for the trauma scenes by the ‘agents
of change’. The authority message is however better understood by people that are not part of
the grassroots network. But the difference is ‘only’ 7%. It is nevertheless difficult to clarify this
difference.
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Box 2: Understanding La Benevolencija Messages
BOUC ÉMISSAIRE

Qu’est ce qui se passe ? Qu’est-ce cela signifie pour vous? 6 : Ils sont entrain de jouer une pièce théâtre sur la
mutuelle de santé. 5 : C’est une Scène où l’on parle de la pauvreté, cette personne a un problème de pauvreté mais il veut
endosser la responsable de la mort de son enfant aux autres gens. Parmi ces problèmes rencontrés, il y a les gens qui lui
donnent des conseils mais lui ne veut pas comprendre. 4 : Cette personne pense que sa plantation détruite par l’érosion
causée par les autres gens, il est ignorant. 5 : Il y a une leçon car la personne ne devrait pas chercher les promoteurs ou
bouc émissaire (NYIRABAYAZANA) de ces problèmes mais de prendre le cas comme le sien sa chercher d’autres causes.
4 : La leçon est que si j’ai un problème je dois aller chercher mes amis pour me donner conseil afin de les résoudre. FGD
group “Indigenous & destitute” – without grassroots formation; Umudugudu with “Agents of change”; Western Province; 25 March 2009; (1) peasant, female, destitute, 49;
(2) peasant, female, destitute, 41; (3) peasant, male, destitute, 43; (4) peasant, male, destitute, 52; (5) peasant, female, destitute, 41, (6) peasant, male, destitute, 48.

AUTORITE

Qu’est-ce qui se passe ? Qu’est-ce que cela signifie pour vous ? 2 : Il y a un maître qui est avec ses élèves et il est
entrain de semer la divisionnisme mais les enfants ne l’écoutent pas et restaient camper à leur vérité. 4 : Le Maître a donné
des punitions différentes aux élèves. Quelle est la leçon à tirer ? 6 : On doit éviter de semer le divisionnisme aux
enfants.3 : On doit avoir le respect modéré envers les autorités. Toutes : Ce message est clair. FGD group “Authorities & opinion
Leaders” – with grassroots formation; Umudugudu with “agents of change”; Southern Province; 6 May 2009; (1) In charge of development in cell committee, female, 50; (2)
Umudugudu coordinator, male, 30; (3) security officer in Umudugudu, male, 29; (4) member of Local Defence Force, male, 42; (5) imam & Inyangamugayo, male, 57; (6)
Anglican pastor, male, 36.

TRAUMATISME.

Qu’est-ce qui se passe ? Qu’est-ce que cela signifie pour vous ? 5 : Il y a un problème des femmes qui sont à l’exil.
2 : Il y a une dame qui est affaiblie alors qu’elle avait le sentiment de rentrer chez elle. 3 : Les deux dames sont
traumatisées. 1 : La leçon à tirer c’est on doit donner des conseils à quelqu’un en difficultés au lieu de traumatiser
davantage. Tous : Ce message est clair. FGD group “general population” – without grassroots formation; Umudugudu without “agents of change”; Southern
province; 7 May 2009; (1) peasant, female, 35; (2) peasant, female, 30; (3) peasant, female, 32; (4) peasant, male, 35; (5) peasant, female, 50; (6) peasant, female, 39.
AUTORITE

Qu’est-ce qui se passe ? Qu’est-ce que cela signifie pour vous ? 2 : Le maître veut forcer ses élèves en leur
demandant de comprendre ce qu’il leurs dit mais les élèves ne sont pas d’accord avec leur maîtres. Quelle est la leçon à
tirer ? 2 : On ne doit pas mettre en application toutes les décisions des autorités sans trier. 1 : On ne doit pas suivre les
mauvaises directives des autorités qui prêchent pour le mal quelque soit les conséquences. Est-ce que ce message est
clair ? Tous : Oui, ce message est clair. FGD group “Released” – with grassroots formation; Umudugudu with “agents of change”; Eastern Province; 27 May
2009; (1) peasant, male, released, 47; (2) peasant, male, released, 31.

PASSIVETE

Qu’est-ce qui se passe ? Qu’est-ce que cela signifie pour vous ? 4 : Les jeunes font la manifestation pour éviter et
combattre les méfaits en préparation. Quelle est la leçon à tirer ? 1 : On doit se mobiliser pour combattre le mal. 3 : On
ne doit pas rester observateur des méfaits. Est-ce que ce message est clair ? Tous : Oui, ce message est clair. FGD group
“Indigenous & destitute” – without grassroots formation; Umudugudu with “agents of change”; Eastern Province; 5 June 2009; (1) peasant, female, indigenous, 74; (2)
peasant, female, destitute, 76; (3) peasant, female, destitute, 69; (4) peasant, male, destitute, 68; (5) peasant, male, indigenous, 54.

LE BOUC EMISSAIRE

Qu’est-ce qui se passe ? Qu’est-ce que cela signifie pour vous ? 1 : On parle de la criminalité 4 : On conseille à
RUTAGANIRA de ne pas confondre la mort de son enfant avec les gens de BUMANZI. 2 : L’enfant est mort suite au
manque d’argent mais RUTAGANIRA fait référence à l’empoisonnement. 4 : Mr RUTAGANIRA veut se venger. Quel
est le message à tirer ? 1 : L’enseignement à tirer, c’est que si j’ai mal pratiqué l’agriculture je ne peux pas condamner les
autres. 2 : Il y a une mauvaise compréhension. 3 : Ne pas endosser la responsabilité de tes problèmes envers les autres. 4 :
On doit combattre la vengeance. Toutes : ce message est clair. FGD group “Genocide survivor” – with grassroots formation; Umudugudu with
“agents of change”; Southern Province; 28 April 2009; (1) peasant, female, genocide survivor, 45; (2) peasant, female, genocide survivor, 40; (3) peasant, female, genocide
survivor, 27; (4) peasant, female, genocide survivor, 25; (5) peasant, female, genocide survivor, 53.
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4.3.

Implementation

During the group discussions the respondents were asked general questions to verify the
knowledge of the programme and its objectives. Some questions also probed how they perceived
the different implementation aspects of the activities. Table 11 summarizes the quantified results
of some of these issues. It is evident that the ‘agents of change’ themselves are familiar with the
programme and its objectives. The groups that equally live in the grassroots sites are generally
aware of the programme and its objectives. Seventy-nine percent confirm that they know the
grassroots activities exist. Seventy-four percent of them are familiar with the objectives that they
often formulate in terms of conflict resolution. In addition, of all the inhabitants living in
grassroots sites 71% are of the opinion that since the beginning of the programme there is a
change visible in the community due to the programme. Ninety-three percent of the ‘agents of
change’ are of that opinion, 54% of the other inhabitants share that conviction. It means that not
only the grassroots agents, but also a significant number of the other inhabitants are of the
opinion that the implementation process is resorting effects. The grassroots agents are all familiar
with the co-ordinators working for La Benevolencija to implement and do the follow-up of the
activities. Only 17% of the general population of the community is able to identify these coordinators. Such an identification is something they are not required to be able to do. But they
are convinced that they can contact that person if need be. The ‘agents of change’ themselves are
less confident that they are able to contact the programme administrators with 40% of the
opinion that they cannot contact these persons.
Table 11. Perception on the implementation process of the grassroots project (Group N = 54 / Respondents N = 298)
(Coded open questions)

Umudugudu with grassroots project

With
Grassroots
Formation

Without
Grassroots
Formation

Subtotal

Umudugudu
without
grassroots
project

Total

Do you know the
grassroots
programme?

Yes

100,0%

78,9%

88,6%

,0%

88,6%

No

,0%

15,8%

8,6%

,0%

8,6%

No group consensus

,0%

5,3%

2,9%

,0%

2,9%

Do you know the
objectives of the
grassroots
programme?

Yes

100,0%

73,7%

85,3%

,0%

85,3%

No

,0%

26,3%

14,7%

,0%

14,7%

No group consensus

,0%

,0%

,0%

,0%

,0%

Is a change visible
in the community
due to the
programme?

Yes

93,3%

52,6%

70,6%

,0%

70,6%

No

6,7%

42,1%

26,5%

,0%

26,5%

No group consensus

,0%

5,3%

2,9%

,0%

2,9%

Do you know the
coordinator of the
grassroots
programme?

Yes

100,0%

16,7%

54,5%

,0%

54,5%

No

,0%

83,3%

45,5%

,0%

45,5%

No group consensus

,0%

,0%

,0%

,0%

,0%

Can you contact
the grassroots
coordinator when
necessary?

Yes

60,0%

100,0%

68,4%

,0%

68,4%

No

40,0%

,0%

31,6%

,0%

31,6%

,0%

,0%

,0%

,0%

,0%

No group consensus
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These findings confirm the elements already identified in the previous sections: the initial
grassroots training resulted in a clear understanding of the objectives and a general perceived
increase in social cohesion reported in the grassroots sites. But the fact that some of the ‘agents
of change’ express the perceived inability to contact the grassroots co-ordinators touches upon
an element that is most probably one of the weaker points in the process: the general follow-up,
support and monitoring of the grassroots activities after the initial training. It seems that this
follow-up gradually faded over time and was less stringent in some localities. We established a
variance at the level of the grassroots communities in the general implementation (selection of
groups, monitoring and remedy activities), the appreciation of the local population of that
implementation process and consequently the nature of the impact on the communities. We will
deal with this issue in the section where we place the implementation process and its impact in
the context of two grassroots imidugudu [see section 4.7.].
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Box 3: Perceptions on the Implementation Process of the Grassroots Activities
Qui connaît les programmes Radio MUSEKEWEYA ? Tout le monde : nous connaissons ce programme car nous avons des
postes Radio chez nous. Q: Et que fait la BENEVOLENCIJA ? 2 : La BENEVOLENCIJA aide les gens sur l’unité et
réconciliation. Lorsque les gens écoutent ces émissions qui passent à la Radio, ils changent aussi suivant les exemples entendus à la
Radio à travers les pièces de théâtre. 6 : La formation des agents de change aussi a contribué beaucoup sur la résolution des conflits. Q:
Comment ils sont venus ? 6 : D’abord le Secrétaire Exécutif de notre secteur est venu pour me prêter une salle en disant qu’il y aura
les gens de la BENEVOLENCIJA qui viendront former les gens sur l’unité et réconciliation. Q: Comment ils ont choisi les gens ?
1 : Ils ont choisi les représentants du groupes des rescapés, les libérés, les indigents et les personnes les plus difficiles dans
l’UMUDUGUDU, les dirigeants et les représentants Religieux. 5 : Le but était de former les gens sur l’unité et réconciliation ainsi que
sur la résolution des conflits pour aller sensibiliser aussi les autres. 2 : Moi je pense que le but était de mettre ensemble les Hutus et les
Tutsis. 3 : Après la formation nous avons changé nous même en rapport avec le comportement au niveau social. 2 : En rapport avec
les non formés, nous les avons aidé de résoudre leur problèmes de sorte que même les gens qui empoisonnaient les autres nous
apportaient leur poison après sensibilisation. 3 : Avant la formation je n’avais aucune idée sur l’origine du problème entre Hutus et
Tutsis mais après la formation, maintenant je suis informé sur l’origine. 2 : Après la formation, j’ai remarqué un grand changement et
avant de respecter les ordres de l’autorité, je dois d’abord être vigilant et analyser. 6 : J’ai appris comment déterminer l’origine du
conflit. 5 : J’ai acquis la manière de comment résoudre un conflit. FGD group “Authorities & opinion Leaders” – with grassroots formation; Umudugudu
with “agents of change”; Southern Province; 6 May 2009; (1) In charge of development in cell committee, female, 50; (2) Umudugudu coordinator, male, 30; (3) security officer
in Umudugudu, male, 29; (4) member of Local Defence Force, male, 42; (5) imam & Inyangamugayo, male, 57; (6) Anglican pastor, male, 36.

Q: Quel est l’objectif du programme ? 3 : C’est pour améliorer la cohésion sociale entre les gens. 1 : Le BENEVOLENCIJA n’a fait
revenir dans la situation normale, car je voulais mourir, j’étais désespéré, j’étais seule et je me sentais abandonner. Mais après la
formation de la BENEVOLENCIJA j’ai complètement changé, je suis devenue tranquille, j’ai pu mener de bonnes relations dans mon
foyer avec mon mari, je l’ai sensibilisé sur l’amour. Actuellement s’il y a un problème dans mon foyer moi je le déclare ouvertement à
mon mari pour trouver la solution de sorte qu’il y a la paix dans mon foyer. 2 : La BENEVOLENCIJA nous a soigné les plaies avant
je ne pouvais pas parler à personne mais après la formation moi, je collabore avec tout le monde. 3 : Comme quelqu’une qui
représentait des rescapés, moi avant je les soutenais même sans vouloir analyser ce qu’ils disaient mais après la formations, je donne
des conseils aux gens qui ont des mauvaises idées. 4 : La BENEVOLENCIJA m’a pansé les plaies, je ne suis plus divisionniste et je ne
suis plus caractérisée par l’ethnisme, mais c’est juste après la formation de la BENEVOLENCIJA que j’avais changé de comportement.
5 : Avec la BENEVOLENCIJA j’ai eu un sentiment de tolérance envers les autres. Tous : Même chez les habitants de notre zone, il y a
un changement remarquable car nous collaborons durant surtout l’umuganda et le moment des réunions. 4 : Avant je pensais que la
réconciliation était impossible mais après la formation cela a été possible. 3 : Moi j’ai appris comment aider une personne traumatisée.
1 : Moi, j’ai appris que le traumatisme n’était pas un particularité pour des rescapés mais qu’il concernait aussi les non rescapés surtout
les personnes impliquées aux massacres. FGD group “Genocide survivor” – with grassroots formation; Umudugudu with “agents of change”; Southern Province;
28 April 2009; (1) peasant, female, genocide survivor, 45; (2) peasant, female, genocide survivor, 40; (3) peasant, female, genocide survivor, 27; (4) peasant, female, genocide
survivor, 25; (5) peasant, female, genocide survivor, 53.

Q: Quel était l’objectif de ce programme ? 5 : Même si je n’étais pas là, je pense qu’ils ont été formés sur les résolutions
des conflits. Q: Est – ce qu’il y a eu un changement ? 4 : Pour les gens formés, surtout ces jeunes voyous, ils ont
changé. 1 : Il y a les ménages qui ont eu les visites des agents de change et qui ont la paix maintenant. 4 : Il y a aussi les
agents de change qui n’ont pas changé, ils donnent des conseils aux autres mais ça ne va pas chez eux, ceux-ci ont besoin
de l’intervention de leurs collègues. 2 : Même dans le conflit de chez AYINGOMA, l’argent que la femme a eu lors de la
formation a contribué à aggraver le conflit, car la femme a utilisé l’argent pour acheter de la bière. Sur ces agents de
change, nous avons appris que les gens simples peuvent aider les autres à résoudre leurs conflits. FGD group “Authorities &
Opinion leaders” – without grassroots formation; Umudugudu with “agents of change”; Northern Province; 19 May 2009; (1) Health worker, male, 41; (2) Inyangamugayo,
female, 46; (3) member of community policing, female, 27; (4) in charge of education, female, 27; (5) National Women Council, female, 51; (6) peasant, male, 41; (7) In
charge of social affairs, female, 28.

Q: Quel était le but de la formation ? Tous : C’était pour changer les comportements des gens. 2 : Avant lorsque je
passais à côté des personnes en conflit sans rien faire mais après avoir suivi la formation, pour le moment je dois intervenir
dans n’importe quel conflit sans distinction. 5 : Si une personne non formée remarque que les agents de change avaient
aussi changer de comportement, elle aussi prend l’initiative de changer en suivant l’exemple des agents de change qui
vivent tout au tous. 4 : Avant la formation de la BENEVOLENCIJA, moi j’ai appris comment se comporter dans la vie
quotidienne. 5 : Avant la formation, j’avais peur de demander pardon, mais après la formation j’ai appris la manière d’avoir
un bon comportement. 6 : Moi, je sais comment se comporter dans la vie de tous les jours. FGD group “Indigenous & destitute” –
without grassroots formation; Umudugudu with “agents of change”; Eastern Province; 5 June 2009; (1) peasant, female, indigenous, 74; (2) peasant, female, destitute, 76; (3)
peasant, female, destitute, 69;
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4.4.

Conflicts and conflict resolution

The fieldwork activities aimed at gathering information on the nature of conflicts at the local
level and the conflict resolution capacities of local communities. During the group discussions
respondents were asked to give an overview of the type of conflicts they experienced in their
community. They were also asked to identify the type and to give a description of the most recent
conflict, the most important conflict experienced over the past two years and the conflict that
most affected the overall level of social cohesion in the community in that period. Table 12 to 19
summarize these findings. In addition, the groups were also asked to make an inventory of the
number of conflicts for each type encountered in their umudugudu in the course of one year
(2008). Table 14 presents an overview of the averages calcuted for every umudugudu when taking
into account the numbers communicated by each of the groups in the umudugudu. This
information was compared with the records of the Abunzi committees. The latter is the
institution that is specifically tasked to deal with local conflicts. All this information was collected
to establish a general insight in the nature of local conflicts and conflict resolution. This
information is used to contextualize the grassroots programme and its approach in general and
the activities of the ‘agents of change’. The idea is to evaluate the pertinence of the grassroots
approach and the impact of the grassroots activities in the domain of conflict resolution and
prevention, one of the objectives of the programme.
Table 12 summarizes an overview of the reported conflicts occurring in the imidugudu visited
during fieldwork. Land conflicts are most cited (23%) when group participants were asked to give
a general overview of the conflict types. Land conflicts are followed by conflits related to
drunkenness (15%), theft (14%) and problems within households (13%). The most important
conflicts (table 13) are considered to be land conflicts (26%) and conflicts arising from the
Gacaca proceedings (13% for Gacaca in general and 12% for conflict related to the restitution of
belongings in Gacaca). Conflicts due to the Gacaca trials are also often cited when looking at an
inventory of the estimated average number of conflicts that occurred over the period of one year
at the level of the umudugudu. On average an umudugudu we visited experienced 47 conflicts in
connection with the Gacaca proceedings in general and 38 conflicts as a consequence of the
restitution of belongings through the Gacaca trials. Other types of conflict with a high incidence
are theft (27 cases on average in 2008) and internal household problems (18 cases on average).
On average an umudugudu has 157 conflict cases affecting the local communities in the course of
one year (2008).
Table 14 brings together the findings for the reported most recent and most important
conflicts as well as the conflicts that were perceived as most affecting social cohesion. It is
important to note that the most recent conflicts are related to land. Land is often a source of
conflict in Rwandan communities but the high incidence in the recent period is most probably
due to the recent implementation of the land reform policy. Some of the imidugudu we visited
and especially those in the West were severely affected by this land reform in the course of the
months preceding the fieldwork activities. People were asked to destroy the crops they normally
cultivate and start cultivating the crops imposed by the state. Land ownership and location of the
habitats is equally being restructured. All of that creates anxiety and conflicts as reflected in the
findings and the narratives collected (see box 4). The conflicts that seriously affected social
cohesion over the past 2 years are the Gacaca proceedings (table 15). This happens mostly in
relation to the restitution going on in the context of Gacaca as 38% report and 27% of the
groups referring to Gacaca activities in general.
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Table 12. Overview of the type of conflicts since 2007(Group N = 54 / Respondents N = 298)

Umudugudu with grassroots project

(Coded open questions)

Restitution of belongings (gacaca)
Drunkenness
Land
Plantations damaged by livestock
Polygamy
Theft
Internal household problems
Gacaca (general)
Jalousy
Abuse of confidence
Poisening
Prostitution
Other

With
Grassroots
Formation
8,8%
17,6%
23,5%
2,9%
4,4%
8,8%
11,8%
5,9%
1,5%
2,9%
1,5%
7,4%
2,9%

Without
Grassroots
Formation
8,5%
13,4%
23,2%
6,1%
6,1%
14,6%
11,0%
3,7%
2,4%
1,2%
1,2%
7,3%
1,2%

Total
8,7%
15,3%
23,3%
4,7%
5,3%
12,0%
11,3%
4,7%
2,0%
2,0%
1,3%
7,3%
2,0%

Umudugudu
without
grassroots
project
Without
Grassroots
Formation
8,2%
15,1%
21,9%
5,5%
4,1%
17,8%
15,1%
6,8%
1,4%
1,4%
,0%
2,7%
,0%

Total
8,5%
15,2%
22,9%
4,9%
4,9%
13,9%
12,6%
5,4%
1,8%
1,8%
,9%
5,8%
1,3%

Table 13 Overview of the type of most important conflicts since 2007 – Multiple responses (3)

Umudugudu with grassroots project

Restitution of belongings (gacaca)
Drunkenness
Land
Plantations damaged by livestock
Polygamy
Theft
Internal household problems
Gacaca (general)
Jalousy
Poisening
Prostitution
Other

With
Grassroots
Formation
12,5%
,0%
25,0%
5,0%
2,5%
2,5%
15,0%
2,5%
2,5%
,0%
2,5%
30,0%

Without
Grassroots
Formation
13,5%
,0%
21,2%
,0%
3,8%
5,8%
11,5%
13,5%
,0%
1,9%
5,8%
23,1%

Total
13,0%
,0%
22,8%
2,2%
3,3%
4,3%
13,0%
8,7%
1,1%
1,1%
4,3%
26,1%

Umudugudu
without
grassroots
project
Without
Grassroots
Formation
8,7%
13,0%
32,6%
,0%
,0%
8,7%
8,7%
21,7%
,0%
,0%
6,5%
,0%

All
Imidugudu

11,6%
4,3%
26,1%
1,4%
2,2%
5,8%
11,6%
13,0%
,7%
,7%
5,1%
17,4%

Table 14. Estimated average number of conflicts per type in one year (2008)

Restitution of belongings (gacaca)
Drunkenness
Land
Plantations damaged by livestock
Polygamy
Theft
Internal household problems
Gacaca (general)
Jalousy
Abuse of confidence
Poisening
Prostitution
Other
Total

Imidugudu with
grassroots project
13,08333333
13,375
17,42460317
20,8
6,875
37,33333333
16,05333333
51,75
12,33333333
8,75
2,5
5
27
162,864881

Imidugudu without
grassroots project
63,77778
19,97917
15,91667
55,25
6
16,93056
19,8
42,25
20
2
0
15
0
150,8333

All
imidugudu
38,43056
16,67708
16,67063
38,025
6,4375
27,13194
17,92667
47
16,16667
5,375
1,25
10
13,5
156,8491
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Table 15. Overview of conflicts (recent – most important – affecting social cohesion)
Umudugudu with grassroots Umudugu
(Group N = 54 / Respondents N = 298)
(Multiple responses) (Coded open questions)
project
du

All Imidugudu

Without
Grassroots
Formation

Subtotal

Without
Grassroots
Formation

With
Grassroots
Formation

Without
Grassroots
Formation

25,0%
,0%
25,0%
6,3%
,0%
,0%
6,3%
,0%
,0%
,0%
,0%
,0%
37,5%

21,1%
,0%
31,6%
,0%
,0%
5,3%
5,3%
5,3%
,0%
,0%
,0%
,0%
31,6%

22,9%
,0%
28,6%
2,9%
,0%
2,9%
5,7%
2,9%
,0%
,0%
,0%
,0%
34,3%

5,6%
11,1%
44,4%
,0%
,0%
5,6%
,0%
22,2%
,0%
,0%
,0%
,0%
11,1%

25,0%
,0%
25,0%
6,3%
,0%
,0%
6,3%
,0%
,0%
,0%
,0%
,0%
37,5%

13,5%
5,4%
37,8%
,0%
,0%
5,4%
2,7%
13,5%
,0%
,0%
,0%
,0%
21,6%

17,0%
3,8%
34,0%
1,9%
,0%
3,8%
3,8%
9,4%
,0%
,0%
,0%
,0%
26,4%

Most Important Conflict

Restitution of belongings-gacaca
Drunkenness
Land
Plantations damaged by livestock
Polygamy
Theft
Internal household problems
Gacaca (general)
Jalousy
Abuse of confidence
Poisening
Prostitution
Other

37,5%
,0%
6,3%
6,3%
,0%
,0%
18,8%
,0%
,0%
,0%
,0%
6,3%
25,0%

21,1%
,0%
5,3%
,0%
,0%
,0%
21,1%
10,5%
5,3%
,0%
,0%
5,3%
31,6%

28,6%
,0%
5,7%
2,9%
,0%
,0%
20,0%
5,7%
2,9%
,0%
,0%
5,7%
28,6%

11,1%
11,1%
38,9%
,0%
,0%
,0%
5,6%
33,3%
,0%
,0%
,0%
,0%
,0%

37,5%
,0%
6,3%
6,3%
,0%
,0%
18,8%
,0%
,0%
,0%
,0%
6,3%
25,0%

16,2%
5,4%
21,6%
,0%
,0%
,0%
13,5%
21,6%
2,7%
,0%
,0%
2,7%
16,2%

22,6%
3,8%
17,0%
1,9%
,0%
,0%
15,1%
15,1%
1,9%
,0%
,0%
3,8%
18,9%

Restitution of belongings-gacaca
Drunkenness
Land
Plantations damaged by livestock
Polygamy
Theft
Internal household problems
Gacaca (general)
Jalousy
Abuse of confidence
Poisening
Prostitution
Other

63,6%
,0%
9,1%
,0%
,0%
,0%
9,1%
,0%
,0%
,0%
,0%
,0%
18,2%

25,0%
,0%
6,3%
,0%
,0%
6,3%
12,5%
25,0%
,0%
,0%
,0%
,0%
25,0%

40,7%
,0%
7,4%
,0%
,0%
3,7%
11,1%
14,8%
,0%
,0%
,0%
,0%
22,2%

30,0%
,0%
,0%
,0%
,0%
10,0%
,0%
60,0%
,0%
,0%
,0%
,0%
,0%

63,6%
,0%
9,1%
,0%
,0%
,0%
9,1%
,0%
,0%
,0%
,0%
,0%
18,2%

26,9%
,0%
3,8%
,0%
,0%
7,7%
7,7%
38,5%
,0%
,0%
,0%
,0%
15,4%

37,8%
,0%
5,4%
,0%
,0%
5,4%
8,1%
27,0%
,0%
,0%
,0%
,0%
16,2%

Subtotal

With
Grassroots
Formation

Most Recent Conflict

Restitution of belongings-gacaca
Drunkenness
Land
Plantations damaged by livestock
Polygamy
Theft
Internal household problems
Gacaca (general)
Jalousy
Abuse of confidence
Poisening
Prostitution
Other

Conflict Affecting Social

without
grassroots
project
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There are no major differences in the findings on the nature of conflicts when comparing sites
with and without grassroots activities in table 12 to 15. We have attempted to establish a ranking
in the type of conflicts by combining several variables as can be seen in table 17 to 19. We make a
distinction between all imidugudu, the grassroots sites and the non-grassroots sites. Considering
the findings discussed above, it is no surprise that Gacaca-related conflicts receive the highest
ranking overall. Interesting to see, however, is that these Gacaca conflicts are not ranked highest
in the grassroots sites as can be seen in table 19. One might be tempted to conclude that this
might be due to the grassroots activities since they have the objective of conflict resolution
(especially related to issues dealt with in Gacaca) and fostering social cohesion and reconciliation,
issues that are apparently most negatively affected by the introduction of the Gacaca in rural life.
It is however impossible to identify the exact causality on that matter. The correlation itself can,
nevertheless, be taken into account
Table 16. Ranking type of conflicts – all imidugudu
RANKING
1
VARIABLE

2

3

Land

Drunkenness

Theft

Gacaca (general)

Gacaca (restitution)

Plantation Damage

Conflicts – important (3)

Land

Gacaca (general)

Conflicts – important (1)

Gacaca (restiution)

Land

Conflicts - cohesion

Gacaca (restitution)

Gacaca (general)

Gacaca (restitution) &
household problems
Gacaca (general) &
household problems
Household problems

2

3

Number of conflicts
Conflicts – general

Table 17. Ranking type of conflicts - grassroots sites
RANKING
1
VARIABLE
Number of conflicts

Theft

Land

Household problems

Conflicts – general

Land

Drunkenness

Theft

Conflicts – important (3)

Land

Gacaca (general)

Conflicts – important (1)

Gacaca (restiution)

Gacaca (restitution) &
household problems
Household problems

Conflicts - cohesion

Gacaca (restitution)

Gacaca (general)

Household problems

2

3

Gacaca (restitution)

Drunkenness

Household problems

Conflicts – general

Land

Theft

Drunkenness

Conflicts – important (3)

Land

Household problems

Conflicts – important (1)

Land

Gacaca (restitution) &
Gacaca (general)
Gacaca (general)

Gacaca (general)

Gacaca (restitution)

Table 18. Ranking type of conflicts – non-grassroots site
RANKING
1
VARIABLE
Number of conflicts

Conflicts - cohesion

Gacaca (general)

Gacaca (restitution) &
Drunkenness
Theft
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Table 19. Ranking of type of conflicts based on number – perceived occurance – importance – impact on cohesion
Imidugudu with
Imidugudu without
All
Rank
grassroots project
grassroots project
imidugudu
1
Household problems
Gacaca (restitution)
Gacaca (restitution)
2
Gacaca (restitution)
Drunkenness
Gacaca (general)
Gacaca (general)
Land
Land
Gacaca (general)
3
Theft
Theft
Land
Household problems
4
Drunkenness
Household problems
Drunkenness
Theft

After having established an insight in the nature and intensity of local conflicts, the conflict
resolution capacity and architecture needs exploring as well as the fact whether the grassroots
activities introduced at the local level had an impact on this capacity and found a place in the
architecture. Table 20 and 21 present the findings on these issues.
Table 20. Conflict Resolution (Group N = 54 / Respondents N = 298) (Coded open questions)

Yes
No
No group consensus

31,3%
68,8%
,0%

21,1%
78,9%
,0%

25,7%
74,3%
,0%

27,8%
72,2%
,0%

31,3%
68,8%
,0%

24,3%
75,7%
,0%

26,4%
73,6%
,0%

Most Important
Conflict
Resolved?

Yes
No
No group consensus

37,5%
56,3%
6,3%

36,8%
63,2%
,0%

37,1%
60,0%
2,9%

38,9%
61,1%
,0%

37,5%
56,3%
6,3%

37,8%
62,2%
,0%

37,7%
60,4%
1,9%

Conflict
Affecting Social
Cohesion
Resolved?

Yes
No
No group consensus

30,8%
61,5%
7,7%

50,0%
50,0%
,0%

41,4%
55,2%
3,4%

40,0%
60,0%
,0%

30,8%
61,5%
7,7%

46,2%
53,8%
,0%

41,0%
56,4%
2,6%

Total

Without
Grassroots
Formation

Umudugu
du
without

Without
Grassroots
Formation
With
Grassroots
Formation

All Imidugudu

Most Recent
Conflict
Resolved?

Subtotal

Without
Grassroots
Formation

With
Grassroots
Formation

Umudugudu with
grassroots project

Important conflicts and conflicts affecting social cohesion are not easily resolved. Sixty percent
of the groups indicate that the important conflicts are not (yet) resolved, 56% of the conflicts
affecting social cohesion are not (yet) resolved. The fact that 74% of the recent conflicts are not
resolved is most probably related to the fact that they are recent. There are no differences when
comparing imidugudu with or without grassroots project. Table 20 summarizes these insights.
The question is then who intervenes in these conflicts? As can be seen in Table 21, especially
local authorities have an important role to play. In recent, important and cohesion-affecting
conflicts did they play a role. The Inyangamugayo, the lay judges presiding the Gacaca activities,
are referred to when intervention in important and cohesion affecting conflicts are cited. The
“agents of change” trained by La Benevolencija are not mentioned when people spontaneously
reflect on conflict resolution (only open questions were asked during the groups discussions in
order not to suggest responses). Only in the context of recent conflicts the “agents of change”
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are referred to, but not even by the groups that are part of the network of “agents of change”. It
are the respondents living in the grassroots sites that refer to them.

Intervening
actors conflict
affecting social
cohesion?

Intervening actors most
important conflict?

Intervening actors most
recent conflict?

Table 21. Actors intervening in conflicts (Group N = 54 / Respondents N = 298) (Coded open questions)
Umudugudu with grassroots
Umudugudu
project
without
grassroots
project
With
Without
Total
Without
Grassroots
Grassroots
Grassroots
Formation
Formation
Formation

All
Imidug
udu

Local authorities
Neighbours
Inyangamugayo
Abunzi
Agents of change
Police
Judicial institutions (local)
High court
National Service of Gacaca Courts

57,7%
15,4%
15,4%
,0%
,0%
3,8%
3,8%
,0%
3,8%

45,0%
17,5%
12,5%
,0%
2,5%
2,5%
10,0%
,0%
10,0%

50,0%
16,7%
13,6%
,0%
1,5%
3,0%
7,6%
,0%
7,6%

41,5%
14,6%
12,2%
9,8%
,0%
7,3%
12,2%
2,4%
,0%

46,7%
15,9%
13,1%
3,7%
,9%
4,7%
9,3%
,9%
4,7%

Local authorities
Neighbours
Inyangamugayo
Abunzi
Police
Judicial institutions (local)
High court
National Service of Gacaca Courts
Local Defense Force
Ibuka / Survivors organisations

53,3%
3,3%
20,0%
,0%
6,7%
3,3%
,0%
10,0%
3,3%
,0%

42,1%
13,2%
15,8%
,0%
5,3%
5,3%
2,6%
13,2%
2,6%
,0%

47,1%
8,8%
17,6%
,0%
5,9%
4,4%
1,5%
11,8%
2,9%
,0%

38,6%
13,6%
15,9%
9,1%
4,5%
11,4%
,0%
,0%
,0%
6,8%

43,8%
10,7%
17,0%
3,6%
5,4%
7,1%
,9%
7,1%
1,8%
2,7%

Local authorities
Neighbours
Inyangamugayo
Police
National Service of Gacaca Courts

48,1%
7,4%
25,9%
7,4%
11,1%
,0%
,0%

38,2%
11,8%
20,6%
8,8%
17,6%
2,9%
,0%

42,6%
9,8%
23,0%
8,2%
14,8%
1,6%
,0%

33,3%
4,8%
38,1%
9,5%
,0%
,0%
14,3%

40,2%
8,5%
26,8%
8,5%
11,0%
1,2%
3,7%

Local Defense Force
Ibuka / Survivors organisations

These findings suggest that the “agents of change” are not perceived as having established a place
in the conflict resolution architecture at the local level. This is however no surprise. Several
reasons can be cited. Firstly, the conflict resolution capacity at the local level in Rwanda is,
considering all the circumstances, rather solid. Different institutions and actors are officially
tasked with the objective to solve day-to-day conflicts. The local authorities have an important
role to play in the resolution of all kinds of conflicts. They are often solicited by inhabitants who
consider them to be the primary source of intervention. One needs to take into account the fact
that there are many layers in the administrative structures of Rwandan society, even at the local
level. Each level has its authorities, from the Nuymbakumi (the chef of ten houses) over the
umudugudu co-ordinator and committee to the cell and sector authorities. In addition, a
committee of Abunzi are the first institution in the judicial apparatus that (obligatory) needs to be
contacted in case of conflicts. Members of the Local Defense Force and police officers are the also
present at the local level and active in the intervention of conflicts. The Inyangamugayo are the
judges presiding Gacaca activities that focus on genocide-related offences and evidently take up
issues connected with the Gacaca activities.
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Secondly, the “agents of change” are perceived as having to play a role in conflict resolution,
both by local inhabitants, themselves and even when taking the grassroots methodology into
account. But in fact, they are mostly prepared to deal with a type of conflicts different from dayto-day conflicts. A closer look at the grassroots methodology and messages reveals that the type
of conflict resolution underlying the programme is different from the day to day conflict
resolution capacities. Although this is also a domain where they can play a role, it seems that what
can be expected from the grassroots activities and “agents” is more conflict prevention and, most
probably, resolution in times of (extreme) crisis. These are, of course, conflicts that are of
another category than day-to-day conflicts and they are not captured in the spontaneous
responses by the focus groups when discussing the topic of local conflicts currently taking place.
Moreover, the grassroots agents and programme are more cited when discussing the theme of
social cohesion that we will explore in the following section. This is also reflected in the table
summarizing the self-reported activities undertaken by the agents of change after their initial
training (see table 26). A number of these interventions are not related to local day-to-day
conflicts but more to social cohesion. And the interventions are often phrased in terms of
“reconciliation” attempts. It is important to take this into account, since all of the other actors
and institutions - except for neighbours - referred to as intervening in conflicts can be considered
as either administrative or judicial in nature. While the findings presented here show that the
“agents of change” did not acquire a position in the existing conflict resolution capacity at the
local level, it also means that the grassroots activities and “agents of change” remain outside of
the administrative and judicial sphere. This is a in itself a very important element, as we will argue
later on. Moreover, neighbours seem to have an important role to play in the intervention
activities when conflicts arise. The “agents of change” are evidently also neighbours in their
community, so it can be assumed that they intervene in the capacity of being neighbours. The
training they received and the fact that they have generally well understood the messages
underlying the Benevolencija programme will most probably come into play at that point.
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Box 4: Local Conflicts – Some Examples
Q: Quel est le conflit qui a le plus affecté la cohesion sociale ? 5 : Pendant le GACACA, on a demandé aux gens de
restituer les biens pillés, ces personnes n’ont pas le courage de restituer ces biens, les uns n’ont pas de moyens mais d’autres
n’ont pas de bonne volonté de le faire. 4 : Les ménages qui sont reconnus coupables de génocide ou qui doivent restituer des
biens ne sont pas satisfaits de voir leurs membres sanctionnés par GACACA même si ces procès avaient été menés de façon
équitable. C’est le conflit lié à GACACA qui est le plus récent. Notre région a connu de massacres car il y avait beaucoup de
gens Tutsis qui étaient réfugiés dans notre cellule […]. Il y a eu d’abord un retard pour connaître la vérité de ce qui s’est passé
ici suite au manque d’informations sur les personnes impliquées aux massacres et qui étaient venus de loin. Pour résoudre ce
problème on doit d’abord chercher les INYANGAMUGAYO pour accélérer les procès. 4 : Il y a beaucoup des gens qui
restent toujours inconnus alors qu’ils ont aussi massacré nos membres de famille. 5 : Le conflit le plus important depuis 2008
c’est le conflit liés au GACACA surtout en rapport avec la restitution de biens où les gens demandent de restituer les biens
qu’ils ne possédaient pas au moment du génocide ainsi que d’autres qui surtaxent les gens en déclarant les montants
supérieurs à la valeur normale des biens pillés. FGD group “Genocide Survivor” – without grassroots formation; Umudugudu without
“agents of change”; Western Province; 3 April 2009; (4) peasant, male, genocide survivor, 39; (5) demobilised, male, genocide survivor, 39;

5 : En Avril 2008, durant la semaine de commémoration, il y avait un homme Hutu qui était le voisin d’une rescapée et les
membres de la famille de la rescapée coupaient les feuilles de bananier dans la bananeraie de cet homme Hutu. Alors durant
cette Semaine lorsque la rescapée avait coupé les feuilles de bananier comme d’habitude, le propriétaire avait monté un
morceau de bois avec une feuille de bananier mais sous forme d’une croix et lorsque la rescapée a constaté cela, elle est allée
accuser ce HUTU à la Police et la Police l’a emprisonné et jusqu’à présent, il reste en prison. Alors durant cette période le
niveau social a été affecté en général car la confiance avait diminué surtout entre les voisins de ces personnes impliquées dans
cette affaire. FGD group “authorities & opinion leaders” – without grassroots formation; Umudugudu with “agents of
change”; Western Province; 25 March 2009; (5) Umudugudu Coordinator, male, 39.
Q: Quel est le conflit le plus récent ? Tous : C’est le conflit lié à un champ. Un père avait refusé de donner un à son
garçon, mais il y avait aussi la fille du frère du père du garçon vivant à KIBUNGO. Alors lorsque le père du garçon refusait
de donner un champ comme héritage à son garçon, la fille est allée chercher son père à KIBUNGO pour venir partager un
champ de famille. Alors l’homme de KIBUNGO est venu, il a partagé le champ avec son frère. Après le partage, il a donne
sa part à sa fille comme héritage et après cela, la fille donné son champ au garçon. Alors le père du garçon a chassé la fille
avec son propre garçon de sorte que le garçon et la fille avaient choisi de quitter le logement pour aller vivre ensemble mais
dans notre UMUDUGUDU sauf que le garçon a épouse une dame et que la part de la fille ou le garçon avait construit le
logement continue de créer les conflits car actuellement la fille est etudiante à l’école secondaire et elle s‘est retournée contre
le garçon en leur demandant de quitter son champ de sorte que ce conflit n’est pas résolu définitivement mais c’est au niveau
de l’UMUDUGUDU à ce conflit reste encours. FGD group “Authorities & Opinion leaders” – without grassroots formation;
Umudugudu without “agents of change”; Southern province; 7 May 2009; (1) Umudugudu coordinator, male, 28; (2) in
charge of development in Umudugudu, female, 40; (3) journalist of Umudugudu, male, 32; (4) in charge of social affairs in
Umudugudu, female, 46; (5) security officer in Umudugudu, male, 22.
Q: Quel est le conflit le plus récent ? 6 : C’est ce conflit entre Mr (…) et moi qui était son épouse. Au début, c’était mon
mariage en 1993 et le conflit a commencé six ans après le mariage. Après consultation médicale on m’a annoncé que j’étais
normale. Je suis allée porter plainte aux autorités au niveau de secteur en 2008, on nous a séparé après avoir demandé à mon
mari de me donner 100.000frs comme accompagnement et je suis allée chez mes parents pour gagner ma vie sauf que mon
mari aussi a épousé une deuxième femme. C’est le niveau de secteur qui a tranché en 2008. FGD group “general population”
– with grassroots formation; Umudugudu with “agents of change”; Northern Province; 15 May 2009; (1) trader, male, 29; (2)
peasant, female, 45; (3) peasant, male, 39; (4) peasant, male, 23; (5) peasant, male, 53; (6) peasant, female, 35; (7) peasant,
female, 23.
3 : Les cas qui avaient affecté la vie dans la cellule depuis 2007, c’est surtout le cas de couper les bananiers. Le 2ème cas qui a
affecté la vie dans la cellule est d’interdire aux gens de fabriques les tuiles et d’obliges les gens d’habite dans les
IMIDUGUDU. 1 : Le conflit le plus récent est celui d’obliger les gens à couper les bananiers anciens pour planter les
nouvelles semences. 3 : Ce cas est très difficile car il n y a pas de nouvelles semences qu’on donne. 4 : Le cas le plus
important est celui de couper les bananiers car les gens manquent de quoi manger. 1 : Ce cas a affecté la vie au niveau local
et même les conflits car les autorités cherchaient les gens de l’Umudugudu d’à côté pour couper les bananiers de leurs voisins
et il y a parfois un problème entre autorités et les habitants ordinaires. FGD group “Authorities & Opinion Leaders” – with
grassroots formation; Umudugudu with “agents of change”; Western Province; 25 March 2009; (1) Secretary of cell, male, 49;
(3) National Women Council, female, 32; (4) Umudugudu Coordinator, male, 57.
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Box 5: Conflict between a released prisoner & a survivor: a case study
Released Prisoner

Genocide Survivor

1 : Il y a aussi le conflit entre moi MUKASAKE
et Mme UWANYIRIGIRA (FR). Au début,
d’abord UWANYIRIGIRA était chargée
d’enregistrer tous les enfants orphelins envie de
leur donner de l’aide. J’étais mariée avec homme
Tutsi qui a été tué pendant le génocide de 1994 et
il a laissé un petit garçon. Je suis rentrée chez
moi vivre cet enfant après la guerre. En 2007,
l’enfant avait 13 ans et se trouvait en 3ème année
Primaire.

3 : C’est le conflit entre moi et une Dame non
rescapée du nom de MUKASAKE.
L’origine du conflit : d’abord j’étais chez elle
pour réconcilier le Père de MUKASAKE avec
son épouse car la mère de MUKASAKE était
morte et que son père avait épousé une autre
dame. Au moment de mon intervention, mme
MUKASAKE s’est retournée contre moi vu que
MUKASAKE avait été mariée avec un mari
Tutsi tué le moment du génocide mais Mme
MUKASAKE était aussi la deuxième épouse du
Un jour l’enfant est allé chez Mme disparu mais elle avait eu un enfant avec ce
UWANYIRIGIRA, c’était le jour des Héros dernier.
Nationaux où l’enfant avait passé toute la journée
avec UWANYIRIGIRA et au retour l’enfant m’a
annoncé que Mme UWANYIRAIGIRA allait Alors comme l’enfant de MUKASAKE n’allait
chercher de l’aide pour l’enfant chez les plus à l’école, moi j’ai demandé pourquoi
membres de sa famille (groupe ethnique Tutsi) l’enfant n’allait plus à l’école, Mme
mais que l’enfant avait refusé d’aller ailleurs MUKASAKE s’est retournée contre moi en
avec
ces
personnes.Après
Mme disant que je veux prendre son enfant par force
UWANYIRIGIRA a continué de me menacer pour le mettre à la disposition des Tutsis qui sont
parce que j’avais privé la liberté à mon enfant en de même ethnie, j’essaye de dire n’importe quoi
parce que je suis Tutsi parce que ceux qui sont au
refusant d’envoyer mon enfant à l’école.
pouvoir sont les Tutsis aussi.
J’ai été emprisonnée pendant 7 mois où Mme
UWANYIRIGIRA m’accusait d’idéologie du
génocide. Moi, j’ai été furieuse contre cette dame Alors les autorités locales ont essayé de nous
UWANYIRIGIRA parce qu’elle avait pris mon réconcilier mais en vain car Mme MUKASAKE
enfant sans me demander la permission et c’est la refusait de me demander pardon et pour cela elle
raison que Mme UWANYIRIGIRA a fait recours a été emprisonnée pendant six mois après sa
aux autorités locales en m’accusant d’avoir libération de la prison, elle a changé un peu car
l’idéologie du génocide, les autorités n’avaient actuellement, elle peut me dire bonjour si on se
demandé de verser l’amende de 2000Frs dans rencontre.
l’Umudugudu et Mme UWANYIRIGIRA l’avait
refusé et était allée faire recours auprès des
autorités au niveau de cellule où j’avais reçu un
mandat d’arrêt et j’ai été emprisonnée à la prison
de NSINDA pendant 7 mois. Ces autorités
locales disaient que j’étais coupable d’insultes et
d’idéologie du génocide.
FGD group “genocide survivor” – with
FGD group “Released prisoners” – without grassroots formation; Umudugudu with
grassroots formation; Umudugudu with “agents of “agents of change”; Eastern Province; 27 May
change”; Eastern Province; 2 June 2009; (1) 2009; (3) peasant, female, genocide survivor,
peasant, female, released, 40;
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4.5.

Social Cohesion

This evaluation study firstly aimed at establishing a broader insight in the nature of social
cohesion at the local level as was similarly done in relation to the type and incidence of overall
conflicts and the existing capacity to resolve these conflicts. Secondly the fieldwork activities
explored whether and how the grassroots activities connect (or not) with what already exists or is
expected at the level of local rural communities. The first question we asked to participants in the
groups discussions related to this theme was thus simple: “What is, in your own words, social
cohesion?”, “What are the signs of good social cohesion in your community?” Table 22 presents
the quantified results of these responses, while box X presents a selection of the narratives on
social cohesion collected during the group discussions.
Table 22. In your words, what is social cohesion? What are the signs of good social cohesion between inhabitants?
(Group N = 54 / Respondents N = 298) (Coded open questions)
Umudugudu with grassroots project Umudugud
All
u without
Imidug
grassroots
udu
project
With
Without
Total
Without
Grassroots
Grassroots
Grassroots
Formation
Formation
Formation
To come to assistance (distress) - mutual help &
22,2%
23,8%
23,1%
12,2%
20,3%
collaboration
Sharing to drink & eat - conviviality - exchange gifts
35,2%
31,7%
33,3%
31,7%
32,9%
Mutual visits & salutations

11,1%

12,7%

12,0%

12,2%

12,0%

To ask for pardon & to pardon

3,7%

1,6%

2,6%

4,9%

3,2%

Formation of and participation in associations

1,9%

,0%

,9%

7,3%

2,5%

No disputes and problemes between inhabitants

1,9%

1,6%

1,7%

4,9%

2,5%

Mixed mariages

9,3%

7,9%

8,5%

14,6%

10,1%

No (ethnic) differences between inhabitants

3,7%

9,5%

6,8%

2,4%

5,7%

No mistrust

3,7%

,0%

1,7%

2,4%

1,9%

Invitations to partake in ceremonies

1,9%

4,8%

3,4%

2,4%

3,2%

Good relations between released prisoners &
survivors
Other

1,9%

1,6%

1,7%

2,4%

1,9%

3,7%

4,8%

4,3%

2,4%

3,8%

Most often cited as a sign of good social cohesion is the sharing of food and drinks, ceremonies
of conviviality and the exchange of gifts. Thirty-three percent of the group discussions identified
these practices as tokens of positive social relations. Mutual help in general and in case of distress
or general collaboration between people was cited in 20% of the responses. Greeting each other
on pathways or neighbourly visits are considered to be signs of good social cohesion as well
(12%). Inter-ethnic marriages were also regularly referred to (10%). Comparing the sites with and
without grassroots activities reveals a difference of opinion with regard to mixed marriages and
assistance in distress – mutual help. More groups living in grassroots sites refer to the latter as a
revelation of good social cohesion (23% compared to 12%), while the non-grassroots sites refer
more to mixed marriages as a sign of cohesion (15% vs. 9%).
The general increase in social cohesion over the past two years that was reported by most of the
groups is often observed by the inhabitants through the good functioning of the Gacaca (17%)
and to a lesser extent by the fact that Gacaca came to an end (7%). The results are captured in
table 23. Asking for pardon and pardoning (dominantly also taking place in the context of
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Gacaca) was a similar sign of increasing cohesion over the past two years (15%). Although the
Gacaca activities give rise to new conflicts and a decrease in social cohesion, the Gacaca
proceedings are also referred to when signs of improving cohesion need to be highlighted.
Although the reference to the end of Gacaca needs to be interpreted as something not related to
the functioning of Gacaca but more as the absence of that functioning. The observation that
people with different ethnic identities share with each other, portray no hostility towards each
other and greet each other, signals an increase in social cohesion. Respondents mention these
issues in the group discussions (10%). A general sense of diminishing fear and mistrust (8%) and
the fact that people frequently meet in associations and cooperatives (7%) are also interpreted in
that way. Meeting in associations was more often referred to in grassroots sites (10%) compared
to localities without grassroots activities (2%). The fact that the grassroots programme initiated
and supported an association for the “agents of change” is most probably contributing to this
factor. Especially the fact that these associations unite people from different categories – released
prisoners and genocide survivors – in a non-confrontational and non-judicial environment might
influence these opinions. It is often the first and only context through which these groups are
brought together to cooperate jointly for a common objective.
Table 23. What are the signs signaling a change in improving social cohesion over the past 2 years?
(Group N = 54 / Respondents N = 298) (Coded open questions)

Umudugudu with grassroots
project

Mixed mariages
Diminishing fear and mistrust
Good functioning of gacaca & truth in gacaca
People meet in assocations & cooperatives
Asking for pardon & pardonning
No fear for (arbitrary) arrests & less
incarcerations
Diminishing conflicts
Change in behaviour of (problematical)
inhabitants
Releasing and integrating the prisoners
People greet each other & mutual visits &
meetings in bars
End of gacaca (trials)
Sharing between ethnic groups & no hatred &
ethnic groups united & greet each other
Diminishing crimes in the community
Collaboration between inhabitants
Exchange of gifts
Restitution of pillaged belongings (during
genocide)
Freedom of expression
Impartial governance towards ethnic groups
Other

With
Grassroots
Formation
7,1%
7,1%
21,4%
,0%
14,3%
,0%

Without
Grassroots
Formation
4,7%
9,3%
14,0%
16,3%
14,0%
4,7%

5,6%
8,5%
16,9%
9,9%
14,1%
2,8%

Umudugudu
without
grassroots
project
Without
Grassroots
Formation
2,4%
7,1%
16,7%
2,4%
16,7%
4,8%

10,7%
,0%

,0%
2,3%

4,2%
1,4%

7,1%
2,4%

5,3%
1,8%

3,6%
,0%

,0%
9,3%

1,4%
5,6%

7,1%
2,4%

3,5%
4,4%

3,6%
10,7%

9,3%
9,3%

7,0%
9,9%

7,1%
9,5%

7,1%
9,7%

3,6%
3,6%
3,6%
3,6%

,0%
2,3%
,0%
,0%

1,4%
2,8%
1,4%
1,4%

,0%
4,8%
,0%
,0%

,9%
3,5%
,9%
,9%

3,6%
,0%
3,6%

,0%
2,3%
2,3%

1,4%
1,4%
2,8%

2,4%
,0%
7,1%

1,8%
,9%
4,4%

Total

All
Imidugudu

4,4%
8,0%
16,8%
7,1%
15,0%
3,5%
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The cohabitation that started after the period of violence and genocide at the local level was
initially marked by mutual fear progressively diminishing with the passing of time. Out of
necessity life returned to a form of normality and cohabitation; life in the hills is highly pragmatic.
Tensions and conflicts are kept in the dark, because neighbours and villagers depend upon each
other in their daily activities and their fight for survival in conditions of shared impoverishment.
‘Thin’ reconciliation differs from the ‘thick’ version in
Rwanda as elsewhere. Cohabitation – kubana – is a matter
of necessity, which may become less fearful for those
directly involved as time passes but interpersonal
Repairing the Hearts
reconciliation – ubwiyunge – is a matter of the heart and a
state of feeling in a social relation. Rwandans - and
Reconciliation, overcoming trauma,
especially genocide survivors- often refer to the ‘heart’
social cohesion, the grassroots
when talking about the events of the past and expressing
activities and the sorrow of the heart
the nature and level of trust and confidence they have in
their neighbours, fellow villagers or members of the other
Q: Qui connaît l’émission radio
ethnic group.
Musekeweya ?

6 : Moi je ne connais pas l’émission.
1-5 : Nous avons tous
l’émission Musekeweya.

écouté

2 : La Benevolencija est un ONG qui
enseigne l’unité et la réconciliation
entre les gens.
1 : La Benevolencija donne la
formation sur la manière de réparer
les coeurs (Gusana imitima)

In the Rwandan context the heart is the force unifying the
human being; it is the centre of reception of outward
impulses and the locus of interior movement. Emotions,
thoughts and will are interconnected and unified in the
heart. Due to the violence experienced in their midst ‘the
hearts have changed’. The heart has changed because of the
crimes committed, the violence experienced or the
dehumanisng acts observed. Living conditions, the social
universe and daily interactions have changed to a form of
normality again but this outward appearance of normality
reveals little about someone’s heart.

FGD group “genocide survivor” –
without grassroots formation;
Umudugudu without “agents of
change”; Southern province; 5 May 2009;
(1) peasant, female, genocide survivor,
51; (2) peasant, male, genocide survivor,
64; (3) peasant, female, genocide
survivor, 50; (4) peasant, female,
genocide survivor, 32; (5) peasant,
female, genocide survivor, 47; (6)
peasant, male, genocide survivor, 38.

As can be seen in the table on the nature of social cohesion,
daily actions and interactions had become a way of dealing
with the past, positively or negatively: the crossing on the
pathway to the fields, the offer and sharing of banana beer
in the local cabaret (pub), the invitation to a wedding or the
helping hand when transporting a sick person to the
hospital may have been catalysts in restructuring emotions
and relationships. Meanwhile accusations of witchcraft,
threats or suspicions of poisoning, the (interpretation of
the) blink of an eye or the failure to invite someone to a
ceremony are enough to increase distrust. Exploring and engaging in these practices was a means
of inspecting the humanity of oneself and the other crystallised in the heart. Through the radio
soap opera and the grassroots activities La Benevolencija is perceived as an institution working in
the domain of the “reparation of the hearts” (see box on this page).
The reference to the hearts in connection with the activities of La Benevolencija reveals that the
activities -and thus also the grassroots activities- undertaken are perceived as intervening in the
domain of social cohesion and reconciliation, the overcoming of trauma. While the previous
section revealed that the grassroots activities are not engaging in the everyday conflicts and the
capacity to resolve them, the findings of the fieldwork reveal that there is a clear link with the
fostering of social cohesion.
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Table 24 signals the fact that the groups are of the opinion that the “agents of change” played a
major role in the increase of social cohesion in the sites with a grassroots formation. While they
were hardly cited in response to the question who intervened to resolve conflicts, they are
mentioned in 10% of the group discussions. It means that in a short period of time they were
able to establish a presence at the local level. Not only do the people who received the training
and are thus considered as “agents of change” mention their own activities or presence is
contributing to the level of social cohesion (8%), also other inhabitants have the same opinion
with 10% of the responses. But apart from the explicit reference to the “agents of change” in the
localities with the grassroots programme, there is also a significant number of responses referring
to La Benevolencija in general (23%) or the Musekeweya soap opera (25%). Taken together 54%
of the responses refer to La Benevolencija or an activity organized by La Benevolencija as a
source that facilitated the increasing cohesion they experienced over the past two years. This is,
of course, significant especially since one has to keep in mind that these were open questions. No
possible responses were suggested, the answers were only coded afterwards. Other responses are
especially referring to reunions organized by local authorities with the specific aim of incouraging
social cohesion (25%). Good governance (10%) and Gacaca (9%) are equally mentioned.
Table 24. What event, person, activity, institution played a major role on the level of social cohesion in the past 2 years?
(Group N = 54 / Respondents N = 298) (Coded open questions)
Umudugudu with grassroots
Umudugudu
All
project
without
Imidigudu
grassroots
project
With
Without
Total
Without
Grassroots
Grassroots
Grassroots
Formation
Formation
Formation
Reunions organized by local authorities
26,5%
27,6%
27,1%
21,6%
25,3%
Gacaca

6,1%

10,3%

8,4%

9,8%

8,9%

Good governance

8,2%

6,9%

7,5%

13,7%

9,5%

Past experience of war and genocide

,0%

1,7%

,9%

2,0%

1,3%

Agents of change

8,2%

10,3%

9,3%

,0%

6,3%

La Benevolencija

32,7%

19,0%

25,2%

19,6%

23,4%

Musekeweya (radio)

18,4%

24,1%

21,5%

31,4%

24,7%

,0%

,0%

,0%

2,0%

,6%

National Unity and Reconciliation Commission

After this open question, a more direct question followed in the group discussions: “Did La
Benevolencija play a role in the increase of social cohesion in your community over the past 2
years?” (table 25). Ninety-six percent of groups confirmed this question. There is only a minor
difference when comparing groups with and without grassroots activities. It means that especially
the radio soap broadcasted nationwide to all local communities is referred to in this answer. As
said, it is the foundation of the grassroots activities.
Table 25. Did La Benevolencija play a role in the increase of social cohesion in your community over the past 2 years?
(Group N = 54 / Respondents N = 298) (Coded open questions)
Umudugudu with grassroots project
Umudugud
All
u without
Imidugud
grassroots
u
project
With
Without
Subto
Without
Grassroots
Grassroots
tal
Grassroots
Formation
Formation
Formation
Yes
100,0%
95,0%
97,2%
94,4%
96,3%
No
,0%
5,0%
2,8%
5,6%
3,7%
No group consensus
,0%
,0%
,0%
,0%
,0%
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Table 26. Overview self-reported activities undertaken by the “agents of change” in their umudugudu.

N°
1

2
3
4
5

6

N°
1

2

3

4

5
6

N°
1
2

3

4
5

Western Province – Umudugudu 1 with grassroots programme
Description of the action
The actors
Decision to
Status of
intervene by
intervention
La réunification des ménages en
Un agent de change
Un agent de change
2 ont été réunis, 2
difficultés
sont en cours de
réunification et 1 n’a
pas été réuni.
Dévaser une canalisation
Tous les agents de
Le chef de
Terminé
change
l’Umudugudu
Inciter les gens à faire le
Un agent de change
Un agent de change
Ça continue
dépistage du VIH SIDA
Inciter les jeunes filles à
Un agent de change
Un agent de change
Ça continue
participer aux jeux
Empêcher les gens à se battre
Un agent de change et Le chef de
Terminé
dans le centre de Congo-Nil
le chef de
l’Umudugudu
l’Umudugudu
Réconcilier les ménages dans
Un agent de change et Un agent de change
Ça continue
l’Umudugudu
le chef de
l’Umudugudu
Western Province - Umudugudu 2 with grassroots programme
Description of the action
The actors
Decision to
Status of
intervene by
intervention
La recherche de l’entente entre
Un agent de change
Les concernés sont
Terminé
les gens qui avaient plus de
allés le chercher
conflits entre eux.
Un agent de change s’est
L’agent de change qui
L’agent de change qui
Terminé
réconcilié avec celui qui l’avait
a été blessé
est aussi la victime.
blessé pendant le génocide.
Un agent de change s’est
L’agent de change qui
L’agent de change
Terminé
réconcilié avec son voisin.
était en conflit avec
après la formation
son voisin.
Le secrétaire exécutif de la
La victime et son
La victime
Terminé
cellule est tombé d’accord avec
tortionnaire.
celui qui a détruit sa maison.
L’entente entre une victime et
La victime et ses
La victime qui est aussi Terminé
ses tortionnaires.
tortionnaires
un agent de change.
La réconciliation entre mari et
Les époux
La femme concernée
Terminé
femme.
est un agent de change.
Southern Province - Umudugudu with grassroots programme
Description of the action
The actors
Decision to
Status of
intervene by
intervention
Réconcilier la famille de Jean
Les agents de change
L’ancien chef de
La famille est
Paul et sa femme.
l’UMUDUGUDU.
réconciliée.
La tentative de résolution du
Les agents de change
Les agents de change
Le conflit n’a pas été
conflit entre MUNYANEZA –
résolu.
BELLANCILE –
MUJYABWAMI.
La réconciliation entre les
Les agents de change
Le nouveau chef de
Il y a eu une
victimes et ceux qui ont pillé.
l’UMUDUGUDU
célémonie de
convivialité et les gens
se sont pardonnés.
Cette activité
continue.
Réconcilier TWAGIRAYEZU et Les agents de change
Agents de change
La famille est
sa femme
réconciliée.
Réconcilier UZABAKIRIHO et Les agents de change
Agents de change
La famille est
sa femme
réconciliée.
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6
7
8
9
10

11

N°
1

2

3

4
5

6

7

N°
1

2
3
4

Réconcilier MUKANTWALI et
Les agents de change
Agents de change
La famille est
son fils.
réconciliée.
Réconcilier
Les agents de change
Agent de change
La famille est
RUHINGUBUGI et sa femme.
réconciliée.
Réconcilier NSHIMIYIMANA
Les agents de change
Agent de change
La famille est
et sa femme
réconciliée.
Réconcilier les deux familles qui
Les agents de change
Agents de change
La famille est
se sont accusées du poison.
réconciliée.
Construire une maison pour un
Les agents de change
Le nouveau chef de
La maison est presque
agent de change qui n’avait pas
l’UMUDUGUDU
finie, mais elle n’est
de logement et qui est un
pas encore fermée.
orphelin de père et de mère
Sensibiliser la population sur la
Les agents de change
Les autorités de base.
L’activité continue.
bonne cohabitation lors des
réunions publique dans
l’UMUDUGUDU et jouer des
pièces de théâtre.
Northern Province - Umudugudu with grassroots programme
Description of the action
The actors
Decision to
Status of
intervene by
intervention
Réconcilier KALIYO et son fils
Les agents de change
Agents de change
Le conflit est résolu
qui avaient un conflit à cause de
la maison
Réconcilier MUNARURIRE et
Les agents de change
Les agents de change
Le conflit est résolu
sa femme, celui-ci frappait sa
femme à cause de l’ivresse
Réconcilier BAJYAHE et sa
Les agents de change
Les agents de change
Le conflit est résolu.
femme qui étaient en conflit à
cause du VIH
Partager la terre entre
Les agents de change
Agents de change
La famille est
RWABUZISONI et ses soeurs
réconciliée.
Réconcilier NYIRANDINABO
Les agents de change
Agents de change
La famille est
et sa fille qui étaient en conflit à
réconciliée.
cause de la terre
Réconcilier RUKUNDO et sa
Les agents de change
Agents de change
La famille est
femme qui étaient en conflit à
réconciliée.
cause de la prostitution.
Réconcilier RUHINGUBUGI et Les agents de change
Agent de change
La famille est
sa femme.
réconciliée.
Eastern Province – Umudugudu with grassroots programme
Description of the action
The actors
Decision to
Status of
intervene by
intervention
Réconcilier les deux frères qui se Un agent de change
Agent de change
Le conflit est résolu
lancent des injures le plus
souvent
Réconcilier les deux frères qui se Un agent de change
Agent de change
Le conflit est résolu
sont battus
Réconcilier les voisins qui
Un agent de change
Agent de change
Le conflit est résolu
s’étaient battus.
Réconcilier la mère et l’enfant
Un agent de change
Agent de change
Le conflit est résolu
qui se lancent des injures
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Box 5: Social cohesion at the local level and the grassroots activities
Comment se manifeste la cohésion sociale ? 1 : si on demande de l’eau à boire à quelqu’un il te donne. 2 : Il y a des
intervention de part est d’autre lorsqu’il y a un problème. 1 : On peut aller acheter ce dont on n’en a pas chez le voisin.
Tous : La cohésion sociale a augmenté depuis les deux dernières années. 2 : C’est suite aux dirigeants que la cohésion
sociale augmenté. 3 : Les Associations aussi nous aident sur la cohésion sociale car nous nous rencontrons durant nos
activités économiques. Est-ce que la BENEVOLENCIJA a fait quelque chose ? 2 : Oui, car les agents de change
participer à la résolution des conflits dans les foyers. Ce sont les agents de change qui ont sensibilisé à avoir la mutuelle
de santé. 3 : Ces agents de change nous ont présenté des pièces de théâtre qui aident les à se réconcilier, ils sont comme
les ABUNZI. FGD group “Authorities & opinion Leaders” – without grassroots formation; Umudugudu with “agents of change”; Southern Province; 6 May 2009;
(1) member of community policing committee, male, 25; (2) National Women Council, female, 48; (3) National Women Council, female, 24; (4) member of Local Defence
Force, male, 21.

Comment sont les relations entre les gens ? 1 : A part ce problème lié à la restitution des biens, les relations étaient
bonnes entre les gens. Ils partagent à boire et à manger. 2 : Après ma libération de la prison j’ai été bien accueilli par la
personne qui avait été à l’origine de mon emprisonnement de sorte qu’on partage aussi à manger et à boire. Même
durant mon procès dans GACACA, il a rendu un témoignage à décharge pour moi, ce qui a occasionné mon
acquittement. 1 : Celui qui a été à l’origine de l’arrestation de mon mari m’a donné une vache en cadeau pour me
consoler. Tous : La cohésion sociale a augmenté dans notre UMUDUGUDU durant les deux dernières années. Pour
quoi ou pour quelles raisons ? 1 : Suivant la situation actuelle, il y a les mariages mixtes ce qui n’était pas le cas il y a
deux ans. Avec GACACA au niveau des biens, rien ne va car il y a la corruption dans les procès mais pour GACACA de
la 2ème catégorie, les procès ont été bien menés. 2 : La cohésion a augmenté suite aux réunions des autorités. 1 : La
BENEVOLENCIJA a fait aussi quelque chose à travers la formation des agents de change comme moi, sur la manière
de mener de bonnes relations avec les autres, après la formation nous avons sensibilisé les autres. FGD group “Released prisoners”
– with grassroots formation; Umudugudu with “agents of change”; Southern Province; 29 April 2009; (1) peasant, female, released, 61; (2) peasant, male, released, 51.

Comment sont les relations entre les gens ? 2 : A part ce problème lié à la restitution des biens, mais les relations
étaient bonnes entre les gens. 3 : Les relations sont bonnes entre les gens, ils se pardonnent entre eux, les rescapés
accordent le pardon aux gens impliqués aux génocides. Il y a les gens qui se présentent pour demander pardon, ils sont
de deux côtés, ceux qui ont pillé les biens et ceux qui ont tué les gens. Par exemple moi je mène de bonnes relations avec
Mr Pascal qui faisait partie de l’attaque venue chez nous pour piller les biens mais aussi ils ont tué un membre de ma
famille. 2 : Durant la formation j’étais assise à côté de Pascal (HL) mais j’avais toujours peur de lui de sorte que je ne
parvenais pas de bien suivre la formation mais actuellement nous sommes des amis. 1 : Récemment Mr Pascal m’a invité
dans une fête, je suis y allée mais avec hésitation mais arrivé chez lui j’ai été bien accueillie. 3 : Il y a eu une fête qui a été
organisée par les agents de change de la BENEVOLENCIJA et le représentant du FPR, nous avons invité les autorités
au niveau de l’UMUDUGUDU, Cellule, Secteur et même au niveau du District. Il y avait aussi la population en général
c'est-à-dire, des rescapés, des libérés et les autres, nous avons aussi présenté une pièce de théâtre, partage à boire et à
manger de sorte que le secrétaire Exécutif de secteur nous avait félicité beaucoup pour cette fête de convivialité. FGD group
“Genocide survivor” – with grassroots formation; Umudugudu with “agents of change”; Southern Province; 28 April 2009; (1) peasant, female, genocide survivor, 45; (2)
peasant, female, genocide survivor, 40; (3) peasant, female, genocide survivor, 27; (4) peasant, female, genocide survivor, 25; (5) peasant, female, genocide survivor, 53.

Comment sont les relations entre les gens ? 2 : Ici nous menons de bonnes relations entre nous. 4 : Cela se manifeste
parce qu’on partage à boire à manger, il y a les visites de part et d’autre. Est-ce que vous avez l’impression que la
cohésion sociale a augmenté depuis 2007 ? Tous : La cohésion sociale a augmenté dans notre communauté depuis
2007. 5 : Avant il y avait beaucoup de bagarres dans les cabarets mais actuellement ces conflits ont diminué. Qui a joué
un rôle pour augmenter la cohésion sociale dans la communauté ? 2 : La formation des agents de change par
MUSEKEWEYA a changé les comportements de gens. 5 : Mon mari fait partie de ce groupe d’agents de change mais il
a aussi changé de comportement après la formation de la BENEVOLENCIJA. FGD group “general population” – without grassroots
formation; Umudugudu with “agents of change”; Eastern Province; 2 June 2009; (1) peasant, female, 30; (2) peasant, male, 27; (3) peasant, male, 33; (4) peasant,
female, 33; (5) peasant, female, 32; (6) peasant, female, 28.

Est-ce que la BENEVOLENCIJA a fait quelque chose ? 1 : Oui, la BENEVOLENCIJA a fait quelque chose, car
elle a uni les rescapés et Hutus. 2 : Comme qui est formée, j’essaye d’aller sensibiliser les rescapés durant la semaine de
commémoration afin qu’ils ne soient pas traumatisés durant cette période. 3 : La BENEVOLENCIJA a réconcilié les
victimes et les Hutus impliqués aux massacres à travers le théâtre MUSEKEWEYA. FGD group “Indigenous & Destitute” – without
grassroots formation; Umudugudu with “agents of change” Western Province; 1 April 2009; (1) peasant, male, destitute, 23; (2) peasant, female, destitute, 36; (3) peasant,
female, destitute, 39; (4) peasant, female, destitute, 50; (5) peasant, male, destitute, 54; (6) peasant, male, destitute, 45.
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4.6.

Associations

The creation of associations to bring together the “agents of change” started in 2008 in a context
that would enable the interaction and thus the reinforcement of the objectives of the programme.
The objective was equally to create a long-term sustainability in the grassroots activities. The
associations have only recently been formed or are in the process of taking shape. It is therefore
too early to fully explore their impact and potential. Some tendencies can be discerned at this
stage.
Table 24 summarizes the responses to questions related to the associations (we did not ask these
questions in the sites without grassroots programme since these respondents are unaware of the
grassroots associations instigated by La Benevolencija). Seventy-eight percent of all respondents
from groups with and without grassroots formation are aware of the existence of these
associations. Strangely enough 6% of respondents that are supposed to be part of the association
are not informed on the existence of the association. This is a consequence of an implementation
problem in one of the localities where only people of the group of genocide survivors were
allowed to become a memberof the association. This can be seen in the overview of the
associational tissue in table 27 to 33. The yellow lines indicate the “agents of change” association
and the composition of the association with regard to the different groups. The association that
was researched in the Western province has only genocide survivors in its ranks. This is, of
course, not in line with the objectives and procedures of the programme. Moreover, it reinforces
the existing fault lines in society and does therefore more harm than good. We will return to this
issue in the section that deals with the case studies.
Table 26. Assocations (Group N = 54 / Respondents N = 298) (Coded open questions)
Umudugudu with grassroots project

Do you know the
grassroots
association?

Without
Grassroots
Formation
65,0%

Subtotal

Yes

With
Grassroots
Formation
93,8%

77,8%

Umudugudu
without
grassroots
project
Without
Grassroots
Formation
,0%

All
Imidugudu

No

6,3%

35,0%

22,2%

,0%

No group consensus

,0%

,0%

,0%

,0%

22,2%
,0%

77,8%

Was the
implementation
of the association
transparent?

Yes

80,0%

50,0%

66,7%

,0%

66,7%

No

20,0%

50,0%

33,3%

,0%

33,3%

,0%

,0%

,0%

,0%

,0%

Do the members
of the association
benefit from the
activities?

Yes

20,0%

8,3%

14,8%

,0%

14,8%

No

80,0%

91,7%

85,2%

,0%

85,2%

No group consensus

,0%

,0%

,0%

,0%

,0%

Yes

,0%

,0%

,0%

,0%

,0%

No

100,0%

100,0%

100,0%

,0%

100,0%

,0%

,0%

,0%

,0%

,0%

Has the
association an
impact on the
community?

No group consensus

No group consensus

The majority of the “agents of change” is of the opinion that the implementation of the
association was transparent (80%). Observers of that implementation process – the people that
did not receive the training but live in a grassroots site – portray a fifty-fifty opinion on that issue.
Most probably since they are unaware of how the association came into being since they are not
part of it. A closer look at the narratives of the group discussions confirms this suggestion.
Eighty percent of the “agents of change” who are part (or supposed to be part) of the
associations do not see any benefits to them. This is however a result from the fact that they
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consider benefits in economic terms and it is also due to the fact that the associations are still in
the initial stage of development. This insight comes from a careful analysis of the narratives
collected during the group discussions. The same reason underlies the conviction opinion that
the association has no impact on the community. All respondents of all groups (100%) voice that
opinion.
The fact that the “agents of change” approach the outcome of the association purely in economic
terms needs to be taken into account even though most respondents are also aware of the fact
that the objective is equally to foster social cohesion and interaction as can be seen in the
narratives of the discussions (see box 6). The economic perception of the associations is also
reflected in the type of associations as can be seen in the overview of the associations in the field
sites in box 27 to 33. The yellow lines highlight associations supported by La Benevolencija. The
general overview of the grassroots associations confirms the dominant economic perception of
the association. A significant number of the projects presented to La Benevolencija for support in
the context of an association deal with livestock: chicken, goats, sheep, rabbits. Although some of
the associations keep these animals in a jointly constructed stable and organize themselves to
tend the livestock, most of the associations simply distribute the money to buy animals or the
animals themselves after they have been bought collectively. Something that can be distributed
and individual ownership seem to be preferred over an association with one common objective.
It needs to be noted that even then an element of collective sharing is ingrained in the procedures
of some of the associations. This is the case when the first offspring is given to other members.
But animals die or people change their mind and this can create unexpected and unwanted
outcomes. We will return to this issue in the section that deals with the global evaluation and the
recommendations.
The overview of the existing associations in table 27 to 33 reveals three important other
elements. The associational tissue at the local level is limited. The initiation of and support for the
“agents of change” associations comes to strengthen this tissue. As explained above, being part
of and regular meetings in associations are considered to be a sign of social cohesion. The
grassroots activities have come to strengthen this cohesion. Secondly, when considering the
overview of the profile of the members, it becomes clear that very few of the existing
associations in the Rwandan countryside in general (thus others than grassroots associations)
have a mix of released prisoners and genocide survivors in their ranks. The grassroots association
(except for the Western province where there were some implementation problems, as said) have
both released prisoners and genocide survivors amongst its members. This is an important
change taking place at the local level. Thirdly, there are many faultlines in Rwandan society.
Although all people living in the countryside might look similar in their poverty, there are many
socio-economic differences. These differences not only structure interactions in daily life in times
of peace, they also function as conductors of violence in times of crisis. Being rich or being poor
at the local level defines the position one has in society but also the potential role one has to play
in times of crisis. The fact that the associations instigated by La Benevolencija have a mix of rich
and poor members is a sign that this rift is overcome in the space of the assocational activities.
The association in the Western province is however, again, an exception.
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Table 27.Western Province – Um 2 – with grassroots programme
Name Association
Date of
Activity
Number & Profile Members
creation
Released Survivors Other Total Poor Rich
Prisoners
1
INKWAKUZI
1996
Agriculture
0
13
26
39
25
14
2
DUHAHIRANE
1998
Soap
2
3
9
14
6
8
3
ABATICUMUGAMBI 1992
Agriculture
0
0
20
20
10
10
4
LAC- KIVU
2009
Credit
6
50
244
300
200
100
5
ABAHUJE
2006
Credit
0
2
91
93
83
10
6
TUZAMURANE
2005
Livestock
0
16
0
16
0
16
7
COPEGIRU
2005
Fishing
0
20
10
30
15
15
8
TWISUNGANE
2000
Credit
0
11
11
22
14
8
9
GIRAMATA
2007
Livestock
0
12
0
12
0
12
10
INYANGE
2006
Agriculture
0
12
6
18
6
12
11 TUZAMURANE
2009
Agriculture
0
17
0
17
0
17
N°

N°

1
2
3
4
5
6

N
°

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

N°

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Table 28. Western Province – Um 3 –without grassroots programme
Name Association
Date of
Activity
Number & Profile Members
creation
Released
Survivors
Other
Prisoners
TUZAMURANE
2008
Credit
3
11
16
TWITEZIMBERE
2008
Credit
4
8
38
ABAKORERUMWE
2008
Credit
7
7
66
TWISUNGANE
2008
Credit
0
8
32
NTABWIRU
2008
Basketry
1
6
18
ABAHUJINAMA
2007
Credit
0
35
0

39
14
20
300
93
16
30
22
12
18
17

Total

Poor

Rich

Total

40
50
80
40
25
35

30
43
60
25
25
35

10
7
20
15
0
0

40
50
80
40
25
35

Poor

Rich

Total

3
2
8
11
5
11
5
0
10
2

12
13
8
4
10
17
13
14
17
19

15
15
16
15
15
28
18
14
27
21

Total

Poor

Rich

Total

14
13

14
7

0
6

14
13

15
10
8
10

3
1
4
10

12
9
4
0

15
10
8
10

19

17

2

19

Table 29. Southern Province – Umudugudu 1 – with grassroots programme
Name Association
Date
Activity
Number & Profile Members
of
Released Survivors Other Total
creati
Prisoners
on
DUFATANYE
2007
Credit
0
4
11
15
ABISUNGANYE
2007
Credit
0
6
9
15
TWITEZIMBERE
2007
Credit
0
1
15
16
ABISHYIZEHAMWE
2007
Credit
0
6
9
15
TUZAMURANE
2007
Credit
0
7
8
15
COOPEC TERIMBERE
2008
Credit
5
9
14
28
ABIZERANYE
2006
Credit
0
10
8
18
ABADASIGANA
1995
Livestock
0
10
4
14
ABAKUNDUMURIMO
1997
Livestock
0
7
20
27
ABUNZUBUMWE
2008
Livestock
3
11
7
21

Table 30. Southern Province – Umudugudu 2 – without grassroots programme
Name Association
Date of
Activity
Number & Profile Members
creation
Released Survivors Other
Prisoners
ABAHUJUMUGAMBI 2007
Credit
0
2
12
URUMURI
2007
Credit &
0
4
9
agriculture
ABATWARAMUCYO
2007
Credit
0
3
12
ABIZERANYE
2007
Credit
0
2
8
ABATIGAYUBUKE
2007
Credit
0
1
7
ABISHYIZEHAMWE
2007
Credit &
0
1
9
agriculture
DUTERANINKUNGA 2007
Credit
0
2
17

Total
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N°

1
2
3

Table 31. Northern Province – Umudugudu 1 – with grassroots programme
Name Association
Date of
Activity
Number & Profile Members
creation
Released
Survivors Other Total
Prisoners
ABADACOGORA
2008
Livestock
0
0
22
22
DUTERIMBERE
2008
Credit
0
0
76
76
TERIMBERE
2003
Credit
0
0
25
25

Table 32. Northern Province – Umudugudu 2 – without grassroots programme
N Name Association
Date of
Activity
Number & Profile Members
°
creation
Released
Survivors
Other
Prisoners
1 DUFATANYE
1990
Credit
0
0
40
2 DUSHYIGI
1990
Credit
0
0
25
KORANE
3 ABATICUMU
1996
Agriculture
0
0
7
GAMBI
4 KORADUFA
2001
Agriculture
0
0
7
TANYE
5 TWISUNGANE
2003
Credit
0
0
21
6 TWIBATURE
2008
Agriculture
0
0
8
KUMURIMO
UBUDEHE
2007
Agriculture
0
0
75

N°

1
2
3
4
5
6

Table 33. Eastern Province – Umudugudu 1 – with grassroots programme
Name Association
Date of
Activity
Number & Profile Members
creation
Released
Survivors Other
Prisoners
ICYAMBU
2007
Livestock
1
3
12
CY’AMAHORO
HAGURUKA
2000
Agriculture
0
0
15
UKORE
ABIZERANYE III 2006
Credit
1
0
8
ABAGURIZANYA
2009
Credit
0
1
23
DUSASIRANE
2008
Credit
0
2
28
TWIZERANE
2003
Agriculture
0
1
14

Poor

Rich

Total

19
56
20

3
20
5

22
76
25

Tot
al
40
25

Poor

Rich

16
8

24
17

Tot
al
40
25

7

4

3

7

7

5

2

7

21
8

7
2

14
6

21
8

75

50

25

75

Total

Poor

Rich

Total

16

6

10

16

15

15

0

15

9
24
30
25

0
9
15
10

9
15
15
15

9
24
30
25
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Box 6: Creating Associations - Two Examples
Quel est ce genre d’Association ? Toutes : C’est l’Association ABUNZUBUMWE 3 : C’est une Association Agricole, on
cultive des maniocs. Nous formons des tontines en donnant de l’argent et chacun donne cent francs par mois. Nous
pratiquons aussi l’élevage des chèvres. Toutes : Notre Association est reconnu officiellement par les autorités nous ont
donné un champ pour la culture du manioc, c’était un grand champ presque deux Hectares, il y avait des terrasses radicales
nous suite au manque de fumier, nous n’avions rien récolté de sorte que nous ne pouvons plus continuer avec cette activité
agricole, nous étions 44 membres car ceux de NYAGAKINGI étaient aussi avec nous. Pour ces tontines d’épargnes qui
donnent de l’argent nous sommes 21 membres et nous versons au moins 2100Frs par mois au compte bancaire. Avec cette
association nous avons un comité dont le Président, Vice Président, Secrétaire et le Trésorier. En rapport avec l’élevage de
chèvres, l’argent donné pour démarrer l’activité était insuffisant car c’était 200.000frs, on a acheté une douzaine de chèvres
mais la part de chaque membre était de 9000 Frs chacun, alors pour cela c’est deux membres qui doivent porter une chèvre.
Un membre garde une chèvre, si la chèvre donne naissance, on donne la 1ère naissance à l’Association avant de donner la
chèvre mère à l’autre membre qui lui aussi doit donner la naissance au profit de l’Association, et après cette chèvre reste la
propriété de ces membres deux. Seulement une chèvre est morte et l’autre chèvre a été volée. Après avoir reçu donner ces
petites chèvres à l’associations, c’est l’Association qui va décider la suite. Nous avons aussi un comité à part pour surveiller la
bonne marche de l’activité. Tous les mondes vont en tirer profit, il y a la transparence dans la distribution d’argent. Il n’y a
pas d’impact dans la zone car il n y a pas eu de production de manioc. L’élevage de chèvre n’a pas encore donné de
production. 3 : Il y a trois mois que nous avons commencé l’épargne d’argent. Toutes : Nous avons fait la culture de manioc
juste après la formation en 2007. L’élevage de chèvres a été crée en 2008. L’objectif de notre Association est d’augmenter la
cohésion sociale d’abord et le niveau économique vient par après. Est-ce le non membres gagnent quelque chose aussi
sur votre Association ? Toutes : Non pas encore car la production liée à notre activité reste toujours en attente alors il n’y a
pas encore eu d’impact. FGD group “Genocide survivor” – with grassroots formation; Umudugudu with “agents of change”; Southern Province; 28 April 2009; (1)
peasant, female, genocide survivor, 45; (2) peasant, female, genocide survivor, 40; (3) peasant, female, genocide survivor, 27; (4) peasant, female, genocide survivor, 25; (5) peasant,
female, genocide survivor, 53.

Quel genre d’Association ? Tous : Nous savons bien que nous avons une Association qui fait l’Elevage mais nous ne
savons le nom de l’association. 3 : C’est une Association d’Elevage de poules, nous avons 36 poules au total. Le poulailler se
trouve chez le Pasteur qui est le président de l’Association. 4 : On se rend chez le pasteur pour prendre les œufs et de leur
donner à manger càd nourrir ces poules. 3 : Nous vendons les œufs à 100frs la pièce. 4 : La BENEVOLENCIJA nous a
donné 200.000Frs et avec ce montant, nous avons acheté les poules avec une partie de ce montant mais l’autre partie a été
utilisée pour la construction du poulailler et l’achat de matériel d’équipement. 3 : Nous sommes d’abord 22 membres et la
BENEVOLENCIJA nous a donné 200.000frs pour nous aider dans notre activité d’élevage de poules. Ces poules pondent
au moins 10 œufs par jour mais cette production est faible car nous pensons acheter les poules pondeuses modernes. Nous
les hommes nous assurons la sécurité de ces poules en organisant des relations pour passer la nuit au poulailler et les dames
membres font le travail de leur donner de la nourriture. C’est le comptable qui va au marché pour l’achat de nourriture. 6 :
Nous avons actuellement 10 poules seulement car les autres poules ont été vendues parce que leur production était faible. 1 :
Cette Dame vient de dire la vérité car c’est elle qui est chargé de nourrir ces poules, moi je ne suis pas d’accord avec ces
hommes. 2 : Au début de notre activité d’élevage de poules, nous avions acheté 36 poules mais j’ignore leur nombre
actuellement. 5 : Moi, je suis membre de plusieurs Associations je ne suis pas au courant des activités de l’Association. 6 :
Dans le temps, l’Association portait le nom d’ICYAMBU CY’AMAHORO mais je ne suis pas sûr que ce nom n’a pas
changé. En rapport avec les activités de notre Association d’élevage de poules, nous avons 9hommes et 5 femmes qui sont
actifs mais les autres ont quitté pour des raisons diverses. Chaque membre devrait payer au moins 5.000 Frs à la caisse
comme contribution afin de tenir notre caisse. 1 et 2 : Nous avons quitté suite au manque de ce montant demandé aux
membres. 5 : Moi, je ne fais pas partie de cette Association parce j’ai d’autres associations lesquelles je suis membre t je ne
pouvait pas être membre partout. 6 : Moi, je suis sûr que ces poules existent, elles sont au nombre de 10 car les autres poules
ont été vendues mais l’argent reste dans la caisse, les œufs se trouvent chez le Pasteur qui est aussi notre Président. Est-ce
que vous avez un bénéfice à tirer dans l’Association ? 6 : L’Association est récente est la production est faible de sorte
qu’il n’y a pas de profit que les membres tirent dans cette activités d’élevage de poules car nous pensons acheter les poules
pondeuses. 3 : Je m’excuse d’avoir menti avant moi je n’ai jamais passé la nuit chez le Pasteur pour la sécurité des poules. 4 :
Même les membres qui restent dans l’association n’ont pas encore donné cette contribution de 5000Frs car moi-même je n’ai
pas encore payé ce montant. On doit verser ce montant au plusieurs tranches jusqu’au moment où cette somme de 5000Frs
sera versée en totalité. 1 : Il y a aussi des amendes qu’on demande aux membres pour l’absence aux réunions ou aux activités
de l’association à raison de 1000frs par absence. De ma part c’est un grand montant que chacun ou la plupart de membres
n’ont pas la possibilité de payer ce montant. 6 : Les membres de l’association se réunissent au moins une fois par mois.
Même si je n’ai pas encore payé cette contribution de 5000 Frs, je reste membre de l’Association et je m’occupe de mon
travail de continuer de nourrir ces poules. FGD group “Indigenous & destitute” – with grassroots formation; Umudugudu with “agents of change”; Eastern
Province; 26 May 2009; (1) peasant, female, indigenous, 46; (2) peasant, male, destitute, 49; (3) peasant, male, indigenous, 35; (4) peasant, female, destitute, 50; (5) peasant,
female, destitute, 50; (6) peasant, female, destitute, 54.
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4.7..

“Agents of change” in context: a case study of two communities

This section situates the issues dealt with in the previous sections in the context of two
communities. The different dimensions of the programme activities were previously analytically
taken apart. Moreover, we presented the findings based on data across the communities to
establish an insight in the breadth of processes and impact. This section brings the different
factors together in a more descriptive way by painting a picture of the grassroots activities in two
localities. We introduce an in-depth focus on two grassroots sites in order to understand the
issues involving the decentralized application of project intervention in general and the variance
observable in the implementation of the grassroots programme in particular. To fully understand
the issues at stake we compare the site where the activities are most successful (South) with a
locality where the programme is not as effective in reaching the programme objectives (West).
The idea is to identify the factors that contribute to more or less success in the programme
objectives.
We have highlighted in the introduction of the report that both the umudugudu in the South and
the West were severely affect by the genocide and its consequences. Both localities have serious
problems in the aftermath of the violence. Tensions and conflicts between the social groups are
rife. The umudugudu in the West that contains “agents of change” among its inhabitants has
restarted the Gacaca activities in 2009. The outcomes of the preceding proceedings were
perceived as unacceptable by the genocide survivors. Since there are many genocide survivors in
the community they have sufficient leverage to impose their demands. This is different from the
dominant situation in rural Rwanda where genocide survivors are often few in number and thus
weak in strength. The initial Gacaca activities also seriously affected the grassroots site in the
South. People fled to Burundi out of fear. In the meantime, the Gacaca process is in the phase of
auctioning belongings of people convicted. The objective is that the money raised serves as
compensation for the victims. It is an action that creates tensions and reinforces existing fault
lines in society. Especially since the general approach is that if the perpetrators convicted for the
crimes of pillaging are unknown, dead or unable to restitute, the entire neighborhood needs to
contribute to the compensation of the victims. The amounts of the restitution exercise can be
rather high.
Participants in the grassroots activities were selected in the course of 2007 in both communities.
But whereas the community in the South has a balanced mix of participants coming from all the
groups that are supposed to take part in the grassroots training, the Western community has only
2 released prisoners in its ranks although there are much more released prisoners in the
community (see table 5). One of them has left the country after the training phase and is thus not
“active” in his home community. The participants in the West also have people that belong to
the groups of “authorities and opinion leaders” and the “destitute and problematical”, but it is
clear that most of the “agents of change” are genocide survivors. The leverage the genocide
survivors have in this area was probably the reason why they were able to secure more positions
in the programme activities.
One has to keep in mind that whenever information is given that “a programme” is going to be
implemented in the community it is firstly perceived as an economic programme with potential
economic benefits for the selected beneficiaries, even when the programme is presented
otherwise in the first introduction. The fact that the participants for the grassroots programme
were selected with the help of local authorities - supposed to identify the participants in the
programme - explains how it was possible to have a dominance of genocide survivors. It is of
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course evident that such an initial selection already influences the potential outcome of the
programmeme activities. The idea is also to make people belonging to antagonistic groups
interact and expose different layers of society to the grassroots methodology. The factual, but
especially the perceived exclusion of other groups at this stage comes to reinforce existing
stereotypes and prejudices. The community in the South has a balance of all the groups in its
ranks, taking into account the larger demographic facts of the area. In addition, the findings of
evaluation activities in the South show that the different phases of the programme were
implemented as envisioned. The difference in implementation is to a certain extent reflected in
the answers on the more general questions related to the grassroots activities, as can be seen in
table 33. The results for the Western province are not dramatic, but a difference can be seen.
Table 33. Understanding of implementation: West vs. South

West

Do you know the soap opera
“Musekeweya”?
Do you know the grassroots
programme?
Do you know the objectives
of the grassroots
programme?
Is a change visible in the
community due to the
programme?
Do you know the
coordinator of the grassroots
programme?
Can you contact the
grassroots coordinator when
necessary?
Did La Benevolencija play a
role in the increase of social
cohesion in your community
over the past 2 years?

Yes
No group consensus
Yes
No
No group consensus
Yes
No

Umudugudu
with grassroots
project
92,9%
7,1%
92,3%
7,7%
,0%
83,3%
16,7%

South
Umudugudu
with grassroots
project
100,0%
,0%
100,0%
,0%
,0%
100,0%
,0%

Yes
No
No group consensus
Yes
No

66,7%
33,3%
,0%
72,7%
27,3%

100,0%
,0%
,0%
37,5%
62,5%

Yes
No

88,9%
11,1%

100,0%
,0%

Yes

100,0%

100,0%

No

,0%

,0%

The initial implementation has of course also an influence on the impact of the grassroots
activities. Table 34 compares the findings on the question what event, person, activity or
institution played a major role on the level of social cohesion over the past two years. While La
Benvolencija in general and the “Musekeweya” soap opera is more cited in the responses given
by the inhabitants in the West, the South has 15% more of group responses signaling the “agents
of change” is an influential activity to increase social cohesion. Although the overall influence of
La Benevolencija is higher in the West (57%) than in the South (46%), the impact of the localized
grassroots activities seems to be better in the South.
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Table 34. What event, person, activity, institution played a major role on the level of social cohesion in the past 2 years?
(West vs. South)

West

South

Umudugudu with
grassroots project
Reunions organized by local authorities
Gacaca
Good governance
Past experience of war and genocide
Agents of change
La Benevolencija
Musekeweya (radio)
National Unity and Reconciliation Commission

Umudugudu with
grassroots project

26,1%
13,0%
4,3%
,0%
2,2%
28,3%
26,1%
,0%

29,2%
8,3%
16,7%
,0%
16,7%
12,5%
16,7%
,0%

The initial problems in the implementation of the grassroots programme in the West are also
reflected in the analysis of the coming into being and profile of the associations for the “agents of
change”. The association in the South has 21 members, 3 released prisoners, 11 genocide
survivors and 7 other members that belong to the groups of “local authorities and opinion
leaders” and “the problematical and destitute”. The fact that also inhabitants considered to be
poor are part of the association can be seen in the table as well. It shows that it was possible
during the initiation of the association to counter the tendencies existing in the Rwandan
countryside to exclude the poor and weak. The latter can often not pay the admission fee
required to be part of an association. While some of them are excluded on the pretext of being
unable to rear livestock.
The association in the West has 17 members, but all of them are genocide survivors and they are
considered to be rich. It is clear that the fact that association members belonging to one of the
groups targeted in the programmeme is counterproductive to the objectives of the grassroots
activities. Even more: it comes to reinforce the rifts and prejudices that exist in society. To give
just one example encountered during fieldwork in the Western province. When the researchers
went to speak to the local Abunzi committee and asked their assistance to make an inventory of
the conflicts in the community they refused to cooperate. They reason they gave was that such an
effort should be made by the people benefiting from the grassroots activities and the association.
The Abunzi do not belong to the group of genocide survivors.
Table 35 – Comparison profile associations West and South

Activity

Number & Profile Members

West
South

2009
2008

Agriculture
Livestock

0
3

Survivors

Date of
creation

Relea
sed
Prisoners

Location
Association

17
11

Other

Total

Poor

Rich

Total

0
7

17
21

0
2

17
19

17
21

The existence of these opinions are further reflected in the findings presented in table 36. It
needs to be noted however that the association in the West only received financial assistance in
the beginning of 2009, while the association in the South is already functioning since 2008.
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The evidence gathered during the fieldwork activities indicate that the “agents of change” living
in the South are very active in their local communities. The “agents of change” intervene in local
conflicts when necessary. The local authorities even gave them the permission to do so before
problems are brought to the Abunzi or the local authorities themselves. The latter aim at conflict
resolution of these day-to-day conflicts, the “agents of change” function as mediators. The
“agents of change” often perform theatre plays during ceremonies and in the context of official
reunions. The local authorities also facilitated the organization of a ceremony of conviviality
initiated by the “agents of change”. During the gathering the “agents of change” performed
theatre plays and the messages discussed during their initial training. Respondents during groups
discussion indicated that during the ceremony Hutu and Tutsi achieved a rapprochement. Remorse
was shown for past wrongdoings, pardon was asked, and pardon was given by some. Even more,
some of the genocide survivors exonerated (some of) the debts a number of the perpetrators had
in the restitution of belongings. They did so to give a sign of renewed interpersonal trust. Since
this ceremony, the “agents of change” from all groups initially selected to be part of the
grassroots activities accompany the local inhabitants to assist them in the disputes arising from
the Gacaca proceedings dealing with property.
Table 36. Associations – West vs. South

West

Do you know the
grassroots association?
Was the implementation
of the association
transparent?
Do the members of the
association benefit from
the activities?
Has the association an
impact on the community?

Yes
No
No group consensus
Yes
No
No group consensus
Yes
No
No group consensus
Yes
No
No group consensus

Umudugudu with
grassroots project
57,1%
42,9%
,0%
50,0%
50,0%
,0%
,0%
100,0%
,0%
,0%
100,0%
,0%

South
Umudugudu with
grassroots project
75,0%
25,0%
,0%
100,0%
,0%
,0%
66,7%
33,3%
,0%
,0%
100,0%
,0%
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5. Evaluation: conclusions
5.1.

Relevance

The Rwandan post-conflict context

Rwanda has experienced a decade of violence in the period 1990-1994: the crime of all crimes in
1994 (genocide) and a long history of conflict preceding that era. The need to assist local
communities in overcoming the impact of violence is even greater due to the fact that a massive
amount of people were affected by the conflict as victims, perpetrators or bystanders. A massive
amount of money and energy has been devoted to the post-conflict recovery. State-led initiatives
or NGO interventions in the domain of conflict prevention, reconciliation, transitional justice
and peace-building are abundant. Rwandan society has made a stark recovery since 1994 in the
economic, social and governance domain. But fifteen years after the genocide, the challenges
remain difficult and the obstacles are plenty, especially also in the domains of conflict prevention,
reconciliation and social cohesion.
The peculiar course of the reconciliation process is discernable in the results of large-scale
surveys conducted on behalf of the National Unity and Reconciliation Commission (NURC)
(RoR 2003, 2007, 2008).7 The 2006 survey has 8719 respondents all over Rwanda, and the
sampling procedure also takes the prison population and the group of genocide survivors into
account. It assesses the level of progress made in the domain of reconciliation since the arrival of
the Gacaca courts in 2005, and its results can be compared with similar surveys conducted in
2002 (n = 4813) and 2005 (n = 10185).
Compared with 2002, the results for 2006 indicate some positive evolution in regard of the
perceived efficiency and equity of the Gacaca process. This is reflected in, for example, the level
of trust in the judges and the satisfaction with the Gacaca courts compared with other judicial
institutions. A deteriorating trend on some more crucial aspects related to the potential of
fostering reconciliation is nevertheless remarkable, despite the fact that most respondents agree
with the most general statements accompanying the Gacaca process: it is a step towards
reconciliation, it will facilitate sustainable peace and establish a citizenry without ethnic
categorisation. However, the level of fear increased with the introduction of the Gacaca system.8
A question related to whether families of condemned and victims would reconcile after Gacaca is
positively appraised by the general population, with 89% of positive answers. However, this may
be due to the fact that the question refers to better relationships after Gacaca, not necessarily
7. Republic of Rwanda 2007, 2008. From the reports available, it was impossible to compile exhaustive figures showing percentages and intensity
of answers to all questions. We provide an overview of the questions with a minimum of available survey results showing the impact of the
Gacaca process, which are corroborated by a survey using a ‘ladder of life’ to understand perceived changes over time. See Ingelaere, B. (2007).
Living the transition: a bottom-up perspective on Rwanda’s political transition. Antwerp: Institute of Development Policy and Management, discussion paper
2007: 6.
8. The survey results indicate an increase in the level of fear since the start of Gacaca. However, the data for 2006 for the general population on three
propositions were not accounted for. Only the responses of the sub-samples of genocide survivors and the prison population are available. Prison
population: (1) ‘Accused genocide perpetrators will feel threatened during Gacaca’: 49% (2002), 56% (2005), 61% (2006); (2) ‘The accused who have
confessed will be the target of threats and retaliation from their accomplices’: 50% (2002), 53% (2005), 59% (2006). Only responses by genocide
survivors on the following assertion were available in the report: ‘Genocide survivors will feel threatened during Gacaca’: 88% (2002), 90% (2005), 93%
(2006).
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because of Gacaca, since other responses to questions related to social cohesion, interpersonal and
family trust reveal a perceived or experienced decrease in social well-being. Prejudice and
resentment against families of convicted persons increased compared with 2002.
More people think that those who committed crimes of genocide still harbour those ideas and
intentions, the so-called genocide ideology. The observation that 53% of the population replies
affirmatively to the proposition that ‘it is naïve to trust others’ after more than a year of Gacaca
activities in 2006 is revealing, almost shocking. This is 13% more than in 2002. Remarkably,
these high levels of distrust do not affect the willingness to cooperate. Only 29% of the general
population feels that distrust impedes shared labour activities, compared with 49% in 2002. This
is partly due to the dissimulation and hypocrisy that has always characterised the Rwandan social
universe, but increasingly so since the arrival of the denunciation policy in Gacaca. Inner feelings
of distrust do not necessary correspond to outward signs of distrust, as we further argue below.
Cooperation in distrust seems possible, even though it makes the social fabric extremely fragile.
And finally, when comparing the results for 2002, 2005 and 2006, there is a steady increase in the
general opinion that testimonial practices in Gacaca are false, whether false accusations (60%67%-77%) or false defence testimonies (61%- 63%-74%).
This brief overview based on findings of scientifically conducted surveys on social cohesion
reveals that much needs to be done in the domain of reconciliation and post-conflict recovery in
general. The overall objectives of La Benevolencija and the specific objectives of its grassroots
activities focus on these issues. Both the soap opera broadcasted to the national Rwandan
audience as well as the more punctual interventions at the grassroots level in areas mostly
affected by division and conflict are not only pertinent but absolutely necessary. As we will argue
below, the programme is sufficiently designed to intervene in these issues, although it might be
useful to strengthen some implementation aspects and adjust some dimensions in the overall
approach. The fieldwork findings nevertheless show the impact and effect the programme resorts
in the localities where it is present.

The underlying theories and messages and their adaptation to the rural Rwandan context

The activities of La Benevolencia are informed by theories and insights on large-scale violence
and critical factors needed to facilitate post-conflict recovery. This is without any doubt an asset
to the approach. These theories have found a wide acceptance in the academic community. It is
interesting and important that these insights find a practical application through programmes
such as the ones initiated by La Benevolencia. Previous studies assessed the impact of these ideas
when used in the context of Rwanda. The results were encouraging. The findings of this
evaluation study show that respondents understand the messages broadcasted through the soap
opera and the episodes used during training activities with “agents of change”. Moreover, the
sites where the “agents of change” reside are perceived as having experienced a higher increase in
the level of social cohesion by the inhabitants. This finding suggests that the programme
succeeded in translating these ideas into formats understandable for a Rwanda audience and
effective in the Rwandan context.
The programme activities managed to translate the underlying theories to the socio-cultural
context of Rwandan society. The decentralized approach and the choice of the groups to
participate are equally well-adapted to the specificities of Rwanda’s rural areas as we will argue
below. What might be lacking in the overall approach is an insight in the dynamics of violence at
the local level in Rwandan communities during times of crisis. Especially since this insight could
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better inform the project activities and particularly the critical junctures in the Rwandan sociopolitical structures to be targeted. The theories informing the grassroots activities identify major
structural elements and almost universal factors at play in the coming into being of large-scale
violence: scape-goating, uncritical support to authority, passive bystanders, etc. These elements
are important in the understanding of the origins of the Rwandan conflict. Those factors can in
general be considered as part of the origins of violence and genocide in Rwanda. In addition to
the continued use of these insights a focus on the “passage à
l’acte” at the local level might be interesting. The way these
ideas and images gained momentum at the local level is very
The programme
specific. The idea would not so much be to incorporate this
activities managed to
insight as an additional message but more to target these critical
translate the underlying
junctures in the programme activities with the existing
theories to the sociomessages and tools. These critical junctures are the nodes in the
“system” that will also be crucial in the prevention or
cultural context of
instigation
of violence in potentially upcoming times of crisis.
Rwandan society.
We will deal with this issue in the recommendations.

The decentralized and non-judicial approach

Susanne Buckley-Zistel concludes after having spent a significant amount of time researching the
nature and impact of peace-building and reconciliation processes in Rwanda, especially at the
local level:
“Crucially, given the impact of the experience of violence at the local level, external
organizations must find means of supporting transformative processes that originate within
communities. What is discernible, in conversations with individuals and groups of survivors,
suspects and their families, and more impartial community members, is a request for
mediation and facilitation between victims and offenders, in order to move out their
stalemate situation of chosen amnesia. In Rwanda, the necessary local change-agents, who
seek to contribute to reconciliation processes in their immediate environment through
mediating between Hutu and Tutsi communities, are few but nevertheless do exist. Their
efforts are often hampered, however, by a lack of support and interest by larger national and
international peace-building organizations. Asked about their requirements, these actors
often reply that they would appreciate receiving support at their immediate, local level where
their work can have the greatest impact, rather than being subsumed into national projects.
Many change-agents state that national NGOs are often too involved in advocacy and
politics in the capital, resulting in a poor local presence and the ignorance of needs at the
community level. They lack an understanding of the deep fissures that continue to run
through local communities.”9

Her analysis not only supports the decentralized approach taken by the La Benevolencija
grassroots project. The language she uses also emphasizes the aspect of “change agents” that is
central to the methodology of La Benevolencija (although her analysis was made without being
acquainted with the grassroots programme). These insights not only give support to the overall
approach adopted but also suggest that it needs to be strengthened and supported as much as
possible in the future. It is suggested that interventions should tap in on the existing knowledge
and resources in local communities. This is the case in the programme supported by La

9 Sussane Buckley-Zistel, “We are pretending peace: local memory and the absence of social transformation and reconciliation in Rwanda”
in: P. Clark & Z. Kaufman, After Genocide: Transitional Justice, Post-Conflict Reconstruction and Reconciliation in Rwanda and Beyond, London: Hurst, 2008,
p. 140.
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Benevolencija but the overall approach could be even more geared towards these expectations,
existing practices and ongoing processes as we will argue in the recommendations.
Moreover, when considering the literature on and the approaches adopted by the organizations
working in the domain of transitional justice (dealing with the past), reconciliation and peacebuilding, it becomes clear that more attention goes to these decentralized and non-judicial
approaches over the past years.10 In addition to the fact that interventions are dominantly
oriented towards the national level, there was a tendency in the past and in the existing
approaches to over-emphasize the legal aspects of dealing with the past and and the legal
dimension of conflict prevention. This is also the case in Rwanda. The main mechanism that
needs to deal with the violence of the past at the local level in Rwanda is the Gacaca court
system. Although Gacaca is often presented as a customary conflict resolution mechanism aimed
at fostering reconciliation, in practice the Gacaca is a formalized judicial institution that
introduces a prosecutorial logic in the midst of local communities.11 As a consequence, the parties
involved approach each other in an antagonistic manner. In addition, the local imbedding of the
court system makes the proceedings vulnerable to local social dynamics and power struggles. The
latter factors affect issues of due process and the nature of the proceedings in general. Such an
approach is detrimental to the increase of social cohesion as the findings of this evaluation study
have also shown.
The approach adopted by La Benevolencija in the grassroots programme is in that sense different
in kind and much needed. While judicial approaches are necessary in the aftermath of violent
conflict it is paramount to have mechanisms and initiatives that are complementary to the judicial
approaches. It is therefore crucial that the approach adopted by La Benevolencija stays out of the
judicial and overtly formalized sphere in which most of the transitional justice and peacebuilding
activies take place at the local level in Rwanda. It is only then that it will be possible to generate
spaces through which genuine reconciliation attempts can be made. This is especially important
in an environment such as Rwanda where reconciliation tends to be imposed from above; such
an approach often results in the obstruction of the reconciliation process, although it attempts to
facilitate that process. We will return to this issue in the recommendations.

The profile of the selected communities (imidugudu) and participants

The grassroots programme identified communities with a specific need in the domains of social
cohesion and conflict resolution/prevention. Considering the fact that the programme has
limited funds and can thus only be implemented in a limited number of localities, this is a wellinformed choice. The approach is most pertinent and will take more effect in areas with specific
problems. The fieldwork activies undertaken during the evaluation established indeed that the
localities visited had different characteristics from the neighbouring localities in the same area.
The use of key informants (local authorities) at the district level and other administrative levels to
identify these localities was thus productive. Nevertheless, it would be useful to undertake a
general, national mapping based on available indicators in order to garantuee the most efficient
targeting. We will make some suggestions in the following section.

K. McEvoy & L. McGregor, Transitional Justice from Below. Grassroots Activism and the Struggle for Change, (Oxford: Hart Publishing, 2008).
Ingelaere, B. (2008) ‘The gacaca courts in Rwanda’, in L. Huyse & M. Salter, eds. Traditional Justice and Reconciliation Mechanisms After Violent
Conflict: learning from African experiences. Stockholm: International Idea, 25-60. Ingelaere, B. (2009), “Does the Truth Pass across the Fire without
Burning? Locating the Short Circuit in Rwanda’s Gacaca Courts”, Journal of Modern African Studies, Vol. 47, N° 4.
10
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The choice of participants, the “agents of change” that were selected to receive the initial training
is relevant and portrays a well-informed insight in the social dynamics in rural communities. The
inclusion of released prisoners and genocide survivors is evident since they are generally the main
antagonists in local communities. But they have nonetheless to live together due to abject
poverty. A facilitation of this difficult co-habitation process is necessary. It is important however
that also the “destitute and problematic” are targeted in the programme activities. The fault lines
in Rwandan society are complex and are as much socio-economic as ethnic. Uniting people with
different socio-economic backgrounds through the grassroots activities is (thus) not only an
interesting but necessary objective. Crucial is the inclusion of the “local authorities and opinion
leaders” in the programme activities. As we will argue in the following section, this group
constitutes an important factor for the strengthening of conflict prevention at the local level; the
programme design has taken this into account. The fact that additional training activities took
place with local authorities shows that the programme co-ordinators are aware of the pivotal role
these people play at the local level. We will make some suggestions to make more use of this
group in potentially upcoming or new programme activities.

5.2.

Effectiveness & Impact

The impact of the programme activities has been extensively discussed in the section on
fieldwork findings. We summarize the main points related to the grassroots activities:
• The radio soap opera “Musekeweya” is extremely
People identify with the characters and generally
underlying messages dealing with conflict
prevention, resolution, overcoming trauma
and facilitating reconciliation. There is
evidence that the “agents of change” who
were trained in the grassroots programme
have a better understanding of these
messages.

popular in the Rwandan countryside.
have a good understanding of the

• More groups than selected in the
evaluation in the grassroots sites are of the
opinion that social cohesion became better
over the past two years, the period the
grassroots activities were operational in those
areas. The principle of the selection of the
sites with and without grassroots activities –
situated in the same areas – controls for
potential differences due to specific local
dynamics or state interventions. It is
therefore assumed that the differences are
most probably due to the presence (or
absence) of the grassroots programme.

Fifty-four percent of the
responses to questions inquiring
into the understanding of the
factors contributing to an
increased social cohesion refer
to La Benevolencija or an
activity organized by La
Benevolencija. Especially the
radio
soap
broadcasted
nationwide
to
all
local
communities is influential.

The
inhabitants
of
the
grassroots sites state that the
“agents of change” played a
significant role in the increase of
social cohesion.

• There is evidence that the “agents of change” have a better understanding of the
messages than the groups that are their neighbours living in the same locality where the
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grassroots activities take place but not having received the initial grassroots training and the
subsequent follow-up.
• Not only the grassroots agents but also a significant number of the other inhabitants are
of the opinion that the implementation process is resorting effects. However, the evaluation
established a general weakening of the follow-up and support activities of the programme
over time. And there is a variance in the implementation process according to locality. The
latter is a result of on the one hand the particularities and difficulties of some of the social
environments (localities) that divert the programme principles and objectives and on the
other hand the lacking intervention and remedy attempts through the programme structures
and the co-ordinators.
• The “agents of change” are not perceived as having established a place in the conflict
resolution architecture at the local level. This is however no surprise since the conflict
resolution architecture that focuses on day-to-day conflicts at the local level in Rwanda isconsidering all the circumstances- rather solid. In addition, the “agents of change” received
skills through the training and follow-up activities. This training makes them mostly prepared
to deal with a type of conflicts different from day-to-day conflicts. What can be expected
from the grassroots activities and “agents” is more conflict prevention and, most probably,
resolution in times of (extreme) crisis due to a change in attitude, knowledge and behaviour.
While the findings presented here show that the “agents of change” did not acquire a
position in the existing conflict resolution capacity at the local level, it also means that the
grassroots activities and “agents of change” remain outside of the administrative and judicial
sphere. This is in itself a very important element since it enables them to play an effective
role in the social domain. The grassroots agents and programme are more cited when
discussing the theme of social cohesion. Through the radio soap opera and the grassroots
activities la Benevolencija is perceived as an institution working in the domain of the
“reparation of the hearts” referring to both psychological recovery and increasing social
cohesion.
• The inhabitants of the grassroots sites state that the “agents of change” played a
significant role in the increase of social cohesion in the fieldsites in their communities. While
they were hardly cited in response to the question who intervened to resolve conflicts, they
were mentioned when discussing issues of social cohesion.
• Fifty-four percent of the responses to the question inquiring into the understanding of
the factors contributing to an increased social cohesion refer to La Benevolencija or an
activity organized by La Benevolencija. Especially the radio soap broadcasted nationwide to
all local communities is influential.

5.3.

Sustainability

The majority of the “agents of change” is of the opinion that the implementation of the
association was transparent. The associational tissue at the local level is limited. The initiation and
support for the “agents of change” associations comes to strengthen this tissue. The instigation
of a grassroots association not only strengthens the social tissue but facilitates the bridging of
fault lines since different social and socio-economic groups are brought together. The fact that
the “agents of change” approach the outcome of the association purely in economic terms needs
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to be taken into account. Something that can be distributed and individual ownership seem to be
preferred over an association with one common objective. It hampers the objectives of the
grassroots programme to a certain extent, although the associations have also introduced an
element of sustainability in the programme activities. The associational environment will facilitate
long-term interaction between the “agents of change”. Attention needs to be paid to potential
difficulties in the implementation process of the associations: shortcomings inherent to the
implementation of an association as such or arising due to localized social dynamics. These
defects can reinforce the existing fault lines and prejudices in the communities. It will this way do
more harm than good. We make some suggestions to remedy these shortcomings in the
following section.

5.4.

Efficiency

The weakest link in the grassroots programme identified during the evaluation study is the
monitoring and follow-up activities taking place after the initial training of the “agents of
change”. In order to make the activities more efficient and effective serious attention needs to be
paid to the follow-up activities. It is evident that an initial training of one week can transfer the
skills and messages to the “agents of change” only to a limited extent. This phase can only be
considered as an initial but nevertheless fundamental stage in the grassroots project. Sufficient
and continued follow-up of the grassroots “agents” and their activities should be scheduled. The
radio soap opera “Musekeweya” has an important role to play in the general support of the
grassroots activities. But if the “agents of change” need to undergo a fundamental change and be
ready to influence their environment in a similar way, a continued and intense follow-up
programme should be put in place. While the installation of follow-up activities has taken place in
the course of the past two years, the interventions were rather limited and not very efficient. The
“agents of change” should be able to discuss issues - experiences encountered in daily life,
reflections on the nature of violence experienced in their midst, factors affecting social and
psychological well-being, etc. with the co-ordinators of the grassroots programme. And if they do
not introduce this demand themselves, the
programme co-ordinators should bring these
issues to them. Important in that regard is the
The weakest link in the grassroots
qualification and motivation of the coprogramme is the follow-up activities. If
ordinators as well as the nature of their
the “agents of change” need to undergo a
institutional support.
fundamental change and be ready to
influence their environment in a similar
The programme is based on the idea of passing
way, a continued and intense follow-up is
on the objectives through a chain of
necessary
intermediaries. The academic team trains the
staff of La Benevolencia. The latter trains the
grassroots co-ordinators, the co-ordinators train the “agents of change” and the latter are then
supposed to influence their neighbours. It is, of course, crucial that a quality control on the
messages, objectives, implementation procedures etc is assured at the level of each of these
intermediaries. The danger exists that the quality of the approach fades gradually when going
further away from the “source”. The co-ordinators have (or should have) an important role to
play. In fact, they should initially be considered more important than the “agents of change”
themselves. They should be very much informed on the objectives and the underlying theories
and ideas of the programme. A broader perspective is even necessary. Events, issues and
questions will arise that go beyond the 10 messages underlying the grassroots methodology. They
should be able to deal with this broader perspective. The co-ordinators should make regular visits
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to the grassroots sites even and especially when they are very remote. Logistic support to be able
to do this should be provided. A system to record changes in the local communities on certain
indicators would be helpful to understand the impact of the programme and the places and issues
that need particular attention. It could be useful to revise the scale of the project, the number of
co-ordinators or the project cycle to address these issues. We make some suggestions in the
following section.
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6. Recommendations
Attune specific programme objectives to particular groups and critical junctures
Based on the findings of the evaluation study and the insights established in the popular
understandings of social cohesion as well as in the existing architecture to resolve local day-to-day
conflicts, it is recommended to attune specific programme objectives to particular groups. In
addition critical junctures in the organizational structures of Rwandan society at the local level
might be specifically targeted by the programme: a more specific targeting in order to achieve a
better impact of the programme activities and objectives.
As we have explained, the “agents of change” did not establish a territory in the local conflict
resolution architecture. We have explained the reasons why this is the case and we indicated that
it is not paramount for them to play this role. Their task is primarily conflict prevention with
regard to ‘bigger’ conflicts: large-scale incitement to participation in violence; something that will
mainly happen in times of crisis. And even then the project approach would need to consider
whether all of the groups selected for participation in the “agents of change” programme are able
to fully play this role. An in-depth analysis of the unfolding of the genocide is in order here to
explore the critical junctures in the dynamics of violence at the local level. It will allow to come to
an identification of the particular nodes and groups that need more targeting, at least for the
conflict prevention aspect of the programme.
Graph 3 below represents schematically an analysis of these dynamics. Although it is an
abstraction of a complex issue these findings are supported by other research that looked into the
same issue. Important to note is the influence of two actors: the “burgomaster” and the so-called
“rural elite”. The burgomaster and his aides in the previous regime correspond roughly with what
the sector executive-secretary and his supporting personnel do in the current administrative
structures. The “rural elite” can in general be considered as the people who were labelled the
“opinion leaders” at the local level in the grassroots approach and this evaluation study. They are
the well-off, have monetary income next to the agricultural activities and they occupy positions of
“expertise” and authority at the local level.
The graph makes clear that the violence unleashed at the national level was channelled through
the administrative structures at the time: the chain of command elaborated to the local level to
assure mass mobilization through critical junctures in the system. These critical nodes were
occupied by the above identified actors. Their behaviour and decisions influenced what was
going to follow in the groups of peasants: mass mobilization or not.
It is evident that these groups are in this way important “targets” in the grassroots programme.
As explained before, the idea is not to change the messages or add messages but to select these
people for an intensified exposure to the messages and to undertake with them the other
activities scheduled in the programme: discussion, follow-up, etc.
As can be seen in the findings of the fieldwork, the meetings with authorities are moreover
generally considered by the general population to be contributing to the increase in social
cohesion (table 24). It can be assumed that intense work with these local authorities will allow the
grassroots methodology to become part of the messages ventilated during these meetings. The
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fact that the current grassroots activities included local authorities and opinion leaders shows the
understanding of the importance of the issue. But reinforcing the conflict prevention activities
towards the local authorities and opinion leaders will make the programme more efficient for this
particular objective.

Graph 3 Commune-level dynamics during the genocide. Reprinted from Scott Straus, The Order of Genocide. Race,
Powe and War in Rwanda, (Ithaca & London: Cornell University Press, 2006, p. 91.

Does the preceding suggestion need to result in the abandonment of the other groups that were
also selected to participate in the grassroots programme as “agents of change”? Not at all. We
argue for a continuation of the overall approach but a diversification of its objectives. The other
groups of “agents of change”, the ordinary peasants so to speak, have an important role to play in
the conciliation activities, the domain of social cohesion and psychological well-being. The
research findings have indicated that the “agents of change” are dominantly associated with these
issues. But we plead for a strengthening of their capacities and the capitalization of what
originates from the communities in connection to the objective of social cohesion and
reconciliation.
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Capitalize on what already exists in and originates from local communities
The activities organized by La Benevolencija are informed by sophisticated and well thought-out
theories and ideas. But Rwandan peasants have their own wisdom and insights, their own
established practices to deal with these issues. The fieldwork findings have established an insight
in these opinions, preferences and practices. To create more effect it would be interesting to
consider these findings and attune the programme activities to these issues. Not that they are not
adapted already, but a greater harmony
will result in more effect. And the
underlying theories remain a rich source
It is paramount that the activities of the “agents
of inspiration.
of change” remain outside of the judicial and
administrative logics that dominate peasantry
The findings related to the popular
life in Rwanda.
understandings of social cohesion
indicate that the sharing of food and
drinks, ceremonies of conviviality and
the exchange of gifts are the most important signs of positive social relations. Mutual help in
general and in case of distress or general collaboration between people was also often cited by
respondents in the group discussions. Greeting each other on pathways or neighbourly visits are
considered to be signs of good social cohesion as well. These signs might seem evident or banal
from the perspective of an outsider but what one labels as “reconciliation” has already taken root
in the ambiguities of local life. Dealing with the violence of the past and preventing a recurrence
in the future is enmeshed in the web of tightly knit face-to-face communities, difficult to
understand from the perspective of an outsider who is used to different preconceived categories
of what is taken for granted.

Reinforce the non-judicial and “cultural” dimensions of the programme
In line with the previous recommendation it would be interesting to reconceptualize some of the
activities of the “agents of change” and provide ample support to them. As discussed earlier, it is
paramount that the activities of the “agents of change” remain outside of the judicial and
administrative logics that dominate peasantry life in Rwanda. This will allow for genuine spaces
of reconciliation to be opened. Sharing of foods and drinks, the organization of festivities and
ceremonies of conviviality are perceived as genuine instances of social trust and cohesion. If the
grassroots programme would be able, through the
intermediary of the “agents of change” to regularly
organize these meetings it would without any doubt
Rwandan peasants have their
reinforce the social relations at the local level. Especially
own wisdom and insights.
since the activities will be inclusive; the “agents of change”
Sharing of foods and drinks,
are chosen from all layers of Rwandan rural society and
the organization of festivities
from the different social groups. A gathering that brings
and ceremonies of conviviality
together people on the initiative of such a group will be
are perceived as genuine
fruitful.
instances of social trust and
cohesion.
It might facilitate a genuine rapprochement between the
different groups, something that is not easily forthcoming
through the Gacaca activities that are based on a
prosecutorial and adversary logic. In the Gacaca process one often hears reference to confessing
as an act of pardon (“gusaba imbabazi”). But this expression is used in the context of a dispute to
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be settled, often in a judicial sphere. As a result, the act of confessing/pardon is considered to be
sanctioned by the legal system/procedures, the authority structures. “Kwicuza” on the other hand
refers to the act of showing remorse.12 It is more profound, it is seen as coming from the heart
and a genuine conciliation attempt. Such an act of rapprochement is taking place outside of the
legal sphere, the domain that is the continuum between ordinary life (meetings in bars, sharing of
beer, help in distress, invitation to a ceremony) to the churches, with somewhere in between, for
example, grassroots activities facilited by La Benevolencija.
These gatherings can then also be exquisite moments to discuss the “messages” of which the
“agents of change” are the ambassadors. Public orations, especially in situation where food and
drinks are shared, are important in Rwandan culture. The “agents of change” or a number of
them could also perform some plays, scenes coming from the popular “Musekeweya” theatre
play that they listen to on the radio. The example of the Umudugudu in the Southern province
proves that these possibilities should be considered.
In addition and beyond the overall objectives of the grassroots programme, the organization of
such an event would be a welcome distraction in an environment characterized by abject poverty
and the struggle for survival. A cautionary note is in order however: also here a stringent followup on the part of the programme co-ordinators is necessaryto avoid groups being or feeling
excluded or having the impression of being forced to participate against their will. The gatherings
would have to be small in scale to avoid too much “administrivization” and to be able to share with
identifiable people. If financial support is pledged, it should be well channelled and inclusive.

Establish a “niche” at the local level complementing other initiatives
The fieldwork findings have indicated that the agents of change are generally not perceived as
important actors in the resolution of day-to-day conflicts. There is however evidence that they do
intervene in conflicts. Especially intra-household conflicts taking the shape of deviant behaviour
are often dealt with by “agents of change”, at least according to their own reporting. There is no
need to prevent them from doing so. On the other hand, it seems important that the “agents of
change” do not acquire an “official” status in the conflict resolution architecture at the local level.
This would on the one hand hamper their spontaneous activities and it would only come to
duplicate activities already existing. The committee of Abunzi is the main conflict resolution
institution at the local level; they are officially tasked with the objective of addressing small-scale
conflicts. They are institutionally supported and they are working within a legal framework. The
Gacaca institution deals with the genocide, but mainly in a retrospective and overtly legalistic
manner. Other actors intervening in the domain of local conflicts are equally state-sanctioned:
police, local defense force, local administrative authorities, etc. This leaves ample room and need
to shape a specific profile and task for the “agents of change” and their grassroots activities: this
task should be complementary to what already exists. As explained above, this task should
primarily be in the domain of social cohesion and psychological well-being with attention to the
role of local authorities and “opinion leaders” as critical groups to deal with conflict prevention
issues.
A similar remark can be made in relation to the nature of the associations instigated for the
“agents of change”. Facilitating economic activities at the local level in Rwanda is a noble and
necessary objective in itself. The creation of associations also fosters outcomes beyond the
12

Burnet, J.E. (2008) ‘The injustice of local justice: truth, reconciliation and revenge in Rwanda,’ Genocide Studies and Prevention, 3, 2: 173-193.
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economic domain through the strengthening of the social tissue. But one has also here to be
aware of the fact that many interventions and policies have a similar objective. To name just one
example: the Ubudehe programme. The Ubudehe approach has a similar objective: the
empowerment of local communities in the decision-making process at the local level, the support
of income or development related activities, the creation of an associational tissue that facilitates
inter-group interaction in the context of a joint project. It is important that the grassroots
associations come to reinforce such a decentralized approach but while the principle itself can be
kept, it would be preferably complementary to what is already being done. Moreover, an
adjustment of the nature of these associations would strengthen the identity of the programme
activities and render activities more efficient in the light of the overall programme objectives.

Restructure the grassroots associations towards non-financial associations
The creation of associations is a good attempt to insert an element of sustainability in the
programme activities. As explained, it will also reinforce the programme objectives and guarantee
the continuity of these objectives in the long run. But in line with the previous recommendation
it could be considered to restructure the associations towards the non-economic sphere.
Grassroots “agents” spent a lot of time thinking how to achieve the most economic benefits for
themselves out of the associational obligation; the best option is often simply divide the money
or the animals bought with the money.
The collective farming of a crop on a jointly owned piece of land remains an acceptable option in
that regard;a collective good underlies this type of associations. And while the production might
be divided among the members, the plot of land itself cannot be divided. The sharing of the
production can, moreover, be considered as a practice in line with the popular understandings of
what good social cohesion is. Problems might arise in the collective management of the plot and
the farming activities: a sensitive issue when
antagonistic groups such as liberated prisoners and
genocide survivors are part of the association. But it is
Grassroots “agents” spent a lot of
the objective of the programme to facilitate their
time thinking how to achieve the
interaction, also in problem-solving. Important will be
most economic benefits for
a decent and stringent follow-up to remedy where and
themselves
out
of
the
when necessary.
associational obligation.
Considering the fact that social cohesion is often
Considering the fact that social
referred to in terms of signs of collaboration and
cohesion is often referred to in
mutual help in times of distress, the programme
terms of signs of collaboration
approach might want to limit the type of associations
and mutual help in times of
that can receive funding and institutional support by
distress, the programme approach
La Benevolencija. Apart from the dominantly money
might want to limit the type of
generating associations, there also exist other types of
associations that can receive
associations in the social tissue at the local level. For
funding
example the associations that are formed with the
objective to take care of transportation to the hospital
in case someone needs medical aid and cultural
groups also exist in some localities at the local level. Some places have Intorero dancers who
perform during ceremonies, which might be an area of support. And why not just create
associations that group a local theatre company? Theatre being the core expertise of La
Benevolencija. Limited funds could be made available to provide basic equipment or to allow
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local inhabitants to manifacture the equipment needed (costumes and other (stage-)properties).
That money would then also flow into the local economy; tailors and cabinetmakers are abundant
at the local level in rural Rwanda. These theatre groups would then be able to perform during the
conviviality ceremonies that were suggested to be supported in the previous recommendation.
The creation of an association should, of course, not only just confirm what already exists:
“agents of change” who possibly already use theatre and other cultural features (songs for
example) provided through the grassroots methodology. Some thinking is necessary to develop
something that goes beyond what is already existing.
In any case, whatever the nature of the associations will be: transparency and inclusion are
crucial. Transparency means: elections to establish a committee, official registration of the
association, bank accounts, overview of the activities, etc. . One also needs to be aware of the fact
that there is a tendency in the Rwandan countryside to exclude the weakest groups from being
part of an association. Often an initial financial investment is required by each member in order
to become part of the association which results in the fact that the groups that mostly need the
membership are excluded from the start (in income-generating associations). Or when an
association is based on livestock rearing the general principle is used that only members with the
ability and means to guarantee a decent care of the animals are admitted. The idea is then for
example that ownership of sufficient land is needed to have the necessary nourishment for the
animals. Or it is argued that it is necessary to have skills and “intelligence” to keep livestock. This
again excludes part of the population and reinforces divisions. It is obvious that the exclusion of
members based on (ethnic) group sentiments is the practice that will reconfirm and even deepen
existing fault lines. This is something that absolutely needs to be prevented in the instigation and
support of associations especially when the initiative intends to overcome societal divides.

Use the “Intwali” (righteous) as “natural agents of change”
The grassroots approach seems to work with the tacit assumption that all Rwandans need to
change, that they all have to become “agents of change”. However: “natural agents of change”
exist in the Rwandan society, also and especially at the local level. These people are generally
referred to as the “Intwali”, the so-called “righteous”. These people resisted the manipulations to
participate in large-scale violence during the 1994 genocide and/or they saved neigbours targeted
by the violence. They thus know how to resist scapegoating, to be critical to authority, to be
active bystanders in times of crisis. It is strange that the current programme activities do not use
the potential of the “Intwali”. It can, of course, be argued that there were often doubts whether
these righteous people were really righteous. There is evidence that people not only saved during
the genocide, but equally played a role in the unfolding of the violence. It is evident that the
grassroots activities need to avoid using examples that have a Janus face. Maybe it might be
unknown to outsiders to the community but these issues are known to local inhabitants.
Nevertheless, the doubts that might have existed in the case of some of them have been lifted in
the meantime: the Gacaca proceedings have officially established lists with all the people that can
be considered as “Intwali”. The general public of a local community has debated these issues. It
can be assumed that the ones that were identified through the Gacaca proceedings are acceptable
to the wider community.
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As a consequence, it is paramount to include these groups into the ranks of the “agents of
change”; they can play an important role as an exemplary role model for their fellow neigbours.
Their existence shows that it is possible to take difficult decisions in times of crisis. Their
experience and actions can also be capitalized on during the training and follow-up activities of
the grassroots programme. They can play an important role during ceremonies of conviviality.
These local “heroes” are not very much supported and
placed in the spotlight by the official policy initiatives,
they should, therefore, be placed in the spotlight
The “righteous” are “natural
through other channels: it will bring them the
agents of change” and should be
recognition they deserve. Moreover, they are known and
included in the programme
identifiable at the local level. In fact, they are people that
activities as an important source
live similar lives as anyone else in the local communities.
of inspiration to others. They
This will make them easier role models than the heroes
will also receive the recognition
Rwandans are supposed to identify with in official
they deserve
policy.

Reconsider the project scope to reinforce the follow-up activities
One of the project aspects that need strengthening is the follow-up after the initial grassroots
training of the “agents of change”. This was not only assessed in the overall analysis of the
programme methodology and impact but was also voiced by the “agents of change” themselves.
It is important to counter any possible frustrations due to a lack of assistance or when promises
are not kept. As explained, the initial training activities can only be considered as the first step in
a continued learning process. The current grassroots methodology takes this into account but
future activities will be more efficient and effective if this phase is reinforced. Some factors can
be targeted for remediation: additional attention in the training of the trainers (co-ordinators), the
increase of the number of co-ordinators or the decrease of the selected grassroots sites, a revised
and adjusted project cycle, a plan to point out problematic places and groups that need more
attention, a long-term planning to guarantee continued assistance.
We have argued that the grassroots co-ordinators have an important role to play in the context of
a programme that is built on a continued learning process. Sufficient attention needs to be paid
to the skills and support of these co-ordinators and their motivation. They should be able to
maintain the quality of the grassroots activities. Expertise with respect to content, skill in the
interaction with the peasant population and sufficient logistic support provided by La
Benevolencija are prerequisites.
To live up to the desire of continued attention to the activities of the “agents of change” and the
facilitation of their learning process it could be considered to either increase the number of coordinators or to reduce the number of fieldsites to be monitored and assisted. An adjustment of
the project cycle might be a remedy that combines both aspects without reducing the overall
scope of the project activities. This recommendation is, of course, only relevant if new fieldsites
or new grassroots activities are introduced in the long run. It would be possible to focus on a
limited number of grassroots sites in an intensive manner. In a shorter period of time, the
grassroots sites would be monitored and assisted (preferably with a minimum of weekly or twoweekly visits). After this initial intensive phase, the element of sustainability could be introduced
in the sites were a sufficient level of progress has been recorded related to some of the objectives
of the programme. At that point a number of new sites could be introduced, while the others
receive a continued, but less intense follow-up. In addition, the localities where no sufficient
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progress has been recorded would continue to receive regular and focused attention.
Reconciliation and building capacity in conflict resolution is a time-consuming process that
cannot be reached overnight.
A continued follow-up and support of the learning process is needed as we have shown
comparing the examples of the grassroots sites in the South and the West. Not only to achieve
the programme objectives but to avoid any unintended and noxious side-effects. The primary
objective in any intervention is: do no harm. It is part of the learning process and reflection
process of the “agents of change” and the other inhabitants to become aware of such a situation
in case it develops. It should be the task of the programme to facilitate such a reflection, even in
difficult circumstances.
In addition, it might be necessary to consider whether the current overall selection of grassroots
sites is accurate and efficient. We have established that the grassroots activities were indeed
taking place in localities with much need in the domain of social cohesion, psychological wellbeing, conflict resolution and prevention. The principle to use informed observers in the districts
and at the lower administrative levels was productive. The question is, however, whether the
provincial intake is most effective. The idea seems to be: we distribute the project nationwide
over the entire country with the same number of grassroots
sites in every province. But since the project activities are most
useful in localities that need the assistance it would be more
A continued follow-up
productive to make a selection based on the localities most in
and support of the
need, disregarding the geographical diversity. The example of
learning process is
the grassroots umudugudu that was visited in the Northern
needed in the long run
province shows that it was impossible to include the different
groups in the project activities. This umudugudu has no
released prisoners, nor genocide survivors. While the presence of “agents of change” is an asset
to the living environment as such, some dimensions of the programme will not come into effect:
the facilitation of different groups in their interaction for example. Large-scale survey data on
social cohesion and conflicts that are available through other mechanisms (NURC, Office of
Statistics) can be consulted to identify the areas that are most in need of assistance and where the
programme will be most efficient. If this turns out to be only in two provinces, so be it. And it
will facilitate the overall monitoring and follow-up activities since the localities will be grouped
together. This will decrease the logistic demands and the pressure on the co-ordinators.

Create decentralized insights & expertise as well as institutional memory
Any good policy intervention is based on well-informed insights. La Benevolencija has a tradition
of working in close cooperation with academic institutions when developing the programme
activities. Sufficient attention goes to evaluation and impact assessment. The current evaluation
study is just one example. This approach should continue. It might be strengthened at some
points.
The recent attention for the use of traditional justice and reconciliation mechanisms- whether or
not in parallel with a more distant institution- not only entails a turn towards more culturally
appropriate and home-grown solutions after violent conflict, it often also implies the
decentralization of the judicial procedure and/or the reconciliation process to the most remote
local level: small face-to-face communities. Donors have come to support these ‘new’ ways of
dealing with the past. The grassroots approach of La Benevolencija is an example.
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This increased attention for localized applications of justice and reconciliation reflects a similar
shift in the development paradigm towards decentralized or community-driven development, an
objective primarily aimed at poverty reduction. Past and ongoing (field) research on the dynamics
involved and the effects of community-driven development makes it possible to further map,
adapt, fine-tune and improve this decentralized approach. But decentralized applications of
justice and reconciliation processes are not as informed as they should be. Community-based
interventions and processes are operating beneath the surface of the established radar-screens.
This produces a knowledge gap, blind spots hampering an informed policy decision-making
process. How do you understand, critically support and monitor localized processes when
decentralized, community-based applications and their dynamics are unobserved? Especially since
there is an awareness that any decentralized intervention is inserted in local dynamics that can
and will pervert the project objectives. This is not only a challenge for the grassroots activities
supported by La Benevolencija, but for any decentralized and community-based intervention. La
Benevolencija has developed a strong expertise in the creation and broadcasting of nationwide
radio programmes and soap operas, the grassroots activities are a relatively new approach in the
“portfolio”.
The collection of baseline data before the project implementation and then follow-up studies
during the different phases of the project cycle should be considered. Although there are no
baseline data established before the current grassroots activities started, this evaluation study also
aimed to provide these baseline data for a number of localities at this point in time. These
baseline data can be used to assess the impact in the future. Moreover -as this study has showneven when there are no baseline data available, it is possible to design a fieldwork approach and
to use research techniques that allow for a sufficient understanding of the programme processes
and its impact.
But apart from the typical baseline, follow-up and evaluation studies, the grassroots programme
could use the own project documents generated during the programme activities and the existing
information at the local level. Although an inventory of the activities of the “agents of change”
was available in the current programme activities, it was not systematic enough to arrive at an
efficient and comprehensive insight in the grassroots process and impact. In addition, a careful
attention to the recording of the process will allow for an inventory of best practices. This
information can be used when the grassroots activities are implemented in other localities or in
the training of other “agents of change” and grassroots co-ordinators. “Agents of change” in sites
with specific problems might be taken on a field visit to sites with relative success. Attention to
the production and adequate recording of institutional memory will create effective ways to
understand and thus eventually possibly adapt and adjust the project activities. In addition, local
institutions in the Rwandan countryside have a “natural” wealth of indicators that might be used
in the understanding of the grassroots impact: the records of the Abunzi, the reports of the local
authorities etc. The comparative insights with findings and experience of similar projects might
also be useful. See for example the AMI project.13

13

See for example the work of the Rwandan NGO AMI (Association Modeste et Innocent)
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7. Annexes
Annex 1: Interview Guide – Focus Group Discussions

I.

INTRODUCTION

Poser des questions sur comment va la vie en général dans la région et surtout dans l’UMUDUGUDU.

II.

CONFLITS

•

Est-ce qu’il y en des conflits ici au niveau local (Umudugudu) ? C’est quel genre de conflits ? Pour
chaque type de conflit, combien de cas durant l’année 2008.

•

Pouvez-vous me dire quels sont les trois conflits les plus importants qui ont affecté la vie de
l’Umudugudu durant les deux dernières années (À partir de janvier 2007)? Décrivez brièvement.
[Ici on veut une énumération, avec une brêve description du conflit (qui ? quand ? pourquoi ?)]

•

Parmi tous ces conflits, quel est le plus recent ?
Pour ce conflit, nous souhaitons savoir :
- Le contexte du conflit : Qui ? Quand ? Où ?
- La description du conflit
- Pourquoi il est arrivé ? (cause, déclencheur)
- Qui est intervenu ? (Plusieurs Acteurs / Instances)
- A-t-il été résolu ? Comment ? Niveau d’arbitrage ?

•

Parmi tous ces conflits, quel est le plus important depuis 2008 ?
Pour ce conflit, nous souhaitons savoir :
- Le contexte du conflit : Qui ? Quand ? Où ?
- La description du conflit
- Pourquoi il est arrivé ? (cause, déclencheur)
- Qui est intervenu ? (Plusieurs Acteurs / Instances)
- A-t-il été résolu ? Comment ? Niveau d’arbitrage ?

•

Parmi tous ces conflits, quel est le conflict le plus important qui a affecté la cohésion sociale de
l’umudugudu en général ?
Pour ce conflit, nous souhaitons savoir :
- Le contexte du conflit : Qui ? Quand ? Où ?
- La description du conflit
- Pourquoi il est arrivé ? (cause, déclencheur)
- Qui est intervenu ? (Plusieurs Acteurs / Instances)
A-t-il été résolu ? Comment ? Niveau d’arbitrage ?

III.

COHESION SOCIALE
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-

IV.
-

Comment sont les relations entre les gens ?
C’est quoi la cohésion sociale ? Comment ça se manifeste ?
Est-ce que vous avez l’impression que durant les deux dernières années la cohésion sociale s’est
améliorée ? Détériorée ? Ou ça reste égale ? Comment ça se manifeste ? Pourquoi ?
Quel est l’événement/personne/activité/institution qui a été le plus important durant les deux
dernières années pour augmenter la cohésion sociale entre les gens ? Expliquez.
Est-ce que le BENE a fait quelque chose ? Comment il a intervenu ?
ORGANISATION (seulement faire référence à BENEVOLENCIJA a partir d’ici)
Qui connaît les programmes de radio ‘MUSEKEWEYA’ ?

 Est-ce que vous êtes au courant du programme spécifique que la BENEVOLENCIJA mène dans
votre cellule ? Quoi ? Comment ? Expliquer.
- Que fait le BENEVOLENCIJA ? Expliquer.
- Comment est-ce qu’ils sont venu ici ? Qu’est-ce qu’ils ont expliqué ? Qu’est-ce qu’ils ont fait ?
Comment est-ce qu’ils ont choisi les bénéficaires ? Pourquoi tu as été choisi (n’étais pas choisi – si
groupe non-agents de change).
• Que font ces gens qui ont été formés ? Est-ce que leurs actions sont visibles dans votre cellule ?
V.
1.
2.
3.
4.
VI.
•
-

Quel est l’objectif de ce programme ? Qu’est-ce qu’il a fait pour vous ?
Y a-t-il eu un changement ? Pour vous ? Pour les autres habitants ? Pourquoi ? Comment ?
Qu’est-ce que tu as appris que tu ne savais pas avant ?
Est-ce que tu as vu le coordinateur souvent ? Combien de fois ? Il venait après combien de
temps ? C’était possible de lui contacter ? Qu’est ce qu’il faisait ?
MESSAGES
La passiveté
Le bouc émissaire
Le traumatisme.
Autorité
Demander : Qu’est-ce qui se passe ? Qu’est-ce qui ça signifie pour vous ? Q’est-ce qu’on peut
apprendre à travers cette anecdote, cette scène ?
Que pensez-vous de ce message ? Ce quoi la leçon ?
ASSOCIATIONS
Est-ce que vous êtes au courant de l’association composée de ces gens qui ont été formés par la
BENEVOLENCIJA ? (Pour les SITE dans lesquels la BENEVOLENCIJA intervient mais avec
les FGD composés des gens non formés)
Quel genre d’associations ? Expliquez un peu.
Comment était l’organisation ? Tout le monde ensemble ? Qui a pris le devant ? Quelqu’un c’est
imposé ?
Comment on a distribué l’argent ? Vous avez l’impression que ça a été fait d’une manière
équitable et transparente.
Qu’est-ce que vous faites ? Comment ça fonctionne maintenant ? Vous avez l’impression que tout
le monde a tiré profit de cette association ?
Quel est l’impact de l’association ? Comment vont les relations entre les différents membres de
l’association ? Quel est l’élément le plus important ? (L’économique ou le social ?)
Est-ce qu’il y a les non membres qui ont bénéficié de l’association ? Qui ? Comment ? Combien ?
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•
•

•
•

Que souhaiteriez vous que la BENEVOLENCIJA fasse dans l’avenir ?
Quels sont les éléments positifs qui font marcher la cohésion sociale dans votre cellule ?
Quels sont les deux éléments négatifs qui entravent la cohésion sociale et dont vous souhaiteriez
voir disparaître pour améliorer la cohésion sociale ?
Quels sont les deux éléments positifs dans le programme de la BENEVOLENCIJA ?
Quels sont les deux éléments négatifs dans le programme de la BENEVOLENCIJA ?
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Annex II: Tables used for inventory of conflicts and associations and grassroots interventions during evaluation

Formulaire à utiliser pour l’inventaire des Association dans l’UMUDUGUDU.
Province :………………………..
District :………………………….
Secteur :………………………….
Cellule :………………………….
Umudugudu :…………………….
N°
1

Nom de l’association

Le……/…./2009

Date de la création

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
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Domaine d’activité

Nr de membre

Formulaire pour la composition des associations.
Province :………………………..
District :………………………….
Secteur :………………………….
Cellule :………………………….
Umudugudu :…………………….
N°

Le……/…./2009

Nom de l’association
LIB.

R.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
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Nombre des membres
NR
TOT
PAUV

RICH

TOT

N°

Formulaire pour l’inventaire des conflits au niveau local (2008)
Province :………………………..
District :………………………….
Secteur :………………………….
Cellule :………………………….
Umudugudu :…………………….
Description du conflit
Acteurs
Intervenant
s

Le……/…./2009

Niveau
d’arbitrage

1

2

3

4

5
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Etat actuel du
conflit

Observation

TABLEAU DES ACTIONS MENEES PAR LES AGENTS DE CHANGE POUR RENFORCER LA COHESION SOCIALE (2007-2009)
Province :……………………………….
District :…………………………………
Secteur :………………………………
Cellule :…………………………………
Umudugudu :…………………………….
N°

Description de l’action

Le……. /…../ 2009

Les acteurs

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

80

Ceux qui ont pris la
décision

Statut de l’action

Annex III: Audio Messages used during fieldwork
1. LE BOUC EMISSAIRE
SCENE 3 :

RUTAGANIRA arrive chez GAKWAYA pour lui emprunter de l’argent. C’est vers
10h30.

SFX :

LES VOIX DES GENS QUI SONT DANS UN CABARET D’URWAGWA.

1. GAKWAYA :

(Devant son cabaret) Pourquoi ce RUTAGANIRA entre dans mon
cabaret en courant ? Qu’est-ce qui s’est passé ?

2. RUTAGANIRA :

(Un peu loin) Comment ça va Mr GAKWAYA ?

3. GAKWAYA :

Comment ça va Mr RUTANIRA ? (En rigolant) Je vois
RUTAGANIRA qui court vite que le cheval, est-ce que c’est seulement la
soif que te fait courir ainsi ?

4. RUTAGANIRA:

(En arrivant devant lui) Cesse de rigoler ainsi, je ne suis pas vraiment
tranquille. Laissons-nous entrer dans la chambre pour que je te raconte ce
qui m’est arrivé.

SFX :
5. GAKWAYA :
6. RUTAGANIRA :
7. GAKWAYA :

LES VOIX DES GENS QUI SONT DANS LE CABARET, LA PORTE
S’OUVRE ET ILS ENTRENT À L’INTERIEUR DU CABARET.
Ne t’assoie pas là, on y a versé de l’urwagwa.
Est-ce que tu penses que je vais m’asseoir alors que je ne suis pas
tranquille ?
Mais qu’est-ce qui s’est passé Mr RUTAGANIRA ?

8. RUTAGANIRA :

Ecoute moi, j’ai un sérieux problème, de ce fait, je viens auprès de toi
pour que tu m’aides parce que si je traîne un peu, ma fille MUNYANA va
quitter ce monde en peu de temps.

9. GAKWAYA :

Comment MUNYANA est-elle tombée malade alors que je l’ai vue hier
bien portante quand elle venait de puiser de l’eau avec d’autres enfants ?

10. RUTAGANIRA :

(En parlant vite) En arrivant de la source, elle est tombée malade
brusquement, elle a eu une fièvre foudroyante, nous avons eu peur
croyant que ce sont ces méchants de BUMANZI qui l’avaient
empoisonnée, mais parce que nous avions des doutes, nous nous sommes
dit que le mieux serait de le transporter chez le médecin. Mais, nous avons
constaté que nous avions tort, c’est la malaria associée à la malnutrition
qui l’a attaquée.

11. GAKWAYA :

Est-ce que tu ne remarques pas que ces gens de BUMANZI aient un rôle
dans tout ça comme il y a aussi la malnutrition ?

12. RUTAGANIRA :

Ça c’est vrai ! Si mes légumes qui étaient dans la vallée n’avaient pas… (Il
craque la langue) Laisse-moi me taire, je ne veux même pas me le
rappeler ! Toutefois GAKWAYA, je viens ici pour t’emprunter de
l’argent, on m’a taxé de quinze mille francs pour les médicaments, alors
que je ne’ai même pas cent francs. Alors, je voudrais que tu me viennes en
aide et que tu me prêtes cette somme. J’ai constate que tu es la personne à
qui je dois recourir parce que j’ai remarqué que nous avons plusieurs
points en commun.

13. GAKWAYA :

Pourquoi ne pas nous unir alors que nous tous disons la vérité et que nous
n’aimons pas de fautes. Toutefois, je regrette pourquoi ne pas t’avoir
soutenu depuis longtemps. Laisse ceux qui me persécutent pour avoir
renvoyer mes employés comme si ce n’était pas mon droit.

14. RUTAGANIRA :

Laisse les baver, ils finiront par voir que ce que tu as fait est convenable!
Est-ce qu’ils vont continuer à parler des gens de BUMANZI si demain ils
meurent de faim !
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15. GAKWAYA :

Ce que je leur répète souvent, mais ils n’écoutent pas ! Et tu as dit qu’on
t’a taxé de quinze mille ? Mais cette somme est très élevée, où est-ce que je
vais la trouve Mr RUTAGANIRA ? Est-ce qu’elle est hospitalisée
maintenant ?

16. RUTAGANIRA :

Non, non ! On m’a parlé de ces milliers, j’ai analysé et j’ai constaté que si
même je trouve cette somme, je ne trouverai pas les frais
d’hospitalisation ; J’ai alors pris la décision de quitter clandestinement,
mais nous avons quitté l’hôpital en la portant dans les bras ! Seulement, ce
qui me tracasse le plus, c’est qu’en arrivant à la maison, j’ai constaté qu’elle
était mal en point plus qu’elle ne l’était quand on était à l’hôpital !

17. GAKWAYA :

Mais il fallait la laisser à l’hôpital et voir si on n’allait pas la soigner même
si tu ne trouvais pas l’argent ! Est-ce qu’eux aussi ignorent qu’il aient des
pauvres ?

18. RUTAGANIRA :

Pas du tout, je ne veux pas avoir des problèmes avec les médecins. Si j’ai
de la chance de trouver de l’argent, j’achèterais des médicaments qu’elle va
prendre à la maison. Alors GAKWAYA, que ferais-je alors que tu sais
bien la pauvreté qui me ronge !

S. F. X:
19. GAKWAYA:

SFX :

TAPER SUR UNE BOUTEILLE AVEC UN
CHALUMEAU !
Que cherchent ces gens qui veulent casser mes bouteilles !

VERSER DE LA BIERE DANS UNE BOUTEILLES.

20. RUTAGANIRA :

Ce sont les gens qui cherchent encore de la bière. Mais GAKWAYA, ça
c’est seulement de l’amour pour l’argent ! Voir que tu donnes de la bière à
ces gens de BUMANZI vraiment ? Je pense que depuis que tu as pris la
décision d’enlever de la saleté en renvoyant tes employés qui y étaient
originaires, aucun de leurs proches ne s’aventureraient à venir ici, et voilà
ce que je vois.

21. GAKWAYA :

RUTAGANIRA, il ne faut pas jouer avec l’argent. Que se passera-t-il si
j’écarte les gens de BUMANZI alors que les gens de MUHUMURO se
mettent à cinq pour fermer la porte !

22. RUTAGANIRA :

Qu’ils aillent se faire voir ! Que te dirais-je ! Moi, je ne les comprendrais
jamais ! Je passe mon temps à quémander de l’argent, est-ce que si ces
gens n’avaient pas conduit de l’eau dans nos cultures, elles seraient mûres,
est-ce que j’aurais ce problème ? Dis-moi plutôt si tu peux trouver l’argent
et laissons tomber ce qui concerne ces abuseurs !

23. GAKWAYA :

Ecoute, je viens de donner l’argent que j’avais pour acheter de la bière,
mais je te donne les quatre mille qui me restent, tu vas continuer à
chercher ailleurs peut-être tu vas réunir la somme.

24. RUTAGANIRA :

Je te remercie quand même, donne le moi, j’achète le peu de médicament
et je verrai la suite. Donne moi un chalumeau et que je goûte à ta bière, je
ne veux pas partir avec un mauvais sort.

SFX :
25. GAKWAYA :

SFX :
26. RUTAGANIRA :

VERSER DANS UN GOBERET.
Tiens ! C’est vraiment bon ! C’est du cru !

VIDER UN GOBERET.
Eeh ! C’est vraiment du cru ! Hum ! Hum ! C’est que je suis pressé,
autrement, le m’essayerais pour en boire une bouteille.
FIN DE LA SCENE TROIS.

PARTIE 22. La scène se déroule à la fin de la journée, le jour de la mort de MUNYANA.
SCENE 1 :

MUKANDUTIYE, RUTAGANIRA ET BAPFAKURERA SONT
CHEZ RUTAGANIRA A LA FIN DE LA JOURNEE.
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S.F.X :

UN CHANT DE COQ + LE BRUIT DE BEUCOUP DE GENS QUI

1. RUTAGANIRA :

Avec beaucoup de chagrin). MUKANDUTIYE, mon épouse et toi
BAPFAKURERA, dites-moi. (Il commence à pleurer). Vous voyez
comment j’ai passé toute la journée à la recherche de l’argent pour payer
les médicaments de mon enfant et à la fin, après avoir trouvé cet argent et
payé les médicaments, je trouve que mon enfant est mort vraiment, est-ce
qu’elle n’allait pas être sauvée !

2. BAPFAKURERA :

RUTAGANIRA, calme-toi, ne soit pas emporté par le chagrin. On dit
que celui qui a mis beaucoup au monde est aussi celui qui a beaucoup
de tombeaux, c’est comme ça pour les parents ! Et même celui qui n’a
rein donné à la mort, il porte un sur son dos et qui un jour sera
emporté, sois fort vraiment.

3. MUKANDUTIYE :

(Elle craque sa langue et parle d’une voie pleine de chagrin et
d’amertume) BAPFAKURERA, aide moi à le calmer, car c’est que j’étais
en train de lui dire. MUNYANA est morte, et même si nous continuons à
geindre, ça ne sert à rien. Perdre un enfant n’est pas un défaut au un
crime, c’est une chose qui arrive à tous les parents. Tout ce qu’on peut
faire ne peut pas le ressusciter.

4. RUTAGANIRA :

(En pleurant) Comment me calmer ! Mon aînée MUNYANA vient de
mourir à cause de la pauvreté alors qu’il n’y a personne qui a cultivé plus
que moi ! Ce n’est pas possible, je ne peux pas continuer à le supporter !
Elle vient de mourir, mais ceux qui vont la suivre seront nombreux sans
aucun doute.

5. BAPFAKURERA :

(Calmement) Non, RUTAGANIRA, sois patient, tu ne dois pas perdre
ton enfant et perdre la raison en même temps.

6. MUKANDUTIYE :

(Avec du chagrin) RUTAGANIRA, mon époux, moi aussi,
MUNYANA était ma fille aînée, et je ne voulais pas qu’elle meure, mais,
même si parmi les causes de sa mort il y a la malnutrition, il ne faut pas
condamner les autres, ils n’ont aucun rôle dans cette mort.

7. RUTAGANIRA :

(Avec beaucoup de chagrin et d’amertume) Cessez de me raconter
n’importe quoi, car je n’écoute rien de tout ce que vous dites. Que
MUNYANA s’en aille, mais les gens de BUMANZI vont le regretter car
je sais très bien que c’est à cause d’eux qu’elle est morte.

8. BAPFAKURERA :

(Avec une voix calme) RUTAGANIRA, ne cherche pas à te fatiguer la
cervelle pour rien ! Tu ne devrais pas te presser à dire des mots sans les
trier ! Parce que…

9. RUTAGANIRA :

(Il lui coupe la parole et parle avec la colère mélangée d’amertume)
Et, toi BAPFAKURERA, je te demande de me laisse tranquille et de me
foutre la paix ! Je te connais et d’ailleurs tu es souvent contre moi, je
n’ignore pas que la mort de ma fille ne te dit rien, mais si tu veux, va leur
dire de se préparer à payer !

10. MUKANDUTIYE :

Et pourtant, tu condamnes BAPFAKURERA pour rien, ce qu’il te dit est
vrai, mon cher époux RUTAGANIRA.

11. BAPFAKURERA :

Tant mieux, qu’on laisse tomber, tu as encore du chagrin, nous allons
encore en parler après que tu te sois calmé. Alors, si vous pensez que
l’enterrement va avoir lieu aujourd’hui, dis nous où nous allons l’enterrer
pour que nous puissions commencer à creuser la tombe, afin que la pluie
ne nous surprenne, je vois des nuages qui peuvent en produire.

12. RUTAGANIRA :

Allez-y et creusez tout près de la tombe de son grand-père
MUNYEMANZI. Nous allons l’enterrer aujourd’hui, je ne la garde pas
car elle ne va pas se réveiller. Après tout ça, laissez-moi, que personne ne
me parle.

13. BAPFAKURERA :

Alors, montrez-moi où sont les outils pour les donner à ces hommes pour
qu’ils commencent à creuser.

SONT VENUS AU DEUIL.
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14. MUKANDUTIYE :

Allez voir où sont suspendues les houes, là dans le coin nord de la maison.
Pour ce qui est des pics et des pelles, vous allez chercher où les trouver,
car nous n’en avons pas. Mais, pour toi BAPFAKURERA, je voudrais que
tu n’ailles pas creuser, reste ici pour nous aider dans d’autres affaires.

S.F.X :

LE BRUIT DE LA PORTE QUI S’OUVRE ET QUI SE FERME
ET LES PAS DE QUELQU’UN QUI PASSE.
UN PEU DE SILENCE.

15. MUKANDUTIYE :

Alors, à quoi sert ce médicament que la vielle nous a apporté,
RUTAGANIRA, mon époux ?

16. RUTAGANIRA :

(En la menaçant) Ecoute comment tu es faite ! A ton âge, tu ne connais
pas ce genre de médicament que l’on prend quand il y a un mort dans la
maison, mais je ne sais pas comment tu te comportes madame ! Est-ce
que cette mort inopinée de notre enfant ne te dit rien vraiment ! Si nous
ne prenons pas des médicaments pour immuniser ceux qui restent et
nous-mêmes, est-ce que…

17. MUKANDUTIYE :

(Elle lui coupe la parole) Mais mon cher époux, il faut essayer de
raisonner un peu ! Où est-ce que tu as vu un médicament qui protège
contre la mort !

18. RUTAGANIRA :

Eloigne moi de ton esprit gâteux, ça te regarde si tu ne sais pas que nous
avons des ennemis. Les gens de BUMANZI ne vont pas survivre, je vais
leur faire la chasse. S’ils donnent naissance, moi, j’engendrerais des
empoisonneurs, s’ils cultivent, j’élèverais des rats, mais tôt ou tard, je me
calmerai après avoir vengé mon aînée.

19. MUKANDUTIYE :

(Triste) Ce qui nous est arrivé arrive aussi aux autres gens, alors il ne
faut pas mettre sur le dos des autres ce qu’ils n’ont pas fait. Et je t’en prie
d’essayer de parler un peu moins fort pour que les gens de BUMANZI ne
t’entendent pas, peut-être qu’eux vont venir nous secourir.

20. RUTAGANIRA :

Qu’est-ce que tu dis là? Les gens de BUMANZI venir ici ! Qu’ils osent
pour que je leur montre à quel bois je me chauffe.

FIN DE LA SCENE

2. LA PASSIVETE
SCENE 2: MUZATSINDA, BAPFAKURERA et BATAMULIZA. Ils sont en train de voir
ensemble ce qu’on peut faire pour calmer le conflit. Ils sont chez BAPFAKURERA.
SFX :

LE CRI D’UN COCHON ET DE SES PETITS.

1. BATAMURIZA :

Etonnée) Ehh ! Tu sais que tes cochons sont devenus nombreux
BAPFAKURE !

2. BAPFAKURERA :

Est-ce vrai, tu as été ici quand il n’y avait qu’un seul BATAMURI ?

3. MUZATSINDA :

Je t’en prie, donne moi un pour voir si je peux commencer l’élevage moi
aussi afin d’avoir du fumier !

4. BAPFAKURERA :

MUZATSI, est-ce qu’il y a quelque chose à ma disposition que je peux te
priver ? Laisse ces petits grandir, je te donnerai un pour que tu essayes toi
aussi !

5. MUZATSINDA:

Je te remercie mon vieux ! (Ils se tapent dans les mains)

6. BAPFAKURERA :

Je vais en tenir compte vraiment ! Si nous revenons sur cette idée de la
manifestation que BATAMURIZA a eue avec CHANTAL, je remarque
que c’est une très bonne idée !

7. BATAMURIZA :

Nous avons constaté que nous ne pouvons pas rester les bras croisés alors
que nous sommes au courant de la gravité de la situation !
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8. MUZATSINDA :

Ça c’est vrai ! Surtout que peut-être même ces extrémistes peuvent savoir
que les jeunes se sont mis ensemble pour combattre les méfaits qui sont
en train de se préparer, peut- être qu’ils auraient peur et qu’ils
abandonneraient ! Moi aussi, je serai là même si je ne suis pas jeune.

9. BATAMURIZA :

Nous aussi, c’est à ça que nous avions pensé ! Autre chose, nous avons
besoin de faire quelque chose comme les jeunes de MUHUMURO et de
BUMANZI qui sont préoccupés par le conflit qui se couve…

10. BAPFAKURERA :

Oui

11. BATAMURIZA :

Nous avons constaté que si nous ne faisons rien, nous allons constater
que certains d’entre nous qui voulons défendre les gens, peuvent changer
pour se ranger du côté des malfaiteurs parce qu’ils auront constaté que
nous aussi, nous n’avons aucune action !

12. MUZATSINDA :

Ce que tu dis est vrai ! Quand les observateurs restent silencieux et qu’ils
ne mènent aucune action concrète et qu’ils ne sont pas gênés par les
mauvaises actions qui se préparent sous leur nez, on remarque qu’eux
aussi peuvent basculer du côté des malfaiteurs !

13. BAPFAKURERA :

Que cela ne vienne jamais !

14. BATAMURIZA :

C’est cela que nous voulons arrêter dans les brefs délais !

15. MUZATSINDA :

Vous avez eu une bonne idée vraiment !

SCENE 2 :

BAPFAKURERA, SAMVURA, BATAMULIZA, CHANTAL ET
GAFOTOZI sont sur le terrain là où la manifestation va débute. On
entend le bruit des autres personnes qui sont venues dans la
manifestation.

S. F. X :

LE BROUHAHA DE PLUSIEURS PERSONNES, ON ENTEND
AUSSI DES COUPS DE SIFFLETS.

1. BATAMURIZA:

CHANTAL, comme nous avons de la chance d’avoir GAFOTOZI qui
amène le panneau, tu dois chercher quelqu’un qui doit t’aider pour le
transporter, vous allez vous mettre devant pour que nous commencions
vite avant que le soleil ne se mette pas à briller très fort.

2. CHANTAL:

BATAMURIZA, tu as perdu, tu n’as pas entendu le témoignage que
GAFOTOZI était en train de nous donner sur comment RUTAGANIRA
et KANANGA sont allés lui empêcher de fabriquer ce panneau.

3. BATAMURIZA:

Il m’a raconté comment ils l’ont oblige d’effacer ce que nous lui avions dit
d’inscrire sur le panneau afin d’y inscrire leurs mots. Mais
BAPFAKURERA m’a appelé sans que je sache comment il s’est tiré des
mais de ces hommes.

4. CHANTAL :

(En riant) Il a eu peur de leur dire la vérité et il a commencé à les
supplier, mais quand il a remarqué que ces hommes continuaient à le
terroriser, il a pris la décision de leur dire la vérité.

5. BATAMURIZA:

C’est comme ça que ça se passe, à force de courir derrière quelqu’un, tu
finis à ne lui faire peur.

6. CHANTAL:

Il leur a dit qu’il ne peut pas inscrire des mots remplis d’idéologie
destructive, quand il a commencé à crier, ces hommes qui le terrorisaient
sont partis en courant et il n’a pas pu savoir par où ils sont passés.

7. BAPFAKURERA:

(En soufflant dans un sifflet) Mettez vous ensemble pour commencer
l’activité qui nous a réuni ce jour, et comme nous nous sommes décidés à
être caractérisé par la discipline, soyez calme pour entendre ce qu’a nous
dire le vieux SAMVURA.

S. F. X :

LE BROUHAHA DES GENS QUI SE METTENT ENSEMBLE
ET ÇA PREND DU TEMPS.
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SAMVURA, c’est à toi la parole.
8. SAMVURA

(Parle en haussant le taux) Vous tous qui êtes ici, les vieux et les
jeunes, que vous soyez de MUHUMURO et de BUMANZI, je vous
remercie d’avoir abandonné vos activités quotidiennes pour venir montrer
votre courage de combattre la violence qui est en train de se préparer de
deux côtés.
Je ne vais pas vous raconter beaucoup de choses parce que tous vous
savez ce qui nous a réuni ici, seulement, je voudrais vous calmer en vous
demandant de ne pas avoir peur du fait que nous voyons à côté de nous
les gens qui sont prêts pour perturber notre manifestation. Tu prives le
pays de ton sang, mais les chiens en boivent gratuitement. Ils sont plus
nombreux que nous, mais calmez vous, ce qu’on considère comme une
barrière entre les gens, va finir bientôt.

LES GENS APPLAUDISSENT EN BAVARDANT.
Je demande aux jeunes d’entonner une chanson, et nous allons
commencer notre marche ne paix.

9. BAPFAKURERA:

Que ce qui tiennent le panneau s’avancent pour rejoindre
MUZATSINDA et que les autres soient à côté d’eux pour les aider quand
ils seront fatigués. (Il souffle dans le sifflet de nouveau).

10. BATAMURIZA :

(En commerçant par le refrain) Nous prions Dieu pour qu’il nous

11. TOUS :

ILS REPETENT CE REFRAIN :

12. BATAMURIZA:

(En chantant le couplet) Que l’idéologie destructrice soit bannie à
jamais et qu’on récolte la paix entre les gens.

13. TOUS:

Nous prions Dieu pour qu’il nous accorde la circonspection, pour
que nous déracinions les haines et que la paix règne entre les gens.

14. BATAMURIZA:

Vous les gens de BUMANZI et vous ceux de MUHUMURO, qu’est-ce
qui nous sépare alors que nous sommes tous dans le voyage.

15. TOUS :

Nous prions Dieu pour qu’il nous accorde la circonspection, pour
que nous déracinions les haines et que la paix règne entre les gens.

16 : BATAMURIZA:

Vous qui achètent des armes et vous qui entretiennent les intrigues, soient
raisonnables pour commencer les négociations.

17. BOSE:

Nous prions Dieu pour qu’il nous accorde la circonspection, pour
que nous déracinions les haines et que la paix règne entre les gens.

accorde la circonspection, pour que nous déracinions les haines et
que la paix règne entre les gens.

FIN DE LA SCENE 2
3. L’AUTORITE
SCENE 6: On est dans une classe, on entend LE MAITRE, KIGINGI et HIRWA.
SFX :
1. LE MAITRE

LES ENFANTS QUI BAVARDENT.
(Comme celui qui s’adresse aux gens qui sont dans la classe) Est-ce que vous avez
fini avec ledevoir que je vous ai laissé ?

2. TOUS :

Nous en avons fini !

3. LE MAITRE

Yee !!! La fois passée, lors de la leçon d’histoire, nous avons vu ensemble quelques
exemples des guerres qui ont eues lieu dans ce monde et ceux qui ont été les
provocateurs de ces guerres. Dans la leçon d’aujourd’hui, j’ai souhaité que nous
continuions cette leçon, et je vous demande alors de me donner les exemples que
vous connaissez et qui sont plus proches d’ici où les groupes de gens se sont
affrontés mais le plus souvent à cause d’un seul groupe. Est-ce qu’il y a un exemple
que vous connaissez ?
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SFX :

UN PEU DE SILENCE.

4. LE MAITRE :

Aucun de vous n’est à mesure de donner l’exemple ! Non, non, non ! Je n’y
comprends rien ! Comment allez-vous réussir alors que vous ne connaissez
l’histoire de vos voisins ! KIGINGI peut répondre !

5. KIGINGI :

Je peux donner l’exemple des arabes et des juifs au moyen orient !

6. LE MAITRE :

Je vous ai demandé de me donner les exemples de tout près d’ici, je ne vous ai pas
dit d’aller aussi loin ! Est-ce que vous ne connaissez pas l’histoire des gens de
MUHUMURO et ceux de BUMANZI !

LES ENFANTS REPONDENT EN CHŒUR QU’ILS CONNAISSENT.
7. LE MAITRE :

Vous le savez bien que dans ce conflit entre BUMNZI et MUHUMURO, tout est
venu des gens de BUMANZI qui se sont accaparé de la vallée qu’ils partageaient
avec leurs voisins de MUHUMURO, en plus de tout cela, ils se glorifiaient sur leurs
voisins en les qualifiant de vaux rien. Tout cela a entraîné le mécontentement des
gens de MUHUMURO et ceux-ci ont voulu défendre leur droit ! Je vois que
KIGINGI lève le doigt, même s’il n’avait pas bien répondu avant, mais comme il
est de MUHUMURO et que je viens de citer ce lieu, peut-être qu’il se rappelle,
laissons lui la parole pour qu’il nous dise quelque chose.

8. KIGINGI :

(Avec de la peur) Monsieur ! Selon ce que m’ont expliqué mes parents, ce ne sont
pas les gens de BUMANZI qui se sont accaparé de la vallée comme vous venez de
le dire, je pense que vous vous trompez ! Par contre, la vallée a été distribuée par
l’autorité, parce que, que ce se soit les gens de BUMANZI ou ceux de
MUHUMURO, tous ont trouvé la situation comme ça, c’est pourquoi personne de
devrait pas répondre de cette situation.

9. LE MAITRE :

(En le menaçant) : Ecoute comment il est fait ! Tu te donnes le droit de me
corriger comme si nous avons été ensemble à l’école ou comme si tu es le plus âgé
que moi ! Lève toi et met toi à genou là devant les autres ! Tu veux me défier
devant les élèves sans honte !!

SFX :

LE

BROUHAHA

10. KIGINGI :

(Avec de la peur) Monsieur, je n’ai pas voulu vous défier, je voudrais vous dire
ceux que les parents m’ont comme explication sur l’origine du conflit entre
MUHUMURO et BUMANZI.

11. LE MAITRE :

(Avec ne voix très menaçante) Tais-toi ! Met toi à genou là bas, je ne te dis rien
d’autre, tu ne dois pas parler quand moi aussi je parle !

12. HIRWA :

Mais, Monsieur, même si vous réprimandez KIGINGI, ce qu’il dit est vrai, parce
que moi aussi j’ai entendu dire que ça a été ainsi ! La vallée a été prise comme un
alibi, BUMANZI est innocent comme le dit KIGINGI ! Je ne dis pas cela parce
que je suis originaire de BUMANZI, mais parce que c’est comme ça que je le sais !

13. LE MAITRE :

(Avec une voix très menaçante) HIRWA, est-ce que tu veux rejoindre KIGINGI là
où il est à genou toi aussi ! Comment savez-vous tout cela alors que vous n’étiez
pas encore nés ?

14. HIRWA:

Moi, Moi, …

15. LE MAITRE :

(Avec beaucoup de colère) Tais-toi maintenant, lève toi et sort
immédiatement, il ne faut pas chercher à me contredire quand je vous
enseigne. Je te dis de te lever et de sortir, ou bien c’est moi qui sors et tu
restes ici pour enseigner à ma place !
LES ENFANTS MURMURENT EN DISANT QUE LE MAITRE LE
PERSECUTE.

16. LE MAITRE :

Tu as refusé de sortir, je viens te faire sortir moi-même ! Bon, je viens pour te
montrer
LES ENFANTS BAVARDENT BEAUCOUP EN DISANT
QUE CETTE FOIS-CI LEUR MAITRE VA TRES LOIN EN
LEUR DONNANT UNE HISTOIRE FAUSSE, QUE HIRWA NE
DEVRAIT PAS SORTIR.
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LA SCENE SE TREMINE DANS LE BROUHAHA.
SCENE THREE
SFX :

: MUGENGA, THE TEACHER and HIRWA are at school.

STUDENTS’ HUBUB

1. THE TEACHER :
2. MUGENGA :

3. HIRWA :

(As giving him instructions) You can now join the others in class! I
hope you have corrected yourelf!
(Intimidating him) Wait a moment! Repeat what I will say.
(Speaks with a lot of emphasis) I shall accept all things
that the teacher teaches me and I won’t contradict him
anymore!

(Humbly) I shall accept all things the teacher says so long as they are

true!

4. THE TEACHER

(Surprised) Again! You boy! Has the teacher ever said things that are not
true! I was expecting you to come back changed but I can see you still
have the same behaviour! You can now go to class and you will report to
me later.

5. MUGENGA :

Oh shit ! He’s leaving without saying thanks ! You must be polite ! Say
thank you!

6. HIRWA :

(Speaking while moving away) Thank you!

7. MUGENGA :

Teacher Fabiyani, could you please explain in details what
happened? I didn’t have enough time to ask about the causes of the
issue. What did Hirwa say at the discussion you had in class to identify the
root causes of the conflict between Muhumuro and Bumanzi?

8. THE TEACHER

He was saying together with the other boy, Kigingi , that neither
Banayamuhumuro nor Banyabumanzi would be held responsible!

9. MUGENGA :

(Surprised) Do you mean what you say!!! How can my son say such
things! Doesn’t he know that Banyamuhumuro are the culprits for all the
problems?

10. THE TEACHER:

(With moderation) Mugenga, believe it or not. Even though you are a
teacher like me and a friend of mine, I disagree with you on that!

11. MUGENGA :

(Surprised) Fabiya, I can’t understand what you are saying!

12. THE TEACHER:

The bone of contention was Banyabumanzi who took by
force the valley land they shared with Banyamuhumuro. So
Muhumuro grew poorer and started speaking up for the rights
Banyamuhumuro were deprived of!

13. MUGENGA :

(Very surprised)God almighty! I can’t imagine you having such distorted
beliefs! Could you please repeat what you have said? You might have gone
mistaken!

14 THE TEACHER:

Muge, excuse me! I mean what I say. I know for sure that you are
Munyabumanzi and I think we shouldn’t fight over it! That’s history and
history speaks for itself and I believe it!

15. MUGENGA :

Wow!!!(Laughing sarcastically) I’ve considered you as a
serious man but I can see that you are good for nothing! I
can’t imagine how a secondary school teacher can have such a
thinking!

16. THE TEACHER :

(Laughing) Does the fact that you are a primary school teacher make you
have such beliefs? I shouldn’t be victimized for the simple reason that we
don’t share views!

17. MUGENGA :

(Whistles to exclaim) I pity our children you’ve poisoned by teaching
them distorted history!
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18. THE TEACHER :

As far as I see, you must have instructed your son to
contradict me by stating things he doesn’t know!

19. MUGENGA :

(In dismay) I must have misinterpreted it! I thought you taught them that
Banyamuhumuro were the catalyst of the whole issue and he opposed it!
If! It is unbelievable!

20. THE TEACHER :

(Moderately) Mugenga, without defending yourselves, don’t you know

21. MUGENGA :

(Angry) How should we held responsible when the land was officially
given to us!

22. THE TEACHER :

Even though you didn’t take it by force, you should have shared it with
Banyamuhumuro with whom you shared it before! I say it impartially as I
hail from neither Muhumuro nor Bumanzi.

23. MUGENGA :

(Indignant) You don’t deserve being Munyabumanzi! Fabiya, I won’t
talk to you anymore! Our children are in trouble if you teach them such
things!

24. THE TEACHER :

Look! Why do people call a spade a spade and you get angry and start
insulting them! Does being at loggerheads with someone give you the
right to insult them?

25. MUGENGA :

(Flushed with anger) I can’t look on when you want to unfairly blame

that it is you Banyabumanzi who are the culprits for the disaster?

Bumanzi for the crimes she isn’t guilty of! Nononono!! I would rather tell
the headmaster of this school to take drastic actions against you! I can’t
stand seeing you continuing teaching the wrong version of history!
END OF SCENE THREE

4. LE TRAUMATISME

SCENE 2:

JULIENNE ET MUKAKIBIBI SE RENCONTRENT DANS UN
CAMP DE REFUGIES, C’EST AU PETIT MATIN.

S. F. X :

C’EST COMME DANS LA PREMIERE SCENE.

1. MUKAKIBIBI:

(Comme quelqu’un qui est surpris) Oh mon Dieu! Julienne, qu’est-ce
que tu es revenue faire ici dans le camp ! Est-ce que tu as oublié quelque
chose que tu es revenue récupérer ?

2. JULIENNE:

(Avec une voix pleine de chagrin) MIKAKIBI, Que veux-tu que veuxtu me dire, au moment où nous réunissions nos affaires pour rentrer, nous
avons vu GIHANA venir en courant,…

3. MUKAKIBIBI:

(De plus en plus surprise et pleine de curiosité) Que dis-tu là !

4. JULIENNE:

(De plus en plus perdue) Laisse moi, MUKAKIBIBI, car on dit que
quand un indigent met quelque chose au soleil, ce dernier se couche
immédiatement ! En arrivant, il nous a dit d’arrêter tout ce que nous
étions en train de faire !

5. MUKAKIBIBI:

(En lui coupant la parole avec une voix pleine de chagrin et remplie
de peur). Ça m’étonnerait que nous ayons quelque chose qui marche !

6. JULIENNE:

Attends un peu pour écouter ce qui est le plus inquiétant !

7. MUKAKIBIBI:

(Etonnée) Julienne, continue, je t’écoute et laisse moi ! Ce qui concerne
notre retour est complètement compromis, il n’y a plus d’espoir !

8. JULIENNE:

GIHANA est venu et il a appelé SAMVURA, ils sont allés un peu à côté
et ils se sont parlés, après quelques instants, nous avons vu SAMVURA
revenir très fâcheux. Il disait que GIHANA venait de dire que nous ne
devrions pas rentrer parce que la situation n’est pas bonne chez nous à
BUMANZI.
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9. MUKAKIBIBI:

Et pourtant, c’est ce GIHANA qui avait dit qu’il avait défriché le terrain !
Comment il se contredit ?

10. JULIENNE:

Lui aussi, il s’est excusé longuement. Il a dit qu’avant MUGENGA et
MBARUBUKEYE avaient accepté que les gens de BUMANZI puissent
rentrer et que vous vous deviez rester !

11. MUKAKIBIBI:

Est-ce que GIHANA est devenu un traître !?

12. JULIENNE :

Non, GIHANA n’est pas un traître, mais à la dernière minute, il a su qu’il
y a avait un mauvais plan que MUGENGA et ses gens avaient mis sur
place pour nous persécuter. C’était pour mentir aux gens de
MUHUMURO qui sont dans le camp en faisant croire qu’ils se seraient
vengés sur nous parce que nous sommes de BUMANZI.

13. MUKAKIBIBI:

Quels méchants ! Ils ont été à la base de notre exil et maintenant, ils
veulent nous accuser de mauvaises actions que nous n’avons pas
commises ! (De plus en plus perdue) Quel notre fin dans le camp pour
réfugiés, l’espoir pour rentrer se perd de plus en plus !!

14. JULIENNE:

(Elle aussi parle d’une voix pleine de chagrin) MUKAKIBI, que te
répondre moi qui ne sais pas où aller !

15. MUKAKIBIBI:

En pleurant) : J’espérais que comme vous rentrez vous allez faire le
nécessaire pour que nous aussi nous puissions venir après vous, et
maintenant c’est comme ça que ça s’est passé !

16. JULIENNE :

(Elle aussi parle d’une voix pleine d’amertume prête à pleurer)
MUKAKIBI, est-ce que tu pleures pour attirer l’attention de qui ! Calme
toi et attendons la mort, pour ce qui est de rentrer, moi aussi je sens tout
mon espoir s’envoler.

FIN DE LA SCENE 2.
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